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Editorial

Welcome to the first printed issue of the Swedish Journal of Music Research, which is 

also the 96th volume of Svensk tidskrift för musikforskning.1 This new, yet old, journal - 

whose short name will be STM–SJM - is due to the recent merging of the two scholarly 

periodicals of the Swedish Society for Musicology, STM and STM–online.
STM–SJM is a peer-reviewed journal for music research in various disciplines. Musicol-

ogy, music education research, and artistic research in music are the three core areas, 

and research concerning music carried on in other disciplines within the humanities and 

the social sciences, like history, ethnology, sociology, or media and communication stud-

ies, are clearly within its scope. STM–SJM is published both in electronic (open access, 

continuous publication) and paper format. Its aim and ambition is to be not just a prime 

platform for the publication of music research executed in Sweden, but an important 

platform for researchers in the other Nordic countries, as well as a strong alternative 

for the publication of research on music and musical phenomena related to the Nordic 

countries, irrespective of provenience.

The merging of STM and STM–online was perhaps overdue. When STM-online was cre-

ated in 1998, the main reason was to realize an electronic online-journal. At that stage 

there was no discussion that STM should be published in a digital format. During the six-

teen years of co-existence, the two journals were quite similar when it came to editorial 

procedures and standards, as well as actual content, and when STM finally became digi-

talized, in complement to its paper format, the arguments for two separate high-profiled 

peer-reviewed journals came to be more about nostalgia than anything else.

A short comment on the name
Swedish Journal of Music Research gives a more literal rendition of the Swedish term 

‘musikforskning’, compared to the translation Swedish Journal of Musicology officially 

used for STM from 1962 on. The prime reason for the choice of new name in English is 

the openness of the term ‘music research’, which is more explicit about the subject of 

research (‘music’) than the research approach, and so is congenial for the kind of multi-

disciplinary journal Svensk tidskrift för musikforskning has become in recent years: a 

1 Swedish Journal of Music Research Vol. 1 2014 is identical with Vol. 96(2) of the Svensk tidskrift för musik-
forskning. Svensk tidskrift för musikforskning Vol. 96(1)2014 is published in electronic form only. It comprises 
reviews of scholarly literature and abstracts of bachelor’s, magister’s, and master’s dissertations in musicology. 
See musikforskning.se/stm/. 

Svensk tidskrift för musikforskning vol. 96(2) 2014 – Swedish Journal of Music Research Vol.1 2014 pp. i-iii.
© The authors and the publisher Svenska samfundet för musikforskning 2014. All rights reserved.
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forum for the core disciplines musicology (historical musicology, ethnomusicology etc.), 

research in music education, and artistic research in music, but also for researchers in 

other disciplines of the humanities and the social sciences making music and musical life 

their area of investigation in different ways.

About this issue
The first issue of STM–SJM includes six articles:

 ‘Narrative and Performative Modalities in the Swedish Opera-in-the-round Drömmen 
om Thérèse ’ is an article by the musicologist Johanna Ethnersson Pontara, Stockholm 

University. It is a part-presentation of the long-term research project ‘The Baroques as 

Aesthetics and as Experiment in Opera Post 1960’s: Lars Johan Werle’s Operatic Pro-

duction Analysed and Interpreted from the Concept of Performativity’, funded by the 

Swedish Research Council. The article demonstrates the way performative elements and 

processes in Werle’s early 60’s opera realizes a music-dramatic form disrupting a more 

traditional narrative operatic structure and experience.

‘Praxisgemenskap och ideologi bland elever och lärare på en folk- och världsmusikut-

bildning’ is an article by Ph.D. Thomas von Wachenfeldt. At the time of electronic 

publication, he was a Ph.D. student at the Department for Arts, Communication and 

Education at the Luleå University of Technology. The article is part of his doctoral thesis 

by publication in music education, entitled Folkmusikalisk utbildning, förbildning och 
inbillning: En studie över traderande och lärande av svensk spelmansmusik under 1900- 
och 2000-talen, samt dess ideologier (Luleå University of Technology, 2015). The article 

presents the results of an investigation by means of interviews of the ways a few teach-

ers and students at a ‘folk high school’ (Swedish: ‘folkhögskola’) for folk music relates 

to what the author calls ‘the doxa’ of the field of Swedish folk music. The actual content 

of the doxa and its historical origins, as it has been identified in earlier research, is also 

extensively surveyed and discussed.

The article ‘Social Change through Babumba and Beethoven: Music Educational Ideals 

of El Sistema’ is related to the long term research project ‘Projekt El Sistema - musika-

liskt lärande och identitet i en interkulturell kontext’, University of Gothenburg. Its 

authors are Åsa Bergman, musicologist and Senior Lecturer in cultural studies at the 

Department of Cultural Sciences, and Monica Lindgren, researcher in music education 

at the Academy of Music and Drama, University of Gothenburg. The study presents the 

results of a study of El Sistemas ways of legitimating its practice, and the roots of these 

methods in 19th century ideas about music and education.

‘A Costly Glass of Water: The Bourget v. Morel Case in Parisian Courts 1847-1849’ is 

an article by Staffan Albinsson, who holds a Ph.D. in Economic History and is currently 

Redaktionellt_STM_2014_english_1.indd   2 2015-06-23   12.18
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Senior Lecturer at the Institute for Innovation and Entrepreneurship at the School of 

Business, Economics and Law at the University of Gothenburg. Albinsson has authored 

several scholarly publications on music copyright, som of which form part of his doc-

toral thesis by publication Nothing New under the Sun: Essays on the Economic History of 
Intellectual Property Rights in Music, University of Gothenburg, 2013. In this article, the 

picture of the famous Bourget v. Morel Case is filled in and earlier views are corrected in 

the light of a study of primary sources. 

‘Magnus Synnestvedt - Musical Tastes, Cultural Diplomacy, and the Parisian Avant-

Garde, 1902-08’ is an article by musicologist Jann Pasler, currently at the University 

of California, San Diego. It is a study with a tight focus on a short period and a single 

agent, and obviously fits in as an off-shot of the author’s research in the musical life of 

France during the Third Republic, recently manifested in Composing the Citizen: Music 
as Public Utility in Third Republic France, University of California Press, 2009, and Mu-
sic, Race, and Colonialism in the French Empire 1880s-1950s (in preparation). The study 

of the article in this issue of STM–SJM was instigated through the access to a unique 

source material in private possession, which concerns a Nordic citizen active in Paris at 

the beginning of the 20th century.

‘Representing the Marginalized Other – The Swedish Hip-hop Group Advance Patrol’ 

is an article by Susan Lindholm, Ph.D. Candidate at the Department of History, Faculty 

of Education and Society, Malmö University. It is expected that it will become part of a 

doctoral thesis by publication in history, concerning Hip-hop in a Chilean-Swedish con-

text. Following Spivak, the article distinguishes two forms of representation, and inves-

tigates the shifting roles of these through an analysis of the lyrics of Advance Patrol. In 

the end, the picture of what representation of a marginalized other might mean in this 

case has acquired a certain complexity.

***
The printing and distribution of STM–SJM 2014 has been made possible due to a gener-

ous grant from the Royal Swedish Academy of Music. The Swedish Society for Musicol-

ogy wishes to express its thanks for this.

STM–SJM has received funding from the Swedish Research Council for the production 

and distribution of the upcoming volumes for the years (2015-2017).

Stockholm 2 April 2015

Jacob Derkert
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Narrative and Performative Modalities in the 
Swedish Opera-in-the-round Drömmen om 
Thérèse

Johanna Ethnersson Pontara

1. Introduction
In recent decades scholars have paid attention to the narrative-disrupting spectacle 

that an opera performance invariably offers (e.g. Ridout, 2012, pp. 159–176), and to the 

music’s performative and disruptive functions, both from the perspective of examination 

of particular genres (e.g. Feldman, 2007; Calcagno, 2003, pp. 461–497), and from more 

general critical-theoretical positions (e.g. Kivy, 1994, pp. 63–68; Abbate, 2004, pp. 505–

536)1. This article explores the narrative and performative roles of music in a Swedish 

opera experiment carried out in the early 1960s, Drömmen om Thérèse (1960–64). This 

was a site-specific opera production that attracted both national and international at-

tention for its inventive approaches as an opera-in-the-round. The performance space 

‘imposed by traditional theatre [and concert] layouts’ (Santini, 2012, p. 81) was a much-

debated subject during the late 1950s and 1960s, and composers, musicians, directors 

and actors created works that challenged the conventional division between stage and 

auditorium with ‘flexible placing of interpreters and equipment’ (Santini, 2012, p. 103).2 

The production of Drömmen om Thérèse offers an example of how contemporary ideas 

of theatre-in-the-round, music in space, instrumental theatre and pluralism of styles 

were incorporated into the opera genre. 

Writing about the opera Drömmen om Thérèse, Joakim Tillman concludes that musi-

cally it belongs to the post-serial tendency of the early 1960s, as it is characterized by 

traits such as textual music, indeterminacy, live-electronics and the use of spatial fac-

tors (Tillman, 1999, pp. 13–14). When it comes to pastiches and allusions to pre-existing 

music, the opera has been seen as modernistic rather than postmodern, as the pluralism 

of styles does not serve as the main element, but is framed by modern devices (Tillman, 

1 See also Goehr’s reading of how this function of music is transformed in Mahagonny, which she sees as the 
last culinary opera (Goehr, 2008, pp. 3–37).

2 See Luigi Nono’s writings and musical works, which are treated from this perspective in Santini (2012, pp. 
71–106). See also Forser (2007, p. 434 and p. 464); Stockhausen (1958/59, pp. 11–15); Hambraeus (1958/59, 
pp. 8–10); Runsten and Werle (1962/63, p. 19). 

Svensk tidskrift för musikforskning vol. 96(2) 2014 – Swedish Journal of Music Research Vol. 1 2014, pp. 1–21. 
© The author and the publisher Svenska samfundet för musikforskning 2014. All rights reserved.
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1999, pp. 8–24). Moreover, in accordance with the hegemony of narrative opera, the 

music has primarily been viewed as a means by which to represent a text and narrate 

a story (cf. von Heijne, 2007, pp. 62–70; Bergendal, 1971, p. 78; Jensen, 1976). Even in 

contemporary times, opera music was supposed to have this function. In his review of 

the opening performance, music critic Folke Hähnel opposed the notion that the role of 

the music was narrative rather than dramaturgical (Hähnel, 1964).

This article is an attempt to capture the musical playfulness that characterizes the op-

era, when it comes to both the representation of the fictive world and the ‘apparatus’ of 

the production. I will highlight how the music functions on two levels: the narrative and 

the theatrical. In this way the role of the music can be seen as in line with contemporary 

aesthetics. The study is based on the score to the opera Drömmen om Thérèse, composed 

for performance in Stockholm in 1964, and on a recording of an adaptation of the opera 

for Swedish television from 1987. In its score and libretto alike,3 Drömmen om Thérèse is 
related to contemporary ideas and performance theories, which also were important in 

Sweden in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Placing the opera into the cultural context of 

its production in this way serves the purpose of capturing its performative level (Cook, 2001). 

Ultimately the opera is also related to the performative aesthetics of German theatre 

theoretician Erika Fischer-Lichte (Fischer-Lichte, 2008).

2. Drömmen om Thérèse: Production and Libretto Text
Drömmen om Thérèse was a collaboration between director and librettist Lars Runsten 

(b. 1931) and composer Lars Johan Werle (1926–2001). It was an opera experiment that 

was carried out in the circular room, ‘Rotundan’, that had been created on the third floor 

of Kungliga Teatern (today the Royal Opera) in the early 1960s. The first performance 

was given at the festival ‘Stockholms festspel’ in Stockholm on 26 May 1964. The audience 

was positioned around an arena stage in four rows divided into four sections. They were 

surrounded by a small orchestra, which was divided into groups and placed in a sym-

metrical pattern, and by speakers installed along the walls and under the stage floor. 

The base instruments, double bass, horn, trombone and double bassoon, were placed 

in the room so as to form a square. The three winds (flute, oboe and bassoon/double 

bassoon) formed a triangle, as did the three clarinets, three brass instruments (trumpet, 

horn and trombone), three percussionists, three grand pianos and three string trios (violin, 

viola and cello). To this came a harp that was located at one side of the room (Score, p. 6).4 

3 A copy of the first version of the libretto is preserved in the Lars Johan Werle collection at the Music and 
Theatre Library of Sweden. It is a copy that once belonged to Werle. This copy contains sketches of text and 
music that probably were made by Werle (Runsten, 1960).

4 See also Werle’s own explanation of this placement of the orchestra in Johansson (1968, p. 50).

Ethnersson-Pontara 2014.sv.indd   2 2015-06-23   12.07
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Because of this arrangement, two conductors were required. Microphones were set up 

to make it possible for the strings to be amplified, and an electric bass guitar was po-

sitioned in the centre of the room with an amplifier. Two of the instruments were per-

formed from the stage, the violin and the guitar. 

The production of Drömmen om Thérèse attracted much attention for its opera-in-the-

round staging (Hähnel, 1964; Hellquist, 1964; Thoor, 1964; Brandel, 1964).5 The opera 

was performed 35 times from 1964 until the 1967/68 season. It was staged in two new 

versions in 1974 and 1984. It was also adapted for television and, in a shorter version, for 

radio, an adaptation that also was recorded. The opera was performed throughout Europe 

by touring troupes from Sweden as well as by local groups (von Heijne, 2007, p. 72). Ralf 

Liebermann, manager of the Hamburg Opera, commissioned an opera based on the same 

spatial principle, and the collaborators’ second opera, Die Reise (The Journey), was per-

formed for the first time at the Hamburg Opera in 1969.

Apart from its theatre-in-the-round format, the production of Drömmen om Thérèse 
was innovative for its use of multichannel diffusion. The loudspeakers had two channels 

with panning possibilities, which enabled sound manipulations during the performance. 

A two-channel tape had been prepared at Sveriges Radio (the Swedish public radio cor-

poration) with the help of sound engineer Karl-Otto Valentin (von Heijne, 2007, p. 61). 

Sound and music diffused through the room from the six pairs of loudspeakers posi-

tioned along the walls, and the two pairs beneath the stage floor.

Drömmen om Thérèse is a chamber opera in two acts and seven scenes, and is based 

on the short story ‘Pour une nuit d’amour’ (For a Night of Love, 1876) by Émile Zola. 

Runsten’s libretto is a free adaptation of the short story. Situations in the story have 

been prolonged to serve the function of ‘lyrical enclaves’ (Carner, 1985, p. 95), where 

the narrative pace of the action is slowed down and the music is in the foreground.6 The 

libretto also takes liberties with regard to the sequence of events and characters. Three 

of the twelve characters are not found in the short story: the speech role the Street 

Sweeper, and the mute roles the Stranger and the Blind Man.

Thérèse  mezzo-soprano

Julien  baritone

Colombel tenor

5 See also Hellquist (1966, p. 15). For the international interest that this opera generated, see also the letter 
from Runsten to Werle, Gentofte, 15 November 1966. 

6 For example the encounter between the Factory Girls and Julien in act I, scene 3, the piety of Thérèse in act 
I, scene 3, Françoise’s preparation for the wedding in act II, scene 1, and the encounter between Julien and 
the Drunken Officers in act II, scene 6. Often these situations consist of pastiches and allusions to historical 
music.

Ethnersson-Pontara 2014.sv.indd   3 2015-06-23   12.07
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Françoise  lyric soprano

Two Factory Girls  soprano, mezzo-soprano

Three Drunken Officers tenor, baritone, bass

The Street Sweeper speech-role

The Stranger  mute role (guitarist)

The Blind Man  mute role (violinist)

The libretto also includes four quasi-independent scenes: a prologue, two intermezzi 

and an epilogue. On stage here are the Street Sweeper and the Stranger, and the Street 

Sweeper stands in the church door describing Thérèse’s wedding, which is taking place 

inside the church.7 Her observations generate associations that in turn give rise to the 

story of Thérèse, Julien and Colombel.

Act I

Prologue: the Street Sweeper, the Stranger

Scene 1: Julien

Scene 2: Françoise, Thérèse

Scene 3: the Blind Man, two Factory Girls, Julien

Scene 4: Julien

Scene 5: Françoise, Thérèse, Colombel, Julien

Intermezzo: the Street Sweeper, the Stranger

Scene 6: Julien

Scene 7: Thérèse, Julien

Act II

Scene 1: Françoise, Thérèse, Colombel

Scene 2: Thérèse, Colombel

Intermezzo: the Street Sweeper, the Stranger

Scene 3: Thérèse, Julien

Scene 4: Julien, Thérèse

Scene 5: the Blind Man, Julien

Scene 6: Julien, three Drunken Officers

Scene 7: Julien

Epilogue: the Street Sweeper, the Stranger

7 In the radio adaptation, these scenes are to be excluded and replaced by a narrator (see the letter from 
Runsten to Werle, Gentofte, 23 February 1965).
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The synopsis of the plot is as follows: The clerk Julien is a shy and lonely person with 

a passion for playing the flute. One day he catches a glimpse of his neighbour’s daughter, 

Thérèse de Marsanne, and becomes obsessed with her beauty. Thérèse has just returned 

from convent school and resumes a two-way sadomasochistic relationship with her foster-

brother, the hunchback Colombel, who is the son of Thérèse’s wet nurse Françoise. In the 

course of a sexual encounter Thérèse inadvertently kills Colombel. She begs Julien for 

help in doing away with the corpse and promises to give herself to him if he will throw 

it into the river. He does so, but jumps in after the corpse, prevented by his conscience 

from fulfilling his longing for Thérèse (see brief synopsis in Werle and Runsten, 1964).

An intriguing aspect of Runsten’s adaptation is the way he has transformed the nar-

rative of the short story.8 The opera is characterized by split-level dramaturgy using the 

flashback technique. Zola’s naturalistic short story has been transformed into a fragmen-

tary construction without a clear chronology. The story world consists of three levels 

of events that often are set off against one another. The first consists of the prologue, 

the epilogue and the two intermezzi, where the Street Sweeper narrates Thérèse’s story 

to the Stranger. This episode functions as a frame for the second level of events, which 

concern the characters Julien, Thérèse, Colombel and Françoise. The third level comprises 

events that take place in the minds of the characters (above all Julien). The narrative 

constructions of the second and the third levels of events lack chronology and unity of 

place.

The interiors of the characters are of principal importance in the story world. Zola’s 

short story was chosen for the libretto because of its psychological depth (Wallner, 

Runsten and Werle, 1963/64, p. 14), and according to Werle the flashback technique of 

the narrative served to enhance the psychological level of the story world (Johansson, 

1968, p. 54). In his review of the opening performance in Dagens Nyheter (Sweden’s 

foremost broadsheet newspaper) Folke Hähnel emphasized how well suited the chamber-

opera medium was to the drama’s psychological character (Hähnel, 1964).

3. The Cultural Context of the Opera Production
In an article on the nature of contemporary opera ‘Opera och operainscenering idag’ 

(Opera and the staging of opera today), published the year following the opera production 

(1965), Lars Runsten describes Drömmen om Thérèse as a new musical-dramatic form 

that had been highly effective. He writes that two devices, which fascinated contem-

porary directors and composers, were of importance in the experiment: the intimate 

8 In his review of the opera’s opening performance, music critic Per-Anders Hellquist posits that the most 
interesting device of the opera is not the theatre-in-the-round form, but this innovative construction of the 
narrative (Hellquist, 1964). 
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theatre-in-the-round form, on the one hand, and the spatial playing with sound made 

possible by contemporary music, on the other (Runsten, 1965, p. 12). Zola’s short story 

was chosen for the libretto because of an ambition to bridge the gap between stage and 

auditorium. According to Runsten, the short story had the concentrated course of events 

and psychological depth of characters required by the intimate form of theatre-in-the-

round (Wallner, Runsten and Werle, 1963/64, p. 14).

The production of Drömmen om Thérèse must be viewed in the context of the limita-

tions of peepshow theatre layouts and the architecture of concert halls, which was a 

much debated topic in the late 1950s and early 1960s.9 Directors and composers wanted 

to create buildings that were adapted to the spatial challenges that contemporary theatri-

cal and musical events posed.10 The theatre-in-the-round enabled great flexibility when 

it came to action and sound distribution. Runsten’s idea was that this theatrical form 

could vitalize the genre of opera by bringing it more into line with contemporary aes-

thetic ideals (Runsten and Werle, 1962/63, p. 19; Runsten, 1965, pp. 11–13). Runsten 

already had some experience of working with the theatre-in-the-round form in the early 

1950s,11 however it was in the early 1960s, as a director with experience of chamber 

opera, that he got the idea of using the theatre-in-the-round form as a means by which 

to enhance the intimacy between stage and auditorium in an opera context. An impor-

tant source of inspiration was the circular room created at that time at Kungliga Teatern 

where Runsten held the post of director (Johansson, 1968, pp. 3–14). 

A starting point in producing the opera was to create experiences that, in accordance 

with contemporary performance theories, were based on intimacy, equality and reflec-

tion.12 Constructing the drama around the flashback technique was also in line with the 

contemporary idea of triggering a new kind of attention and active engagement on the 

part of the audience.13 Runsten’s intention with the open-stage construction of theatre-

in-the-round was to focus on the actor as a human being and on the transformative 

process that made the audience experience him/her as a fictive character (von Heijne, 

2007, p. 58). Because of the arena-stage design, the performance did not have any walls 

and the actor revealed him-/herself completely in front of the audience. This way of affect-

ing the audience by using the actor’s body as a material rather than as a medium was an 

9 Compare with Forser (2007, pp. 433–434). See also Hähnel (1964); Hellquist (1966, pp. 15–16); Runsten 
(1965, p. 4). For Nono’s discussions about this subject see Santini (2012, pp. 80–81 and 103).

10 Articles on this subject attracted attention in Stockholm during the late 1950s and early 1960s. Among those 
were Stockhausen (1958/59, p. 12); Janszen (1961/62, p. 6).

11 Director and librettist Per Edström figured prominently in the experiments with the theatre-in-the-round 
form in Sweden at this time, see Forser (2007, p. 434).

12 See Forser (2007, p. 464); Fischer-Lichte (2007); Santini (2012, p. 72). See also Runsten (1965, pp. 11–13).
13 Statements by Werle confirm that this idea was the basis for the use of this technique in Drömmen om 

Thérèse (Johansson, 1968, p. 54). Compare Nono’s ambitions in the 1960s, as described in Santini (2012, p. 86).
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important part of the aesthetics of contemporary theatre groups (Forser, 2007, p. 464). 

The actors were self-referential and signified what they accomplished (cf. Fischer-Lichte, 

2008, p. 21).14 Fischer-Lichte has described how the audience’s experience of an actor 

in a performance invariably oscillates between two levels, experiencing the actor as a 

character in the fictive world and experiencing the actor as a performer (Fischer-Lichte, 

2008, p. 148). She has shown how, in 1960s theatre, the latter was stressed at the ex-

pense of the former, and how this second ‘material’ level was a means by which to  

generate a ‘feedback loop’ between actor and audience.

Theatre was no longer conceived as a representation of a fictive world, which the audience, in 

turn, was expected to observe, interpret, and understand. Something was to occur between the 

actors and the spectators and that constituted theatre. It was crucial that something happened 

between the participants and less important what exactly this was. (Fischer-Lichte, 2008, pp. 

20–21)

Also in line with this fascination with the self-referential is the fact that the audience 

of Drömmen om Thérèse was not given the possibility to follow the story line in a pro-

gramme (von Heijne, 2007, p. 62), but was supposed to experience and react directly to 

the performance. The acting was not confined to the arena-stage, and the performance 

space was expanded by passages leading from the stage behind the audience.15 Runsten 

described this phenomenon as ‘theatre in space’, that is to say, as an extension of the 

contemporary idea of ‘music in space’, where music and sounds surrounded the audience 

(cf. Stockhausen, 1958/59, p. 13), to the acting process (von Heijne, 2007, p. 57; Runsten, 

1965, p. 12).

In the preface to the first version of the libretto, Runsten wrote that his attempt to 

create a musical drama for theatre-in-the-round would differ from traditional opera, 

especially regarding vocal and instrumental techniques (Runsten, 1960). The theatre-in-

the-round was developed aurally through the positioning of instruments and loudspeak-

ers in space (Connor, 1971, p. 148). In accordance with contemporary ‘music in space’ 

ideas, the direction and movement of sounds were important parameters of the compo-

sition (Johansson, 1968, p. 49; cf. Stockhausen, 1958/59, p. 12). By means of spatially 

separated groups, sounds should be made to move around in space (cf. Stockhausen, 

1958/59, pp. 12 and 14). However, the dominant technique of sound distribution in the 

opera involves combining groups of the same instrument category to produce fixed 

14 See also Fischer-Lichte’s discussion of materiality and mediality from the perspective of the appearance of 
the actor as singer in opera as presence versus representation (Fischer-Lichte, 2003, p. 297).

15 See Santini’s description of how expanding the action space was used in contemporary political theatre to 
integrate the audience into the performance and create an ‘engulfing experience’ (Santini, 2012, p. 74).
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bodies of sound that envelop the audience with only minor interjections of sound move-

ments.16

An idea connected to the notion of music in space was that of instrumental theatre 

(cf. Kagel, 1961/62, p. 2).17 Before the performance began, the instrumentalists circu-

lated around the audience tuning their instruments. This combination of theatre and 

musical performance can be compared to Kagel’s view of instrumental theatre (Kagel, 

1961/62, p. 2). In an interview about the opera, Werle labelled the ‘play around the play’ 

(created by the instrumentalists during the performance) a ‘show’, and also stated that 

this visual positioning of the orchestra was important in creating the effect of alienation 

(Johansson, 1968, p. 54). The ideas of instrumental theatre and alienation also lay behind 

the appearance of the two characters who performed music live from the stage: the 

Blind Man and the Stranger (Johansson, 1968, p. 55; cf. Kagel, 1961/62, pp. 1–5).

The devices pluralism of styles, spatial sound distribution and instrumental theatre can 

be seen as in agreement with the idea of creating a new kind of attention from the audi-

ence, one that was based on intimacy, on the one hand, and reflection, on the other. Due 

to these elements the opera performance was characterized by discontinuity and diver-

sity, traits that were important for enhancing audience attention, according to Werle 

(Johansson, 1968, p. 54).18 The opera also contains parts where vocal gestures and sung 

language are means by which to generate sound rather than create semantic meaning; 

that is to say, the text is self-referential,19 this too being a device described at the time 

as a way to create a certain kind of attention from the audience (cf. Berio, 1958/59, p. 7). 

4. The Narrative and the Performative 
Drömmen om Thérèse adheres to genre conventions when it comes to the role of music 

as a narrative means. In a 1965 article Runsten writes that, in opera, music is a medium 

connected to the drama (Runsten, 1965, p. 12).20 Werle, in turn, often said that, in opera, 

16 The technique that Werle uses is comparable with that observed by Bengt Hambraeus in Luciano Berio’s 
Allelujah (Hambraeus, 1960/61, p. 17). 

17 See also Johansson’s interview with Werle, where the latter states that the idea of instrumental theatre could 
be traced in the production (Johansson, 1968, p. 55).

18 Compare how the Brechtian alienation effect aimed to sharpen attention by means of interruption (Eiland, 
2003, p. 56). See also Kagel’s description of instrumental theatre from a psychological level (Kagel, 1961/62, 
p. 3). For the use of the technique of music in space as a means by which to activate the listening see also 
Hambraeus’ description of Berio’s Allelujah (Hambraeus, 1960/61, p. 17).

19 See Thérèse’s vocalises in act I, scene 5.
20 He sees drama as a play with human conflicts that creates affects and makes the audience valuate and 

revaluate human qualities. For him the drama is not word, but situation, conflict, and course of events that 
sometimes can be interpreted in words.
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music was a means by which to communicate through expression and representation.21 

Music should add something to the meaning conveyed by visual and verbal media.22 

In Drömmen om Thérèse Werle’s ambition was to combine expressive and melodic fea-

tures with a modern idea of sounds (Wallner, Runsten and Werle, 1963/64, p. 15).  

A fragmentary sonic world, with modernistic outbursts, sudden interruptions and un-

expected changes of sound constellations, emphasizes the fragmentary construction of 

the narrative. The placement of the orchestra in groups around the audience and the 

use of multichannel diffusion enable different action levels to take place at the same 

time, and realistic action to be combined with interior monologues. However, sound and 

music also create continuity through recurring motifs, themes and sounds, and in this 

way appear to reveal the chronology behind the overall action. Moreover, music has the 

narrative roles of reinforcing events, representing feelings and characters, and creating 

atmosphere, and it functions both diegetically (music that is heard in the fictive world) 

and meta-diegetically (music that is in the heads of the fictive characters) (cf. Gorbman, 

1987, p. 22). Music is also a means by which to represent movement and time, and serves 

as a component of stage design.

Of principal importance for the role of music in this opera, however, is the combina-

tion of narrative and theatrical elements.23 The theatrical level of the performance is 

manifested by Runsten’s and Werle’s ideas about creating contact with the audience. 

In the above-mentioned article from 1965, Runsten shows an interest in Brecht’s ideas 

about the alienation effect (‘Verfremdungseffekt ’), that is, communication by way of 

estranging the audience (Runsten, 1965, p. 11; cf. Brecht, 1979, pp. 202–203).24 He em-

phasizes the ability of the unique scenic shape of an opera to create interest, convince, 

move and entertain (Runsten, 1965, p. 12).25 In a statement about music’s role in opera 

Werle suggests that the creation of direct contact with the audience is of principal im-

portance in the theatre event:

[…] quotations or similar allusions may be a way to make contact with the listener, and direct 

contact with the listeners certainly is what one needs to establish in a theatre event, where every-

thing happens at once and all kinds of new impulses follow quite quickly one upon another. I have 

always been partial to this kind of means – the ballad in Drömmen om Thérèse being the first 

example. (Hedwall, 1987, p. 299.)

21 See for example Petersén (1980, p. 19).
22 This was an important ambition of Werle in the opera Tintomara (1973) (cf. Johnson and Werle, 1977, p. 50).
23 See Werle’s description of these two levels in Johansson (1968, pp. 54–55).
24 For accounts of the interest in Brecht’s dramas and ideas in Stockholm in the 1960s, see Forser (2007, pp. 

425–464). 
25 Compare Brecht’s ideas about creating alienation through separation of situations and constellations of 

action (Brecht, 1979, p. 214).
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In accordance with genre conventions of opera, Drömmen om Thérèse is a manifesta-

tion of the narrative as well as of the performative. The role of music is to narrate a 

story, on the one hand, and to attract audience attention, on the other. However, the 

performative role of music is not, as in the conventional manner, primarily manifested 

through the singer’s voice and vocal ability. Of principal importance for the narrative-

performative binary is instead the theatricality created by the devices pluralism of styles, 

music in space (and the theatre-in-the-round form) and instrumental theatre.

Pluralism of Styles

In the above statement, Werle mentions the use of quotations and allusions as a way to 

make contact with the audience. Although the opera contains only a few pastiches and 

allusions, these particular numbers are important as they are long and amount to a con-

siderable stylistic deviation from the modernistic musical style that permeates the opera 

as a whole.26 Often their place in the narrative is diegetic; this is music that also has the 

status of music in the story world.27 However, the length of the numbers in combination 

with the stylistic contrast they create make them stand out as theatrical moments.28 In 

this way they create distance in relation to the narrative of the fictive world.

Act II opens with a scene based on a pastiche of a folk ballad (act II, scene 1). The 

wet nurse Françoise performs the song to the Stranger’s accompaniment on guitar (he 

is on stage but does not appear as a character in the story world),29 while she polishes 

Thérèse’s bridal crown (Music example 1). The scene as a whole is constructed as a 

flashback with a combination of various action and time levels. Françoise’s actions are 

combined with the succession of three events from historical time that depict a sado-

masochistic relationship between Thérèse and Colombel. During these events the audi-

ence is enveloped by a modernistic sonic world consisting of a fragmentary construction 

of clusters, tremolo and glissandi. The ballad’s six stanzas are performed in alternation 

(and finally simultaneously) with these events.

By virtue of its stylistic, medial and spatial deviation, the folk ballad surpasses the role 

of diegetic music. It creates a time level and a tempo that differ from the continuous de-

velopment of the erotic game. This formally closed number, which has a – for the opera 

as a whole – unique musical language, creates another level of experience. It serves as 

26 The opera contains four pastiches: a nursery rhyme in act I, scene 3; a ballad in act II, scene 1; and a march 
and a drinking song in act II, scene 6. Hähnel discusses this device in his 1964 review.

27 These musical situations are not, however, included in Zola’s short story (the Drunken Officers in act II, scene 
6 are mentioned briefly, but Julien manages to escape before being confronted by them) (cf. Zola, 2002, p. 41).

28 Compare how the interruption created by the montage technique has been seen as a way to create critical 
distance, for example by Brecht (Eiland, 2003, pp. 53 and 56).

29 The accompaniment changes with each new stanza and is successively expanded to include instruments from 
the orchestra (strings and harp).
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a contrast to the unpleasant context of Thérèse and Colombel. Whereas the role of the 

modernistic music is to narrate the action in interplay with visual and verbal media, the 

clearly autonomous structure of the ballad, with its recurring melody, gives unity to the 

scene. Through it, the scene is endowed with a unique form that attracts the attention 

of the audience (cf. Runsten, 1965, p. 12; Brecht, 1979, pp. 200–201). 

The device of pluralism of styles, as indicated by Werle’s statement quoted above, 

appears in this scene to manifest a meta-perspective on the part of the composer. The 

composer uses it to communicate directly with the audience through the music. In this 

way the ballad’s role is comparable to Brecht’s use of ballads as commentary, a tech-

nique he used to create alienation (cf. Brecht, 1979, pp. 38 and 85; Eilert, 2003, p. 54; 

Goehr, 2008, pp. 8–9 and p. 14; Runsten, 1965, p. 11).30 Through it, the broader musical 

consciousness of the audience is taken into account (cf. Connor, 1971, p. 149).

In act II, scene 6, the pluralism of styles appears to serve a similar purpose. In the 

middle of the night, hidden by darkness, Julien wanders to the river with the corpse of 

Colombel. The gloomy atmosphere of the situation is represented by a differentiated 

modernistic sonic world alternating between movements of sound around the room and 

enveloping bodies of sound, live performance on violin by the Blind Man, and transfor-

mations of a nursery rhyme (from act I, scene 2) on the loudspeakers. All of a sudden, 

however, a cohesive musical number interrupts this medial and auditory diversification. 

A distorted march, performed by woodwinds and brass, accompanies the entrance of 

the three Drunken Officers. The instrumentalists are stationed behind the door through 

which the officers make their entrance, causing the music to be heard from a distance. 

As the officers walk around the room their movements are forcefully emphasized by each 

of the three percussion groups placed in a triangle around the audience (Score, p. 112). 

Eventually the march turns into a drinking song arranged as a three-part canon (Score, 

pp. 113–114). The song has the character of a waltz, and has a traditional texture with 

melody and accompaniment (Music example 2). 

30 Compare also musicologist Björn Heile’s interpretation of Kagel’s ‘intertextuality’ technique as a kind of 
‘indirect speech’, that is, a way for the author to make a point of his own. (He sees the referential music as 
such as objectified, creating aesthetic distance, and states that it is how the music is used that is important.) 
In this sense, musical quotation is to be seen as a technique that has a distancing function (alienation) rather 
than an engaging one (Heile, 2006, pp. 109-110).

Music example 1.
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The theatrical effect of the music is enhanced by the way in which the march and the 

drinking song create contrast in the scene as a whole. Through the allusions, the music 

emphasizes the status of the episode as metadrama, that is to say, as a play within the 

play. According to theatre theorist Richard Hornby, for the audience the metadramatic 

experience is a dislocation of perception, which may vary from mild to disruptive (Hornby, 

1986, p. 32). The narrative frame is further challenged through the manifestation of music 

Music example 2.
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as performance. Rather than drawing the audience more deeply into the fictive world, 

the performance puts the theatricality into focus, which creates distance.

According to the score, the officers should make their entrance ‘in single file with 

clanking sabres’, and the canon should be performed with a concentrated ‘drunken serious-

ness’ (Score, pp. 112–113). The comical dimension of the march and the drinking song is 

already highlighted in Runsten’s first version of the libretto, and the copy of this libretto 

that belonged to Werle contains sketches describing the scene as comic, burlesque and 

macabre (Runsten, 1960, p. 42).31 This unexpected and independent episode, the opera’s 

only comic moment, can be compared to the entertaining comic episodes in early baroque 

opera (cf. Bianconi, 1987, pp. 208–209).32 

Music in Space

In the scene described above, sounds are made to wander in space to emphasize motion, 

which is in line with the contemporary fascination with intermedial play with conven-

tional roles of art forms and expressions (cf. Berio, 1958/59, pp. 1–7). Space is a param-

eter in the narrative.33 Moreover, in the opera, sound and music emanating from clear 

and fixed positions serve as substitutes for visual effects (cf. Connor, 1971, p. 148). The 

stage setting is mainly done by acoustic means. Buildings, such as the church and the 

Hôtel de Marsanne, as well as actions, are represented through sound and music that 

emanate from certain points in space.

The scene with the officers also exemplifies how the spatial distribution of sound and 

music may create a performative level that, in this instance, has a comic effect through 

exaggeration of performance. At the opening of the opera the effect of this narrative-

performative combination is somewhat different. The opera opens with a dissonant or-

gan sound (tape-recorded and amplified) that diffuses through space and surrounds the 

audience. It begins even before the lights are turned off in the auditorium. Initially low, 

the volume gradually increases to a maximum and when the lights are turned off the 

volume decreases and the texture is fragmented by movements in various directions.34 

Eventually the sound comes to rest at the place meant to represent the church. Accord-

ingly, the organ-sound is finally diegetic, as it belongs to the fictive world. At the same 

time it has a fictive status as it represents the church in which Thérèse’s wedding is taking 

31 The use of quotations to create comic effects also appears in Werle’s later operas. See for example how he 
uses quotations from Mozart in Die Reise and Tintomara (Connor, 1971, p. 149; Ethnersson Pontara, 2013; 
Ethnersson Pontara and Tillman, 2010, pp. 204–218).

32 See also Kagel’s comparison of instrumental theatre with the parodies in Hoffnung-Music-Festival in 
1961/62, p. 3.

33 See the use of this device in Arnold Schönberg’s Die Jacobsleiter and Moses und Aron (cf. Santini, 2012, p. 75).
34 See Werle’s own description of this musical event in Wallner, Runsten and Werle (1963/64, p. 14). This musical event 

is already described by Runsten in the first text of the libretto (Runsten, 1960). See also von Heijne (2007, p. 62).
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place. The music’s diegetic status is emphasized by the Street Sweeper’s humming along. 

As the Street Sweeper begins describing what is happening inside the church the sound 

continues, but with a new character, it is now more clearly defined (melodically and 

rhythmically).

Werle claimed that the initial diffusion of sound in the room had the purpose to make 

the audience accept the modernistic organ sound as belonging to the historical reality 

of the fictive world, and more specifically, as representing the church (Johansson, 1968, 

p. 52; cf. Hellquist, 1964).35 Eventually, the sound had to be fixed in place in order to 

serve as a component of stage design. Also important for this representation were cer-

tain recurring sounds coming from the same direction. The melodically and rhythmically 

profiled organ sound returns in the first and second intermezzo, and in the epilogue the 

sound of church bells comes from this direction. The opera ends with a sonic diffusion 

reminiscent of the opening. 

The opening’s combination of ‘mobility of acoustic space’ with ‘stillness of visual 

space’ (cf. Santini, 2012, p. 95) can be related to contemporary performance practices 

of, for example, director Erwin Piscator.36 This playing with sounds coming from different 

directions, before the narrative context is set, appears to serve the purpose of effect.37 

In this way the mobile sound diffusion is also a manifestation of the music’s performa-

tive level in the opera. However, the effect is one of alienation rather than intoxication.

Combining narrative and performance through the mediation of sounds in space is 

important throughout the opera. In act I, scene 1, the principal character, Julien, plays 

the flute on stage. This diegetic music is represented by flute music emanating from the 

loudspeakers positioned under the stage.38 However, this music is successively combined 

with the sound of Julien’s voice being disseminated in the room. Even if the spoken parts 

of these sounds have a text that makes them appear to be Julien’s interior monologue 

(see also Hähnel, 1964; Hellquist, 1964), the resulting soundscape also has a distancing 

effect. Just as at the beginning of the opera, media technology mainly serves as a means 

by which to create distraction and alienation (cf. Eiland, 2003, pp. 55–56).

35 The sound of this situation differs from Runsten’s original intentions. In the first text of the libretto he writes 
that the surrounding sound should consist of ‘festive organ music’ (Runsten, 1960).

36 Compare Nono’s experience with Piscator. Piscator was also engaged as guest director in Sweden. See Santini 
(2012, pp. 89 and 95).

37 Compare Stockhausen’s description of Gesang der Jünglinge (Stockhausen, 1958/59, p. 12).
38 The music was played in another room with microphones – Hellquist gives mention to this performer in his 

review (Hellquist, 1964). This use of live-electronics for Julien’s playing of the flute is in line with Runsten’s 
initial intention (Runsten, 1960). According to the score this music could also be tape-recorded.
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Instrumental Theatre

The device of instrumental theatre is manifested throughout the work, through the audi-

ence being surrounded by the orchestra. In many scenes the music also requires uncon-

ventional playing techniques – like alternately pressing the strings on the piano with the 

wrist, three knuckles and nails while striking the keys (Score, pp. 116–117) – that could 

have had some visual effects. This applies both to instrumentalists (this is especially 

prominent in act II, scene 7) and vocalists (the vocalises of Thérèse in act I, scene 5).39 

Furthermore, the two characters who perform music live on stage, the Blind Man and 

the Stranger, have ambiguous positions in the narrative. 

The Blind Man performs a violin melody that is repeated several times during the 

opera. The melody first occurs in the opening scene, in which Julien is alone in the fic-

tive world. A modernistic sonic world that alternately envelops the audience and moves 

around the room is suddenly broken by the violin melody that is intense and rhythmically 

and melodically profiled (Score, p. 12) (Music example 3). Two scenes later (act I, scene 

3), the Blind Man is on stage, dressed as a beggar, and performs this melody at the same 

time as Julien encounters the two Factory Girls. Because Julien hears the melody in this 

situation, its appearance in act I, scene 1 seems to have been in his mind. In this way act 

I, scene 3 precedes act I, scene 1 (and also the prologue) in the fictive world.

A further transformation of this melody occurs in act II, scene 5. The Blind Man 

performs the melody on violin from the stage when Julien makes his entrance carry-

ing Colombel’s corpse. When Julien suddenly begins thinking about Thérèse, the melody 

acquires a new, strong expressiveness and eventually combines with a transformed tape 

recording of the nursery rhyme performed by the Factory Girls in act I, scene 3. It is also 

at this moment that Julien takes notice of the Blind Man. When Julien comments on his 

39 See Hähnel (1964), who relates Thérèse’s vocalises to Kagel.

Music example 3.
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performance, the Blind Man responds with an expressive transformation of the melody. 

In combination with the nursery rhyme these responses appear as expressionistic trans-

formations within Julien’s mind.

The violin melody of the Blind Man accordingly appears as a means of narration occu-

pying a diegetic and a meta-diegetic position, and it appears to guide the audience 

through the flashback technique of the narrative. However, Werle himself did not de-

scribe this music primarily as means by which to reveal the chronology of the narrative.40 

Moreover, in both scenes where the Blind Man performs music on stage, he initially 

appears as a character who is not participating in the fictive world. His performance is 

separate from the narration. He is a performer for the audience, performing a solo piece 

on violin.41 First after a while can he be understood as diegetic, when characters in the 

fictive world take notice of him in his beggar’s clothes. 

The fact that a professional violinist performed the music of the Blind Man is signifi-

cant. In this way the music as performance is given priority over the embodiment of a 

character. The movements of this person on stage belonged to a musician rather than to 

an actor performing a character on stage. Making an instrumentalist appear in the guise 

of a theatrical character in this way is in line with the combination of instrumental per-

formance and theatricality in Kagel’s instrumental theatre (cf. Kagel, 1961/62, pp. 1–2).42

Also the character of the Stranger is realized through instrumental theatre. Just like 

the Blind Man, the Stranger serves as a guide through the narrative and his music cre-

ates continuity between scenes through musical performances on stage (for example 

from the prologue to act I, scene 1). In the framing scenes (the prologue, the intermezzi 

and the epilogue) he is a character in the fictive world.

However, it is the theatrical level of the character that is most apparent. In the pro-

logue, the Street Sweeper labels him a poet, and later she comments on his performance 

on the guitar by saying that he is a dreamer (Score, pp. 8–9). Although he is mute, he 

seems to communicate through his instrument. The Stranger appears to comment on the 

narration through his music, and even the story seems to be created by it. In the fictive 

world of Thérèse and Julien he accompanies the other characters. According to Runsten, 

the Stranger has the function of a mute narrator, and is present throughout the drama as 

an artificial commentator. Representing fantasy and poetry, he is a contrast to the pro-

40 The scenes with the Blind Man and the nursery rhyme are described as separate entities rather than as parts 
of the narrative. Werle sees the scene where the music of the Blind Man is combined with a tape-recording of 
the nursery rhyme as a counterpoint to the scene where the Blind Man performs music at the same time as 
the nursery rhyme is performed live (Johansson, 1968, p. 53).

41 That the scenes in which the violinist is present on stage are based on interplay with the audience is indi-
cated by the fact that Runsten planned to omit them in the adaptation of the opera for Sveriges Radio (see 
the letter from Runsten to Werle, Gentofte, 23 February 1965).

42 Werle himself related the role of the Blind Man to this contemporary phenomenon (cf. Johansson, 1968, p. 51).
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saic Street Sweeper. One possible interpretation, according to Runsten, is that the drama 

takes place in the mind of the Stranger, either as a fantasy based solely on the informa-

tion he was given by the Street Sweeper, or as a picture of the actual happenings, as 

revealed by his clear sight (Wallner, Runsten and Werle, 1963/64, pp. 13–14; cf. Hellquist, 

1964). Werle compared the Stranger to the choir in ancient drama, which commented on 

the overall action, was identical with both the audience and the auteur of the work, and 

was a projection of ideas and traits of the characters (Johansson, 1968, p. 55).

Hence, the Stranger opens up a meta-perspective within the opera. Through this 

character the author of the opera is present in the performance, giving the audience the 

impression that the opera is being created at the very moment it is being experienced. 

This reading is confirmed by the fact that his performance on the guitar should have an 

improvised character. It is particularly important that the Stranger should be played by 

a professional dancer. Werle explained this use of a non-professional musician and ac-

tor for this part as a way of creating an experience of intuition (cf. Johansson, 1968, p. 51). 

The stranger calls attention to the very activity of composing, as an action taking place 

during the performance (cf. Snickare, 2012, p. 77). Because a dancer is playing an instru-

mentalist, the performance deviates from conventional acting. This attracts the atten-

tion of the audience and has a distancing effect in relation to the narrative (cf. Kagel, 

1961/62, p. 2; Brecht, 1979, pp. 38 and 200–201). 

5. Final Reflections
According to Runstens’s article ‘Opera och operainscenering idag’ the aim of Drömmen 
om Thérèse was to give opera a place in contemporary cultural consciousness (Runsten, 

1965, pp. 11–13). Although in this article he states that opera is theatre and drama, and 

that a drama should affect the audience and ‘force them to revaluate human qualities’ 

while the music should play a major role in creating this effect in opera (Runsten, 1965, 

p. 12), it is not music’s narrative-seductive role that is of principal importance in this 

opera’s production. Space has a main function in the performance as a means by which 

to differentiate between media, and in this way enhance experiences of intimacy, on the 

one hand, and alienation, on the other (cf. Runsten, 1965, p. 13; Brecht, 1979, pp. 200–

201). It is the way in which the audience is integrated into the performance at the same 

time as it is distanced from the illusion of the fictive world that is of principal interest 

with the opera. 

Through its emphasis on intimacy and self-reference Drömmen om Thérèse can be 

related to what Fischer-Lichte has described as a ‘performative turn’ in the 1960s 

(Fischer-Lichte, 2008, pp. 38–39), an important aspect of which is the new relationship 

it established between performers and listeners.
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Contingency became a central aspect of performance with the performative turn of the 1960s. 

The pivotal role of the audience was not only acknowledged as a pre-condition for performance 

but explicitly invoked as such. The feedback loop as a self-referential, autopoietic [‘self-gener-

ating’] system enabling a fundamentally open, unpredictable process emerged as the defining 

principle of theatrical work. (Fischer-Lichte, 2008, p. 39)

In her discussions of the performative aesthetics of the 1960s, she also takes into 

consideration the experiments with self-reference and unpredictability in the musical 

performances of Cage, Kagel and Laurie Anderson (Fischer-Lichte, 2008, pp. 19–20 and 

122–137). 

In Drömmen om Thérèse, the production’s emphasis on the visual side effects of un-

conventional solutions when it comes to the casting and placement of instrumentalists 

and actors is also in line with this aesthetics. The performative role of musicians and 

singers was as important as the narrative.43 Although this performative level is in full 

agreement with conventions of opera, Drömmen om Thérèse’s combination of innovative 

techniques of theatre-in-the-round, music in space, pluralism of styles and instrumental 

theatre generates an effect of alienation rather than of intoxication and ‘hypnosis’  

(cf. Eiland, 2003, p. 55).

The intensification of synchronicity between stage and auditorium of which this opera 

production is an example was a method of performance that often had political and 

ideological dimensions in the 1960s and 1970s (cf. Forser, 2007, p. 464). When it comes 

to the staging of the event as ones based on intimacy, equality and reflection, this political 

dimension also appears to be present in Drömmen om Thérèse.44
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Abstract
The Swedish opera Drömmen om Thérèse (Dreaming about Thérèse) attracted national 
and international attention in the 1960s for its inventive approaches as an opera-in-the-
round. Although this staging influenced the music’s functions, so far the music of this 
opera has been evaluated in accordance with the hegemony of narrative opera. Drömmen 
om Thérèse, however, offers an example of a contemporary fascination with exploring the 
spaces between borders, for instance, high versus popular culture and event performance 
versus recording. This article shows how the performative level of music in opera here 
acquires a particular quality through the incorporation of the devices of pluralism of 
styles, music in space and instrumental theatre. Rather than intoxication, the narrative-
disrupting effect consists of a theatrical alienation. A relationship between performance 
and audience based on intimacy, equality, and reflection contributes to this effect.
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Praxisgemenskap och ideologi bland elever och 
lärare på en folk- och världsmusikutbildning

Thomas von Wachenfeldt

Den svenska folkmusiken har sedan andra halvan av 1970-talet undan för undan funnit 

sin väg som utbildningsalternativ inom det svenska utbildningsväsendet: från kulturskola 

via gymnasieprogram och vidare till folkhögskolor och musikhögskolor. Tidigare har det 

folkmusikaliska lärandet mestadels tagit plats i icke-institutionella miljöer som gestaltat 

sig genom exempelvis hemundervisning, låtkurser eller musikcirklar, och också genom 

deltagande i spelmanslag. Folkmusikforskningen i Sverige har hitintills främst bedrivits 

utifrån musiketnologiska, musikhistoriska och musikteoretiska perspektiv. De pedago-

giska aspekterna har ibland vidrörts, men sällan varit huvudmotiv för undersökningar 

inom det svenska folkmusikfältet. En viss forskning har dock bedrivits kring folkmusikens 

pedagogiska praktik i några närliggande traditionsområden. Bland annat har den finska 

folkmusikutbildningen vid Sibeliusakademin i Helsingfors belysts genom Hill (2005), och 

Keegan-Phipps (2008) har – genom två fallstudier av kursverksamheterna vid Folkworks 

i Newcastle/Gateshead och Shooting Roots i södra England – undersökt den brittiska 

folkmusikens tradering. 

Föreliggande text bildar tredje delen i en serie artiklar som behandlar folkmusikaliskt 

lärande och huruvida ideologiska strömningar haft inverkan på läropraktiken.1 I den 

första artikeln (von Wachenfeldt, Brändström och Liljas, 2012) undersöks den tidiga spel-

mansrörelsens syn på lärande och hur en äkthetskanon växte fram där ålderdomlighet, 

släktskap med äldre spelmän, informell skolning och provinsiell repertoar premierades. 

Nästa artikel (von Wachenfeldt, Brändström och Liljas, 2013) baseras på en lektions-

observationsstudie vid en nutida folkmusikutbildning. Resultatet påvisar att spelmans-

rörelsens tankegods till stora delar fortfarande präglar den folkmusikaliska undervis-

ningspraktiken. Därför är det av intresse, och en naturlig fortsättning, att undersöka 

hur folkmusiker i en utbildningskontext själva ser på sitt musicerande, på folkmusik som 

fenomen och på folkmusik som föremål för studier.

Denna artikel kommer att undersöka huruvida det gamla tankegods som bildar en be-

tydande del av folkmusikfältets doxa påverkar uppfattning och praktik kring musicerande 

1 Artiklarna bildar även stommen i en kommande avhandling av Thomas von Wachenfeldt.
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och lärande vid en folkmusikutbildning – exemplet är Folk- och världsmusikprofilen vid 

Framnäs folkhögskola. Tidigare forskning har gjort gällande att folkmusiken i vissa avse-

enden är en utifrån skiftande ideologiska ställningstaganden och föreställningar konstru-

erad genre med en – delvis ideologiskt präglad – uppsättning av tonmönster, rytmer och 

låttyper (Lundberg, 2008). Tvivelsutan är folkmusiken, som kulturell företeelse, i hög grad 

präglad av vissa utmärkande idéer. Därför tecknas i artikeln – för att erhålla en  grund att 

relatera resultatet emot – en summarisk idéhistorisk översikt över folkmusikfältet och 

dess ideologier. 

Folkmusikfältets ideologier
För att tolka de ideologiska utsagor och ställningstaganden som kan härledas till folk-

musikfältets doxa används ett begreppspar som lanserats av Liedman (1997; 2006). Han 

menar att varje tid äger en manifest ideologi, där medvetet formulerade ideologiska 

utsagor tar sig uttryck genom exempelvis politiska skrifter, kursplaner eller förenings-

stadgar. Den manifesta ideologin tenderar över tid att stelna till en frusen latent ideologi, 

som närmast är att jämföras med en tyst överenskommelse.

Det ideologiska tankegods som genomsyrar spelmansrörelsens latenta ideologi har sitt 

ursprung i kretsen kring Uppsalaromantikerna, det vill säga främst Götiska Förbundet 

men även liknande sällskap som Auroraförbundet. De tyska nyromantiska strömningarna, 

som främst hämtade sin näring från Herder, Kant och Rousseau, manifesterade sig på 

svensk grund genom en idealistisk strävan att medelst bildning, med grund i historiska 

kunskaper och nationell självmedvetenhet, dana en ny förädlad och frihetligt sinnad 

samhällsmedborgare (Hall, 2000). Några framträdande drag är dyrkan av naturen och 

uppfattningen om allmogen som förvaltare av en äkta fornsvensk kultur fri från konta-

minerande utländska influenser och bildning. Även Herders tolkning av klimatläran, som 

för nordiska förhållanden kunde påvisa hur ett bistert klimat utvecklat en folksjäl som 

karakteriserades av individualitet, kreativitet och fysisk styrka,2 är en central ingrediens i 

Uppsalaromantiken. Idéerna spreds manifest främst inom den akademiska sfären genom 

litterära skrifter som Auroraförbundets Phosphoros och Götiska Förbundets Iduna, men 

även genom de notsamlingar som gavs ut främst av medlemmar i Götiska Förbundet. 

 Vidare fick de nyromantiska idéerna även spridning i bredare folklager eftersom ett 

flertal Uppsalaromantiker var ledamöter i de uppfostringkommittéer som fick stort infly-

tande över den svenska utbildningspolitiken (Niedenmark, 2011). 

2 Jmf Erik Gustaf Geijers dikter ”Vikingen” och ”Odalmannen”, publicerade i Iduna nr. 1, 1811.
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Ett radikalt regressivt tankegods formerades och odlades under 1800-talets national-

romantiska idéströmningar till en latent ideologi, som inom den tidiga spelmansrörelsen3 

nygestaltades och tog sig uttryck genom exempelvis musikalisk arkaism, provinsialism 

och antimodernitet. Sin spridning i spelmansrörelsen fick tankegodset manifest via skrifter 

som Hembygden (von Wachenfeldt, Brändström och Liljas, 2012), men även genom de 

spelmanstävlingar och stämmor som anordnades under 1900-talets första decennium 

och vidare genom spelmansförbundens bildande från 1920-talet och framåt (Ling, 1980; 

Eriksson, 2004). Uppfattningar om vad som var specifikt svenskt och ålderdomligt påver-

kade hur repertoaren formerades, då låttyper som polska, gånglåt och vallåt premierades 

framför schottis, menuett, polka och hambo, vilka betraktades som osvenska och/eller 

nymodiga.4 Detta märks inte minst i samlingsverket Svenska låtar,5 där – frånsett någon 

enstaka schottis och polka (hoppvals) – endast polskor, marscher, vallåtar och valser före-

kommer.6 Svenska låtar, vars delar är sorterade landskapsvis, medverkade tillsammans 

med landskapsförbunden till att befästa uppfattningar om spelmanstraditioner som land-

skapsbundna, ett synsätt som ifrågasattes redan av samtiden (Ternhag, 2010). Exekutör-

erna själva, det vill säga spelmännen, fick på detta sätt ett restaurerat kulturgods att 

förvalta, ett kulturgods som hade skapats av aktörer med svag eller obefintlig anknytning 

till spelmännens egen verklighet och praktik (Ronström, 2010).

Under 1920- och 1930-talen användes en idealbild av folkmusiken och landsbygds-

befolkningen som vapen mot den amerikanska underhållningsmusik och ungdomskultur 

som främst vann popularitet bland unga i städerna. Latenta föreställningar om den 

föroren ande verkan utländskt inflytande hade på det svenska kulturlandskapet och ung-

domen blottades genom hätska artiklar och debatter i dagspressen och mer specialise-

rade organ som nyss nämnda Hembygden (Frykman, 1988). Argumenten var inte sällan 

rasistiska och präglades ofta av antikapitalism, hembygdsnostalgi och utvecklingspessimism 

(Ling, 1980). Den folkmusik som hördes i radio framfördes med kammarmusikalisk idio-

matik av välbekanta spelmän, men lika ofta av klassiskt skolade violinister (Ramsten, 1992). 

Radioframträdandena fick betydelse för svensk folkmusiks musikaliska uttolkning. Under 

tiden påbörjades även notutgivning av svenska spelmanslåtar, ofta i arrangemang för 

3 Spelmansrörelsens start brukar kopplas samman med spelmanstävlingen i Gesunda 1906 och efterföljande 
rikstäckande spelmanstävlingar som kulminerade i Riksspelmansstämman på Skansen 1910. Under dessa år 
(1908) grundades även Folkmusikkommissionen.

4 Diskussioner kring äkthet fördes redan vid utgivningen av Svenska Folk-Visor från Forntiden och Traditioner af 
Swenska Folk-Dansar (Ling, 1980; Ternhag, 1980).

5 Svenska låtar gavs ut landskapsvis (förutom Gotland, Ångermanland, Västerbotten och Norrbotten) under 
åren 1922–40. Melodimaterialet baserades på Folkmusikkommissionens samlingar. 

6 I de spelmansböcker som förvaras i Folkmusikkommissionens arkiv finns en riklighet av såväl 1700-talets 
menuetter, anglaiser och kadriljer som 1800-talets polketter och galopper. Många av dessa spelmansböcker 
användes som melodikällor till Svenska låtar, men endast polskorna (polonäserna), marscherna och valserna 
togs med i den färdiga utgåvan.
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två eller tre fioler. Bland arrangörerna fanns konstmusiker som Wilhelm Peterson-Berger 

och Göran Olsson Föllinger. Folkmusikens uppförandepraxis påverkades därmed av konst-

musikens interpretations- och stämföringspraxis, men notutgivningen ledde även till att 

låtarna – som tidigare ofta skiftat karaktär och tonmaterial beroende på vilken spelman 

som framförde dem – kom att betraktas som okränkbara musikverk.

Under efterkrigstiden utökades folkmusikens ensembleformer genom att spelmans-

laget – en spelmansmusikens stråkorkester – lades till det tidiga 1900-talets duo och 

trio. Detta följdes av diskussioner inom spelmansrörelsen om huruvida spelmanslaget 

hade en negativ inverkan på det individuella spelet. Spelmannen som individuell konst-

när och musikalisk odalman hade alltsedan spelmansrörelsens inledning framställts som 

idealarketyp. Somliga varnade för att den nya samspelsformen skulle ha en nivellerande 

inverkan på det musikaliska utförandet och de dialektala skillnaderna (Ling, 1980). 

Generellt kan det påstås att den svenska spelmansrörelsen reformerades och blev till 

den svenska folkmusikrörelsen i och med folkmusikvågen, vilken var en följd av musik-

rörelsen på 1970-talet. Instrumentariet breddades genom implementering av nya instru-

ment med ursprung i andra musikaliska traditioner, och även genom återupptäckandet 

av instrument som tidigare använts i äldre svensk spelmanstradition såsom säckpipa, 

spelpipa och vevlira. Den folkliga sången fick ett betydande uppsving under folkmusik-

vågen i och med folkmusikband som Folk & Rackare. Andra parametrar som indikerade 

reform var att den nationalism som tidigare kopplats samman med reaktionära politiska 

uppfattningar fick ett radikalt raster (Ramsten, 1992). 

Under 1970-talet lyftes äldre och (vad som ansågs vara) mer dansanta låtar fram 

(Ramsten, 1992). Röster höjdes för att göra upp med folkdräktsskick och ”finkulturell 

uppvisningsmusik” (Norrlåtar, 1976). Radikala politiska krafter spred sin ideologi genom 

de band som kopplades samman med musik- och proggrörelsen, vilket bland annat ledde 

till att folkrockbandet skapades som en protest mot det kammarmusikaliska idiom som 

rått sedan 1920-talet (Ramsten, 1992). 

En ideologi som ändå ej alltför mycket avvek från den som odlades bland Uppsala-

romantikerna under 1800-talet första decennier och som sedan levde vidare i spel-

mansrörelsen spreds via låtkurser och skivkonvolut. Detta yttrade sig exempelvis genom 

gräv-där-du-står-principen, samt genom sökande efter äldre låtar och arkaiserad inter-

pretation i form av ornamentering, oktavstämmor (grovt och grant) och bordunspel. 

Nyrousseauanismen kom till uttryck genom den så kallade gröna vågen – en släkting till 

Uppsalaromantikernas vurm för den rena och okonstlade naturen – och genom spelmans-

rörelsens antikommersialistiskt och antikapitalistiskt färgade aversioner gentemot USA.

En avvikelse från spelmansrörelsens ursprungliga tankegods stod paradoxalt nog att 

finna i förkastandet av nationen till förmån för internationella utblickar av såväl politisk 
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som musikalisk art – detta trots att en viss bygdepatriotism och omhuldandet av geogra-

fiska särarter stod kvar som ett slags proto-glokal idé. Den mest avgörande förändringen 

av den svenska folkmusiken som genre var den fusion med rock- och popmusik som ledde 

till skapandet av folkmusik- eller folkrockensemblen (Lundberg och Ternhag, 1996). An-

tagligen hade detta en viss betydelse för folkmusikens popularisering och kanske till och 

med dess fortlevnad. 

I efterdyningarna av 1970-talets folkmusikvåg vidareutvecklades folkmusik- och folk-

rockensemblen under 1980-talet genom stilbildande grupper som Groupa och Filarfolket. 

Ett flertal av medlemmarna i dessa grupper, som Ale Möller och Mats Edén, är fortfarande 

idag aktade pedagoger och musiker. Under 1990-talet kom en ny våg av folkmusiken-

sembler som Hoven Droven och Garmarna. Folkmusiken nådde även ut till breda folklager 

genom nyckelharpisten Mats Westers och hårdrockssångaren Håkan Hemlins duo Nord-

man, som ackompanjerades av det stilbildande folkmusikbandet Väsen (Lundberg, Malm 

och Ronström, 2000). 

Ett flertal av ovan nämnda ensemblers medlemmar har sedan 1980-talet verkat som 

pedagoger, såväl vid informella veckokurser och workshops som inom folk- och världs-

musikutbildningar på folkhögskolor och musikhögskolor. Ronström (2011) hävdar att folk-

musiken, främst bland unga utövare, under 2000-talet genomgått en andra våg som varit 

”lika omvälvande som den första [på 1970-talet, förf. anm.], men mer i det tysta”. Detta 

innefattar, enligt Ronström, en ”institutionalisering, professionalisering, festivalisering 

och globalisering”. Liksom tidigare inom spelmansrörelsen genomförs i denna kontext en 

nygestaltning eller revitalisering av folkmusiken genom nytolkning och modernisering av 

befintligt melodiskt material (von Wachenfeldt, Brändström och Liljas, 2013). Intressant i 

sammanhanget är att ett flertal av de mest namnkunniga folkmusikerna varvar sina mu-

sikaliska karriärer med pedagogiskt arbete på Sveriges folkmusikutbildningar, vilket torde 

ha stor betydelse för tradering och nygestaltning av den svenska folkmusiken.

Med grund i ovanstående resonemang kan folkmusikfältet betraktas som ett fält 

uppdelat i två huvudsakliga delfält. Det ena är spelmansrörelsen, med spelmansförbund, 

spelmanslag och spelmansstämmor. I detta fält är utövaren spelmannen och musikut-

övandet kretsar främst kring den svenska låttraditionen. Spelmansrörelsen är till viss 

del behäftad med traditionsbevarande konnotationer. Den övergripande organisationen 

inom spelmansrörelsen är Sveriges spelmäns riksförbund. Det andra delfältet är folkmu-
sikrörelsen som har sitt ursprung i 1970-talets folkmusikvåg. Kännetecknande för denna 

rörelse är ackulturation av instrumentbesättningar och arrangeringstekniker från andra 

musikgenrer och traditioner, samt ibland transkulturation av andra kulturers musik inom 

den så kallade världsmusiken (Lundberg och Ternhag, 1996). Exekutörerna benämns i 

första hand folkmusiker och musiken framförs främst på festivaler men ibland även på 
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spelmansstämmor och konsertlokaler. Samlande organisation är Riksförbundet för folk 
och dans.

Idag, i början av 2000-talet, lever spelmansrörelsen med sina spelmansförbund, spel-

manslag och spelmansstämmor. Men parallellt verkar en musikaliskt välutbildad – och till 

viss del akademiserad – folkmusikrörelse som i första hand utgörs av professionella mu-

siker med skivinspelningar, festivalframträdanden och turnéer i sin almanacka. Dock har 

folkmusikrörelsen anammat ett flertal av spelmansrörelsens kännetecken. Ett exempel är 

”buskspel”, som numera lika gärna kan utföras i ett backstageområde som på en spel-

mansstämma. Deltagande i spelmanslag är för många professionella folkmusiker ej heller 

främmande och de flesta besöker gärna spelmansstämmor utan att vara kontrakterade 

för scenframträdande. Likaså återfinns traditionellt framförd spelmansmusik på folk-

musikfestivalerna. De två delfälten bildar numera alltså en helhet där situationen avgör 

huruvida aktörerna positionerar sig som spelmän eller folkmusiker.

Folkmusikutbildning på folkhögskolenivå
Vid 56 av Sveriges 150 folkhögskolor finns idag möjlighet att studera musik. 11 av de 56 

erbjuder utbildningar inom folk- och världsmusik (folkhögskola.nu, 2013). Det bör också 

nämnas att fyra av Sveriges sex musikhögskolor (Ingesund, Malmö, Göteborg och Stock-

holm) erbjuder folkmusikutbildningar.

Att studera folkmusik inom det högre utbildningsväsendet är, som inledningsvis 

nämnts, en relativt ny företeelse i Sverige. Möjligheten har funnits sedan 1977, när Kung-

liga Musikhögskolan i Stockholm inrättade en pedagogutbildning för folkmusiker. Den 

startade som en ettårig pilotutbildning där tre välbekanta spelmän inom folkmusikfältet, 

Jonny Soling, Kalle Almlöf och Kungs Levi Nilsson, studerade. 1978 var Almlöf med att 

grunda den första folkhögskoleutbildningen i folkmusik på Malungs folkhögskola och 

ytter ligare ett år senare anslöt Soling.

Förutom Malungs folkhögskolas folkmusikkurser har även andra folkhögskolor bedrivit 

utbildningar för folkmusiker vilka dock endast har överlevt några enstaka terminer. Mot 

slutet av 1900-talet och under 2000-talets första decennium startades ett flertal utbild-

ningar vid några av landets folkhögskolor. I denna artikel undersöks Framnäs folkhögskolas 

Folk- och världsmusikprofil som startade 2009 och som därmed är en av de senast till-

komna folkmusikutbildningarna (folkhögskola.nu, 2013).

Folkhögskolan som praxisgemenskap
Folkhögskolan som bildningsidé brukar kännetecknas av en strävan att utgå från elevens 

behov och förkunskaper. Det pedagogiska förhållningssättet tar inte sällan sin utgångspunkt 

i ett mer jämbördigt och informellt förhållande mellan lärare och elev än inom traditionell 
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konservatorietradition (Gustavsson, 2010). Även internatboende, där både lärare och 

elever bor på eller i nära anslutning till skolan, är karakteristiskt för folkhögskoleidén. 

Att studera vid folkhögskola tangerar i flera avseenden Lave och Wengers (1991) syn 

på lärande som socialt och situerat, vilket innebär att implicit och explicit kunskap kon-

strueras och distribueras i ett specifikt, situationsbundet socialt sammanhang benämnt 

praxisgemenskap. Deltagarna i praxisgemenskapen delar en gemensam förståelse för och 

strävan att erhålla kunskap inom ett specifikt område, vilket i denna undersökning är 

folkmusik. I en praxisgemenskap reproduceras även de tillhörande normer, symboler och 

kulturella markörer som bildar praxisfältets doxa. Lärandet omfattar med andra ord ej 

endast hantverksmässiga kunskaper, utan även praktikens normsystem. 

Ett centralt begrepp är legitimt perifert deltagande, som syftar på hur läroprocessen, 

i en inledande temporär fas, tar sin början i praxisgemenskapens periferi. Kunskaps-

inhämtningen gestaltas genom deltagarbanor där lärlingen, för att bli upptagen som 

fullvärdig deltagare i praxisgemenskapen, måste förflytta sig mot dess centrum; detta 

beroende på huruvida eleven absorberar och absorberas av praxisgemenskapens kunskap 

och doxa (Lave och Wenger, 1999). 

Folk- och världsmusikprofilen vid Framnäs folkhögskola
På Framnäs folkhögskolas hemsida står det att läsa om Folk- och världsmusikprofilen 

att det läggs ”stor vikt vid ensemblespelet” (Framnäs folkhögskola, 2013). Detta väcker 

vissa tankar om spelmannens funktion, eller vilken musikalisk kompetens som premieras: 

ensemble musikern eller solisten – med andra ord folkmusikern eller spelmannen. Dan, som 

är profilansvarig för Folk- och världsmusikprofilen, anger den sociala aspekten som ett 

viktigt pedagogiskt instrument. Han uppger att motivationen till lärande stärks när ”man 

lirar tillsammans” och att eleverna blir tvungna att ”reflektera över sin egen roll i musiken 

i ensemblesituationen”.

De flesta lärarna på Folk- och världsmusikprofilen är tillresande, vilket innebär att 

lektionstillfällena får en viss spridning över terminerna. Dan uppger att detta är en förut-

sättning för att eleverna skall ha tillgång till “den yppersta kompetensen” bland folk-

musikpedagoger, vilka “ej står att finna i obegränsad mängd här uppåt”. Det geografiska 

läget tycks alltså medföra svårigheter i rekrytering av lärare med tillfredsställande 

 ämneskunskaper och musikalisk kompetens. 

Syfte och forskningsfrågor
Denna studie har som övergripande syfte att undersöka hur deltagare i en viss folkmu-

sikalisk praxisgemenskap – elever och lärare på Framnäs folkhögskolas utbildning i folk- 

och världsmusik – resonerar om sin studiesituation och om folkmusik, samt vidare att 
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undersöka om och hur deras utsagor kan relateras till det latenta normsystemet, doxan, 

som formerats inom spelmans- och folkmusikrörelsen över tid.

För att uppfylla syftet formulerades ett antal frågor: Vilka ideologiska ställningsta-

ganden är centrala bland elever och lärare vid Framnäs Folk- och världsmusikprofil? På 

vilka sätt visar sig ideologiska ställningstaganden kring individuellt och kollektivt musi-

cerande? Hur framträder de deltagarbanor eleverna använder för att få tillträde till den 

folkmusikaliska praxisgemenskapens centrum? 

Metod
För att kunna besvara forskningsfrågorna valdes halvstrukturerad intervju (Kvale och 

Brinkmann, 2009) som metod. Att använda den halvstrukturerade intervjun som data-

insamlingsmetod möjliggör fria resonemang utifrån förutbestämda teman. Med andra 

ord erhålls, genom de olika undersökningsdeltagarna, skiftande perspektiv på de förut-

bestämda ämnen som är aktuella i undersökningen. Då jag själv under cirka 15 år verkat 

som utövande spelman, folkmusiker och pedagog äger jag god förförståelse inför det 

fenomen jag valt att beforska. Jag är även bekant med samtliga intervjupersoner, vilket 

innebär att jag – främst när det gäller lärarna – redan har viss kännedom om deras syn 

på folkmusik och lärande. Detta får betydelse såväl i intervjusituationen, där jag kan 

ställa initierade följdfrågor, som i analysen, där mina fältkunskaper underlättar tolkning 

och kontextualisering av deltagarnas utsagor. Att jag är välkänd hos de medverkande 

får också relevans för intervjusituationen, som av detta skäl får en mer harmonisk 

maktbalans och därmed kan genomföras på ett mer informellt sätt. Dock kan en alltför 

anspråkslös samtalskaraktär leda till att intervjuns vetenskapliga stringens reduceras. 

Eftersom jag som intervjuare och informanterna redan delar en historia, kan utsagor bli 

fragmentariska på så sätt att den inneboende meningen – på grund av vår kännedom 

om varandra och vår gemensamma förförståelse inför fenomenet – förborgas implicit 

i dialogen. Ytterligare en aspekt är att en vänskaplig relation kan göra det svårare för 

 intervjuaren att ställa obekväma frågor och att informanten kan dra sig för att lämna 

fullständiga svar på grund av exempelvis rädsla för negativ inverkan på en redan etablerad 

bekantskap med intervjuaren.

Föreliggande studie är till sitt format tämligen begränsad både i tids- och deltagar-

mässigt hänseende. Därför är det vanskligt att dra alltför generella slutsatser. Ett mer 

omfattande forskningsprojekt vid samtliga fyra högskoleutbildningar och tio folkhögskole-

utbildningar skulle därför vara av intresse att genomföra. Detta för att kunna presentera 

en mer heltäckande bild av det ideologiska klimatet och hur det inverkar på tradering, 

repertoarval och undervisning hos lärare och studenter.
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Deltagare
Urvalet av deltagare har gjorts utifrån mina frågeställningar som främst rör solo- och 

ensemblespel och har därmed avgränsats till de två elever som studerade fiol, deras 

fiollärare och en ensemblelärare. Då Framnäs folkhögskola saknade kursplaner och styr-

dokument för Folk- och världsmusikprofilen när undersökningen genomfördes, har även 

profilansvarig, Dan, intervjuats. Detta för att erhålla kunskap och förståelse kring utbild-

ningens syfte och formella ramverk. 

Utifrån de etiska råd och riktlinjer som föreslås i Vetenskapsrådets skrift God forsk-
ningssed (2011) har följande tagits i beaktande: Samtliga deltagare – som i denna under-

sökning uppnått myndig ålder – har delgivits detaljerad information kring studiens syfte, 

samt att medverkan är frivillig och att deltagarna utan repressalier har möjlighet att 

lämna studien närhelst de önskar. Studiens informanter skrev under ett kontrakt, vilket 

godkänner publicering av deras namn. Att använda ofingerade namn beslutades då svaren 

ej är av sådan karaktär att de kan få negativa konsekvenser för intervjupersonerna. Här 

följer en kort presentation av deltagarna i undersökningen:

Emelie, fiolelev, 20 år, från södra Norrland, började intressera sig för folkmusik i 

15- årsåldern när hon fick en ny fiollärare på kulturskolan med folkmusikalisk bakgrund. 

Hon kom sedan med i kulturskolans folkmusikensemble och har även deltagit i olika 

 externa kurser inom folkmusik.

Martin, fiolelev, 23 år, från Mälarregionen, är i grunden gitarrist inom rock, blues och 

hårdrock, men hittade in i den svenska folkmusiken via en fiollärare på den lokala kultur-

skolan. Han har spelat fiol i ett par år och hade innan utbildningen på Framnäs folkhög-

skola en folkmusikalisk repertoar som bestod av endast åtta låtar.

Anders, fiol- och ensemblepedagog, 46 år, från norra Norrland. Han upptäckte folkmu-

siken i unga år via en lokal hembygdsentusiast och folkdansledare, samt via de sommar-

kurser som anordnades av Ungdomsringen på bland annat Framnäs folkhögskola. Anders 

har en pedagogisk examen och har verkat som lärare inom kulturskolan och som handle-

dare på workshops och kurser runt om i Sverige och även i andra länder. Han har spelat 

in ett flertal skivor och konserterat i olika delar av världen.

Daniel, gitarr- och ensemblepedagog, 35, år från norra Norrland, fann den svenska folk-

musiken via den irländska då han studerade på Musikhögskolan i Piteå. Även Daniel har 

en pedagogisk examen och har arbetat både på kulturskola och gymnasiets estetiska 
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program. Liksom Anders har han varit handledare på kurser och workshops och turnerat 

som musiker i olika ensembler.

Analys
Intervjuerna bestod av tolv huvudfrågor som berörde deltagarnas musikaliska bakgrund, 

syn på folkmusik som genre och utbildningsalternativ, samt vilka mål de hade med ut-

bildningen. Samtliga intervjuer spelades in och genomfördes i lugn och ro utan någon 

egentlig tidsbegränsning – detta för att erhålla så djupa och reflekterande resonemang 

som möjligt. Intervjuerna transkriberades och sträckte sig från fem till elva A4-sidor. De 

båda lärarnas intervjuer är betydligt större i omfattning än de båda elevernas, då deras 

svar och resonemang var mer utförliga. Längden på de fyra intervjuerna varierar från 16 

till 42 minuter.

Intervjumaterialet analyserades utifrån ett kodschema med följande kategorier, som 

skapats med utgångspunkt i syfte och forskningsfrågor: Folkmusikalisk bakgrund, Tradi-
tion/Historik, Ensemblemusiker eller solospelman, Varför studera folkmusik?, Samvaro 
med lärare, Förväntningar och Mål med utbildningen. Utsagorna sorterades sedan in i en 

för varje deltagare skapad matris. 

Vid ytterligare en avkodning kunde de fyra rubriker, som presenteras i resultatavsnitt-

et nedan sorteras fram. Kategorierna Folkmusikalisk bakgrund och Tradition/Historik 

bildar resultatdelens första del: Folkmusikens identitet, där deltagarna fritt resonerar 

kring fenomen som kännetecknar den svenska folkmusiken. Under den andra rubriken, 

Från individuell konstnär till bandmedlem, har stoff hämtats främst från kategorierna 

 Ensemblemusiker eller solospelman, men även utsagor som rör Förväntningar och Mål 
med utbildning. Den tredje rubriken, Mästare- och lärlingskap i en jämbördig och otvung-
en praxisgemenskap?, bygger främst på resonemang som förts kring kategorin Samvaro 
med lärare. Dock fanns det yttranden från flertalet av de övriga kategorierna som berör 

relationen mellan lärare och elev. Den sista delen heter Förväntningar på och mål med 
utbildningen och grundar sig på de två kategorier som bildat avsnittets rubrik.

Resultat
Resultaten kommer här att redovisas under de rubriker som bildats genom kategori-

seringen i analysen. Som tidigare nämnts går rubrikerna in i varandra, men strukturen 

 underlättar när det gäller ambitionen att belysa de olika aspekterna av undervisningen.

Folkmusikens identitet

Samtliga intervjuade ser sitt utövande av folkmusik som ett arv från tidigare generationer 

och som en form av historiserande, där äldre tiders melodier och uttryck nygestaltas 
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och finner ny mening i en nutida musikalisk kontext. Martin definierar genren som: 

”[…] gammal musik liksom. Traditionell. Som förr liksom. Det är häftigt tycker jag – att 

det liksom gått i arv. Spelmän du vet. Såna där grejor. Yeah, cool!” Folkmusiken inramas 

även, enligt Emelie, av diverse ritualer som förstärker både utövarnas och musikens egen 

identitet. Hon för också ett resonemang om folkmusiken som något som inte bara är en 

musikstil utan ett helt ”kulturarv” där den historiska aspekten upplevs som viktig och 

vävs samman med dansen, spelmansstämmorna och andra kulturhistoriska uttryck som 

kläder och mat. Eller som hon även uttrycker det: ”Det är en liten värld för sig själv.” Hos 

Anders finner man liknande utsagor om folkmusiken som identitetsmarkör, då han ”känner 

ursprung och har träffat mycket gamla gubbar och sådant där”. 

Ett närliggande tema som lyfts fram i intervjuerna är spelmansmusikens geografiska 

särarter. Martin benämner det som ”häftigt” att samma låt kan finnas i olika varianter 

runt om i landet, och tycker detsamma om förekomsten av skilda dialekter på landskaps- 

och ortsnivå. Daniel identifierar sig i sitt musikutövande med den mittsvenska ”låttradi-

tionen” och Anders talar om det positiva i att känna till musikdialektala skillnader inom 

spelmansmusiken. I sin instrumentalundervisning försöker han ge eleverna en så bred 

kännedom som möjligt främst om Sveriges olika låttraditioner, men även om norska och 

finska ”för att dom skall få känna på”.

Folkmusiken omtalas av samtliga informanter som öppen i både socialt och musika-

liskt hänseende. Anders uppger att den folkmusikaliska samvaron är gränsöverskridande 

– både ålders- och kunskapsmässigt. Det framkommer att elever på Folk- och världsmu-

sikprofilen bytt profil från klassiskt till folk- och världsmusik. Detta mot bakgrund av att 

de upplevt konstmusiken som alltför ”stel” och att de saknat social samvaro i sitt övande 

och musicerande. Läraren Daniel har liknande erfarenheter från sin studietid vid Piteå 

Musikhögskola och berättar följande: 

Jag älskar ju klassisk musik. Men just den här ensamheten att bara sitta ensam och nöta – det 

blev jag spyless på. Då tyckte jag att folkmusiken och dess spelsätt hade en otroligt avspänd 

attityd. Det gör ju också att det är en bra genre att vara i – både som student och lärare.

Emelie upplever att folkmusiken äger mer ”personlighet” och ”karaktär” än konstmusiken, 

som hon dock uppskattar som vacker musik att lyssna på. Men upplevelsen av att se två 

spelmän titta djupt i varandras ögon och spela ”känslosamt” och ”passionerat” överträffar, 

enligt Emelie, den klassiska musikens ”kostymer” och ”propra” uttryck.

Från individuell konstnär till bandmedlem 

Som tidigare nämnts lägger folk- och världsmusikutbildningen vid Framnäs folkhögskola 

sitt fokus på ensemblemusicerandet. Att ensemblespelet är en viktig källa till lärande 

verifieras av Emelie, som lägger sitt huvudsakliga studiefokus på ensemblelektionerna. 
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Även läraren Daniel ser sig själv i första hand som ensemblemusiker, men uttrycker en 

önskan om att få arbeta fram ett mer personligt individuellt spel. Han vidareutvecklar 

sitt resonemang om att försöka använda sig av den klassiska gitarrteknik han under åren 

tillägnat sig och tillämpa den i sitt folkmusikspel ”utan att det låter klassisk gitarr”. 

Anders tror till och med att den individuella spelmansarketypen håller på att försvinna 

till förmån för en mer ensembleinriktad folkmusiker:

De som håller folkmusiken levande idag är ju grupper som Hoven Droven, och på min tid fanns 

Norrlåtar, Filarfolket och Groupa som arrangerade låtar och experimenterade med olika instru-

mentkombinationer. Idag kan man ju exempelvis säga: – Ja, nu tar vi den här Hoven Droven-låten.

Anders understryker dock att det finns skillnader i spelsätt mellan att utföra låtar solo 

och i ensemble. De låtar som Anders lär ut under de individuella lektionerna används ofta 

som musikaliskt stoff i ensembleundervisningen. Han är dock noga med att påvisa skill-

naderna mellan solo- och ensemblespel för eleverna. Anders upplever vidare att det finns 

en större ”personfixering” kring spelmännen i de, enligt hans mening, traditionsstarka 

mellansvenska landskapen (Jämtland, Hälsingland, Dalarna och Värmland), medan det 

bland annat i norra Sverige i större utsträckning funnits progressiva folkmusikensembler 

som påverkat folkmusiktraditionen när det gäller låtval, arrangeringstekniker och instru-

mentarium.

Daniel uppger att han försöker ha ett öppet och ”avslappnat” förhållningssätt i sin 

roll som lärare. Fokus ligger på att ”lira och ha kul”, men utan att det blir något ”hafs” 

Ensemblelektionernas arrangering av låtar bygger han enligt egen utsago på ett kreativt 

samarbete med eleverna. Ofta tar det sin början i en av Daniel given instrumental- eller 

sångmelodi som han förberett med en enklare grundharmonisering. Daniel beskriver hur 

detta kan sätta igång en ”enorm process” där han som lärare ibland ”är med i bandet” 

och ibland kliver åt sidan för att i högre grad inta en position som handledare. Denna 

utsaga verifieras av Emelie, som uppger att eleverna till allra största delen fått arbeta på 

egen hand, och att lärarna ibland deltagit i ensemblelektionerna och kommit med tips 

och förslag på arrangemang.

Mästare- och lärlingskap i en jämbördig och otvungen praxisgemenskap?

Den folkmusikaliska tillvaron beskrivs av samtliga intervjuade med ord som ”otvungen”, 

”vänskaplig” och ”avslappnad”. Detta avtecknar sig också i de ”jam” som omtalas i inter-

vjuerna där lärare och elever samlas under kvällstid för att musicera under mer informella 

former. Båda de intervjuade lärarna är tillresande och övernattar på folkhögskolan de 

perioder de har undervisning. Kvällsjammen uppskattas av både elever och lärare. Emelie 

beskriver ”jammen” som ”vänskapliga” och att det inte blir så mycket ”lärare och elev”, även 

om hon upplever att det i allmänhet finns en klar distinktion mellan henne som elev och 
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lärarna, såväl musikaliskt som socialt. Anders tycker att kvällsjammen har en pedagogisk 

poäng och berättar att han ibland känner sig låst av lektionsformen, där han inte riktigt 

upplever att han kan förmedla det han anser vara folkmusikens inneboende essenser: 

”glädjen” och ”känslan” – ord som Anders gång på gång återkommer till under intervjun. 

Han menar också att berättandets små men viktiga ”sidospår” kring låtarna och spel-

männen inte fullt ut ryms inom lektionens fastlagda tidsram. På lektionerna, menar Anders, 

är hans främsta uppgift att lära ut hantverksmässig kunskap till sina elever. 

En konsekvens av systemet med tillresande lärare är de långa tidsintervall som uppstår 

mellan lektionerna. En av eleverna uppger att lektionerna har varit ”sjukt bra”, men att de 

förekommit för sällan. Eleven upplever också en avsaknad av struktur och att det blivit 

alltför mycket av eget ansvar, då eleven ifråga själv anser sig ha varit i behov av lite ”extra 

push” för att utvecklas. Bland lärarna sägs däremot inget negativt om att lektionerna 

äger rum med tre till fyra veckors mellanrum. En av lärarna uppger att studietiden vid 

Framnäs folkhögskola präglas av eget ansvar och att han lär ut låtar som eleverna sedan 

skall arbeta med under hans frånvaro. När han sedan kommer tillbaka förväntar han sig 

att melodierna är väl inövade, varvid ett mer musikantiskt arbete – ”finliret” – kan påbörjas. 

Enligt honom har detta fungerat utan problem.

Förväntningar på och mål med utbildningen

Varken lärarna eller profilansvarig ser det som en självklarhet att deras elever skall välja 

musik som sitt framtida yrke, eller ens att de skall söka vidare till högre musikutbildningar. 

Dan menar att deras utbildning skall bereda väg för högre musikaliska studier, men att 

den också skall vara ”utvecklande på ett mer allmänt personligt plan”. De båda lärarnas 

huvudsakliga fokus ligger på att eleverna skall finna glädje i sitt musicerande. Daniels 

mål med sin undervisning är att eleverna ska ha ”haft en bra tid här och skall komma ut 

med en ryggsäck, innehållandes lite fler verktyg som är användbara antingen på hobby-

nivå eller som professionell musiker”. Han försöker, som han själv säger, vara ”flexibel” 

och anpassa sin undervisning till elevens tidigare kunskaper och mål med utbildningen. 

Anders försöker förmedla till sina elever att folkmusiken är en levande tradition som 

är i ständig förändring. Han upplever att eleverna, som är i tjuguårsåldern, har helt andra 

musikreferenser och livserfarenheter än han själv och tycker att de därför bör utgå från 

det i sitt folkmusikutövande. Anders lägger stor vikt vid att eleverna skall våga utveckla 

sitt eget spel och ”ta in det dom tycker bra om och strunta i annat”. Detta, menar Anders, 

är viktigt för folkmusikens utveckling och anför som exempel: ”Det här är en Lapp-Nilslåt, 

och den spelades exakt såhär, och så skall den låta för all framtid. Det blir ju ingen ut-

veckling. Dom ska kunna komma med utveckling och egna idéer.” Som tidigare nämnts 

anser Anders dock att det finns ett visst värde i att känna till olika lokala fioltraditioner 
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och musikaliska dialekter. Han understryker emellertid slutligen att det allra viktigaste är 

att ”hålla på, och ha det roligt”.

Diskussion
Av resultatet framgår det att vissa idéer som genomsyrade den tidiga spelmansrörelsen 

latent lever kvar bland såväl lärare som elever inom Folk- och världsmusikprofilen. Mest 

utmärkande hos lärarna är respekt gentemot traditionen och bevarandet av gamla lå-

tar, låttyper och geografiska egenarter. Det senare märks inte minst i lärarnas utsagor 

om tillhörighet till specifika landskapsbundna traditioner och i deras strävan att påvisa 

musikdialektala skillnader bland de svenska folkmelodierna. Också bland studenterna 

förekommer positiva utsagor om låtvarianters dialektala skillnader och resonemang kring 

ålderdomlighet och de ibland arkaiserade kulturuttryck som omgärdar folkmusiken. Det 

framskymtar även en viss avoghet gentemot klassisk musik, dock inte som musikstil i sig 

– flera av informanterna uttalar sig positivt om klassisk musik – utan mer ur ett musikso-

cialt perspektiv. Uttalanden kring klassisk musik som formell och likriktad känns igen från 

den tidiga spelmansrörelsens ideologer (von Wachenfeldt, Brändström och Liljas, 2012).

Folkmusikrörelsens mer progressiva idéarv framträder först och främst genom själva 

utbildningens profilering mot folk- och världsmusik samt genom dess fokusering på 

 ensemblespel. Bakom det sistnämnda ligger delvis en pedagogisk tanke om att eleverna 

lättare motiveras att erhålla musikaliska kunskaper i samspel med andra. Ensemblelek-

tionerna är ett tillfälle där såväl traditionellt som nyskrivet melodimaterial från olika 

musiktraditioner reproduceras under tämligen vagt överinseende av mästaren, vilken mer 

fungerar som aktivator och/eller facilitator. Denna del av praxisgemenskapen möjliggör 

– delvis genom lärarnas överinseende, men även genom elevernas tidigare kunskap och 

erfarenhet – tradering av vedertagna arrangeringstekniker som har sitt ursprung i den 

folkmusikaliska tradition som upprätthålls av folkmusikrörelsens ensemblemusiker. Av 

utsagorna att döma uppmuntras eleverna att genom experimenterande finna sina egna 

vägar i, och tolkningar av, folkmusiken. 

I resonemangen förekommer det spekulationer om huruvida den individuella spelman-

nen håller på att ge plats för ensemblemusikern. I utsagorna framträder även en latent 

uppfattning om vikten av att utveckla ett individuellt spel även om man identifierar sig 

som ensemblemusiker. Det förs även resonemang om att det i mindre folkmusikaliskt 

traditionstyngda områden som exempelvis Norrbotten kan ha funnits en bättre grogrund 

för experimentella uttryck i folkmusiken. Traditionellt har spelmansrörelsen genom sitt 

samröre med hembygdsrörelsen – som under 1900-talet varit stark i de mellansvenska 

landskapen – i mångt och mycket vilat på ett konservativt idéarv, medan den mer radi-

kalt orienterade arbetarrörelsen historiskt haft ett starkt fäste i bland annat Norrbotten. 
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Det sistnämnda har enligt Anders haft viss betydelse och bildat grogrund för framväxten 

av progressivt framförd folkmusik i norra Sverige, medan de mellansvenska, mer kon-

servativt färgade miljöerna framförallt värnat om kontinuitet och därmed traditionellt 

framförd folkmusik. 

Samtliga respondenter framhäver folkmusiken som en social genre där ung och gam-

mal, amatör och proffs musicerar tillsammans under avslappnade former. I intervjuerna 

återkommer lärare och elever till yttranden som rör sig kring den avspända och vänskap-

liga atmosfär som omgärdar såväl lärande som musicerande. Detta finner möjligtvis sitt 

främsta uttryck i de omtalade kvällsjammen där tradering av melodier och historier äger 

rum under mer informella former. Trots informanternas resonemang om folkmusiken som 

en hierarkilös eller åtminstone hierarkisvag företeelse finns en tydlig maktordning under 

lektionerna och även under de mer otvungna kvällsjammen. Under de sistnämnda intar 

dock läraren, liksom under ensemblelektionerna, en roll som facilitator snarare än som 

mästare. Intressant är att både lärare och elever upplever instrumentallektionerna som in-

rutade och begränsande och kvällsjammen som musikaliskt och socialt förlösande. Even-

tuellt kan detta bero på att lärare och elever har en latent föreställning om hur instru-

mentallektioner bör gestaltas, en föreställning som de har med sig från tidigare skolgång 

och som har sitt ursprung i den västerländska konservatorietraditionens mästarlära.

En iakttagelse är att den ena av lärarna uppfattar den kreativa friheten under ensemble-

lektionerna – en frihet som uppkommer då läraren tonar ned sin roll som mästare – som 

något odelat positivt, medan en av eleverna istället efterlyser mer struktur. Det hierarkiska 

mästare–lärlingskapet som odlats inom konservatorietraditionen med tydliga lektions-

strukturer och hemuppgifter tycks av eleverna uppfattas som givande och därmed efter-

strävansvärt – dock under förutsättning att utrymme också ges för ett mer otvunget 

lärande utanför givna tidsramar. Här framträder en latent uppfattning om hur lärandet 

bör gestaltas, en uppfattning som ej endast förkommer bland folkmusikstuderande utan 

även allmänt inom instrumentalutbildning i västvärldens konservatorietradition (Kingsbury, 

1988). Kingsbury anför att lärarna bildar de centrala nav omkring vilka resten av utbild-

ningen och verksamheten kretsar. Detta tycks även gälla för Framnäs folkhögskola, då 

lärarna ser sig själva som representanter för specifikt geografiska traditioner. Nielsen 

(2000) för ett liknande resonemang och menar att det ofta är av betydelse för eleverna 

att instrumentalläraren även är utövande musiker och därmed kan åskådliggöra olika 

möjliga banor, musiklärarens och yrkesmusikerns. Som tidigare nämnts är det brukligt 

inom det folkmusikaliska fältet att folkmusiker, vid sidan av sin musikergärning, även är 

verksamma som pedagoger. Att anställa dessa lärare är ett medvetet val av profilansvarig 

och visar på en uppfattning om att mästaren och dennes specifika kunskap är avgörande 

för utbildningen och för tillrättaläggandet av lärlingarnas deltagarbanor. Detta manifes-
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teras i denna undersökning genom de färdigheter lärarna – genom akademisk utbildning 

och mångårig erfarenhet som artister och pedagoger – tillägnat sig inom arrangering och 

instrumentering, vilket får betydelse främst för ensemblespelet. En annan viktig del är 

lärarnas kunskaper om och inriktning mot nordsvensk låttradition – i sin tur ett uttryck 

för en latent uppfattning om landskapet som specifikt dialektområde. 

De latenta ideologier som manifesteras i denna studies intervjuer summerar den 

doxa som odlats inom den svenska spelmans- och folkmusikrörelsen under det senaste 

 århundradet. Genom de paradigmskiften som ägt rum har nya skott och grenar växt 

fram på det folkmusikaliska trädet, vars stam – bestående av en ständigt reproducerad 

och revitaliserad tonalitet och rytmik med rötter i en svunnen agrar miljö – fortfarande 

är livskraftig. Detta trots, eller kanske på grund av, de skiftande ideologiska strömningar 

som verkat inom det folkmusikaliska fältet. 

Reformationen av det svenska folkmusikfältet under 1970-talet torde ha varit av 

avgör ande betydelse för konstituerandet av de svenska folkmusikutbildningar som under 

främst det senaste årtiondet funnit sin plats på musikfolkhögskolor och musikhögskolor. 

Det mediala och samhälleliga intresse som då väcktes skapade i sin tur en efterfrågan på 

folkmusikaliskt specialiserade violinpedagoger, vilket ledde till bildandet av den folkmu-

sikaliska utbildningen vid Kungliga Musikhögskolan i Stockholm 1977. Men framförallt 

torde framkomsten av folkmusikensemblen, som har sin upprinnelse i proggens folkrock-

grupper, ha haft stor betydelse för hur folkmusikutbildningarna formerats. Att flertalet av 

de folkmusikaliska utbildningarna idag lägger stor vikt vid ensemblespel möjliggör även 

en mer kostnadseffektiv undervisning och, inte minst, att folkmusiken genom  arrangering 

och instrumentering kan göras mer lättillgänglig och därmed ha möjlighet att bli kom-

mersiellt gångbar – vilket tangerar Bolognaprocessens mål om anställningsbarhet  

(Universitets- och högskolerådet, 2014). 

Att låtarna anpassas för ett större musikaliskt format tycks, för att underlätta sam-

spel, leda till en förenkling av intrikata rytmiska och melodiska figurer. Anders menar 

exempelvis att han lär ut låtar på något olika sätt beroende på om låtarna är ämnade 

att framföras som solostycke eller i en ensemble. Detta fenomen har även noterats i en 

studie om spelmanslag (von Wachenfeldt, 2014). Den individuella lektionen finns fortfa-

rande kvar på Framnäs folkhögskolas Folk- och världsmusikprofil men får understundom 

tjäna som ett tillfälle för detaljinstudering av ensemblelektionens låtmaterial. Detta 

bildar i sin tur en enhetlig praktik där helheten och dess beståndsdelar, tillsammans med 

ideologiska överväganden, tycks bereda väg för en givande praxisgemenskap. 

Måhända befinner vi oss för närvarande i ett nytt paradigm, där högskoleutbildade 

folkmusiker blir alltmer förhärskande inom den offentligt framförda folkmusiken på festi-

valer, stämmor och i media. Förhåller det sig möjligen så att folkmusiken, som tidigare 
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varit en decentraliserad musikform, alltmer finner sina främsta förändringsprocesser 

inom de fyra musikhögskolorna och de tio musikfolkhögskolornas institutionella miljöer? 

När musik institutionaliseras tycks följden bli att den, genom akademisering, i större 

utsträckning vänder sig till de musikaliska finsmakarna och därmed – i alla fall delvis – 

förlorar sin kontakt med bredare folklager.

Riskerar därmed även folkmusiken att förlora karaktären av folkrörelse, samt kopplingen 

till sitt eget prefix och – liksom jazzen och konstmusiken – bli en genre främst förbehållen 

en kår av professionella och institutionellt utbildade utövare?
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Abstract
The community of practise and ideology among students and teachers at a folk- 

and world music education

The overall aim of this study is to investigate how participants in a folk musical practice 

community – teachers and students at Framnäs folkhögskola (Framnäs Folk High School) 

– reason about, and relate their studies to, the doxa that has been produced and devel-

oped within the Swedish folk music field over time. As a background to the participants’ 

statements, a brief history of the Swedish folk music movement and its paradigms is 

related. The theoretical basis for the study is Lave and Wenger’s theories about Situated 

Learning and Liedman’s concepts of Manifest and Latent ideologies. The method used is 

the semi-structured interview, and the analysis is done by categorizing statements and 

thoughts in relation to the purpose and research questions.

In the results, it appears that ideas and thoughts that can be traced back to the circle 

around the romantic Götiska Förbundet in nineteenth-century Uppsala prevail in the 

form of archaization and in views on authenticity, repertoire and interpretation. It also 

appears that the teaching at Framnäs folkhögskola is part of a general trend in Swedish 

folk music of recent decades, namely the shift of emphasis from individual performance 

to ensemble music practice. Finally, the question is raised whether the academization 

and professionalization of the Swedish folk music field contributes to debilitate its char-

acter of folkrörelse (popular movement).

Keywords

Folk music education, traditional fiddle music, situated learning, folkhögskola, folk high 

school.
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Social Change through Babumba and Beethoven

Musical Educational Ideals of El Sistema 

Åsa Bergman, Monica Lindgren

Introduction
The idea that music can serve as a resource for human and social development has at-

tracted the attention of researchers in several musicological fields in recent decades. 

While music sociologists underscore the potential of music to serve as a resource in 

terms of organising social life and creating identity (DeNora, 2000; Frith, 1996a), music 

psychologists have demonstrated its ability to generate physical energy and emotional 

response in the listener, as well as how music can function as a health promotion re-

source (Juslin and Sloboda, 2001; Ruud, 2010). In addition, music education researchers 

have highlighted the potential for music to develop democracy (Woodford, 2005; Gould, 

2008). 

The fact that music can serve as a social tool is also the starting point for the El Siste-

ma choir and orchestra school in Gothenburg, Sweden, which like other El Sistema pro-

grammes that have emerged around the world in recent years, is based on a Venezuelan 

model developed in the 1970s (Hollinger, 2006; Allan et al., 2010; Majno, 2012; Tunstall, 

2012). While the overarching objective in Venezuela is to combat poverty patterns, El 

Sistema in Sweden and specifically Gothenburg focuses on breaking the typical segrega-

tion patterns found in metropolitan regions and the related social exclusion (Beach and 

Sernhede, 2013). The programmes in both Venezuela and Gothenburg are based on the 

concept that music and music-making have the potential for both individual and com-

munity development, and one of the goals is to make Western art music accessible to 

all citizens. In relation to how Swedish music education practices in recent decades has 

been dominated by Anglo-American popular music (Bergman, 2009; Georgii-Hemming 

and Westvall, 2010; Ericsson and Lindgren, 2010), we find this program on behalf of its 

focus upon Western art music as interesting to analyse. Our interest focuses on how the 

music of El Sistema in Gothenburg is designed as a tool for social and human develop-

ment, and its relationship to discourses surrounding music. According to research stud-

ies, the legitimisation of popular music in school and Community school of music and art 

is supported by discourses concerning beliefs about the musical preferences of children 
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and young people (Holmberg, 2010; Lindgren and Ericsson, 2010). Against this back-

ground, posing questions relating to how music is legitimised within the framework of 

El Sistema is of interest from both a music education and musicological perspective. The 
purpose of this article is to explore how representatives of the El Sistema choir and orches-
tra school legitimise music and the function of music, in relation to ideas and traditions 
about music and music education. Furthermore, the article aims at discussing the results in 
relation to theories of late modernity. 

The first El Sistema programme in Sweden began in 2010 in Gothenburg as a col-

laborative project between the Community School of Music and Art in Angered and the 

Gothenburg Symphony Orchestra (GSO). The programme has gradually expanded since 

the fall of 2011 and as of the 2013-2014 academic year, it is offered in all Gothenburg 

neighbourhoods and in several other major Swedish cities. Based on the idea that mu-

sical and human development go hand in hand, and with the belief that high musical 

quality is created through strong social cohesion, El Sistema offers education through 

orchestra and choir participation three to five times a week. To realise the vision that 

music helps children to develop both musically and socially, El Sistema works with 

achievable objectives and role models. Older children serve as role models for younger 

children and all participants also have the opportunity to regularly meet musicians from 

the GSO. By meeting these musicians, children gain early contact with professional role 

models, as well as access to the musical space or context of the Concert Hall.

Background
The idea that music can serve as a means to challenge the asymmetric structure of so-

cietal power was neither new nor unique when El Sistema started up in the 1970s. For 

example, within the Cultural Studies tradition, music has been discussed as a means of 

resistance against social hegemonies (Hall and Jefferson, 2006; Sernhede and Söderman, 

2013). A similar approach can be found in the more practice-oriented Community Music 

movement, which in turn seems to incorporate marginalised groups in the local commu-

nity by offering participation in various music-related activities (Higgins, 2012; Veblen 

et al., 2013). In the Swedish context, the adult education movement during the late 19th 

and early 20th centuries is cited as another example of how music, specifically classical 

music, has been used to develop the individual and create a more democratic society 

(Edström, 1997; Rydbeck, 1997; Öhrström, 1997). The idea of   the educational potential of 

music was also central when the School of Music and Art were established in Sweden in 

the 1940s (Persson, 2001). 

Considering how music was used in the 19th-century adult education movement, the 

idea of prioritising Western art music to promote human and social development is not 
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new either. However, it is interesting that El Sistema prioritises the symphony orchestra 

repertoires in relation to the weakened position of Western art music (McDonald, 2010; 

Botstein, 2013), and how both institutional and voluntary music education practition-

ers in Sweden the recent decades, have been dominated by a rock hegemony (Bergman, 

2009; Georgii-Hemming and Westvall, 2010; Lindgren and Ericsson, 2010). A study of 

Swedish schools of the arts by Holmberg (2010) also addresses the legitimacy problems 

associated with adaptation to the market of what was once a strong educational tradi-

tion in municipal music schools. Among other things, these developments have resulted 

in prioritisation. 

Theoretical and Methodological Approaches
The theoretical starting point of this article is social constructionist (Burr, 2003), which 

entails a repudiation of an essentialist view of both identity and knowledge. Instead, 

emphasis is placed on underscoring and challenging established truths, how knowledge 

and meaning are constituted through language, the discursive patterns they form and 

how language at the micro level relates to collectively constructed discourses (Foucault, 

1970/1993). Inspired by Foucault, we also construct a power perspective based on an 

understanding of power and knowledge as closely linked. This further implies that our 

interest is aimed at both productive aspects of power as well as the effects and exercise 

of power (Foucault, 1980). The need for a critical review of El Sistema, given the aspira-

tion of the programme to achieve goals on a societal level, has been discussed in general 

terms in a previous article (Bergman and Lindgren, 2014 ).  In the present article, how-

ever, the power perspective serves more as a starting point in the analysis of empirical 

data.

In our effort to contextualise the El Sistema programme, we also linked social and cul-

tural theories to the theoretical framework. A starting point here is that the late modern 

society’s dissolution of tradition has placed greater responsibility on the individual to 

navigate among various lifestyle choices and reflexively relate to personal subjectivity 

(Giddens, 1991; Ziehe, 1993, 2004). According to Ziehe (2004), this dissolution of tradi-

tion has also meant that the aesthetic norms, which previously maintained a dichotomy 

between high and low culture, have been substantially weakened and that everyday 

culture has been dominated by popular culture (see also Edström, 2008, pp. 227-229). 

Another consequence has been the weakening of knowledge hierarchies, and that the 

previous cultural and theoretical heritage is no longer accepted as self-evident, thereby 

weakening the position of cultural institutions in society. 

Yet, despite the weakening of aesthetic norms and the change in the ideal of knowl-

edge resulting from the dissolution of tradition in late modernity, their roles have not yet 
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been completely exhausted. For example, studies show that people relate to and help re-

produce existing discourses in the form of culturally and historically constructed norms 

and dichotomies with respect to aesthetics, such as when reviews based on taste are 

negotiated in discussions about music (Frith, 1996b; Bjurström, 1997; Bergman, 2009). 

The methodological approach is ethnographic and a collection of material began in 

2011.  The empirical study can be likened to an ongoing process that, thanks to con-

tinued dialogue with programme representatives, also takes into account how the pro-

gramme changes and evolves. To date, the material consists of interviews with opera-

tional leaders, municipal officials, musicians, GSO management, and El Sistema teachers. 

Field notes have also been gathered from rehearsals, family gatherings and concerts, as 

well as from conferences and seminars at which the programme has been discussed. The 

material also includes official documents posted on the website1 and documentary foot-

age. The ethnographic approach also encompasses the aspiration to incorporate first-

hand experiences by studying the programme as it occurs in order to subsequently relate 

interview statements and official documents to each other (Hammersley and Atkinson, 

1995). Experiences from one of our previous studies (Bergman, 2009) shows the benefits 

of combining various methods since this makes it possible to note any contradictions 

between what is expressed and what is actually ‘done’. As in other ethnographic studies, 

it is important to reflect upon the relationship between researchers and field participants 

(Hammersley and Atkinson, 1995).

The analysis has focused on investigating the empirical material in relation to ideas 

and traditions about music and the role of music in the educational context. Initial 

analysis of the material on a global level focused on identifying the dominant assump-

tions, as well as on potential contradictions between various ideas in order to identify 

what might be at stake for the various participants (Parker, 1999). On the macro level we 

have connected the analysis to modern theories of society (Ziehe, 2004) and Foucault’s 

(1972/1986) genealogical method. But since the empirical material concerns activi-

ties at the micro level and encompasses interactive human actions, the analysis is also 

characterised by a narrower and more action-focused discourse-analysis perspective, 

focusing on the rhetorical organisation of language (Edwards and Potter, 1992). One 

starting point here is that people construct meaning by referring to both global and local 

discourses, and that through their actions they also help to create and sustain discourses 

(Ericsson and Lindgren, 2011).

Three different ways of legitimising music will be highlighted and discussed in the 

following. The first way, Music with the power to unite, focuses on how music is con-

1  www.elsistema.se
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structed as a tool in order to create an open society where all humans possibly might be 

included. The second way, Music to provide individual development, concerns how music 

and knowledge about music are constructed as a device for individual development in 

relation to aesthetical ideals formulated during the 19th century. Finally, Music as a social 
ladder, deals with the way music is constructed as a bridge between the suburbs and the 

city centre in order to reduce societal power structures. 

Music with the Power to Unite
The El Sistema programme is legitimised, both by teachers and leaders, in relation to 

the overarching aspiration to achieve an intercultural dialogue in which individuals from 

diverse backgrounds establish contact with each other and work to achieve a less seg-

regated society. In the following quote, this rhetoric is constructed around a symbolism 

representing the orchestra as a society in miniature: 

We would like to use classical music because an orchestra is a small social community where 

I become good when my friend stays focused and if I stay focused my friend becomes good. 

Everything is interconnected, which makes it interesting to grow and it is interesting to improve 

at playing my instrument as well. But we’ve also added a lot, like folk music and personal 

creativity so these are the three cornerstones on which we build everything: notes, listening 

and personal creativity. (Interview with operational leader)

This quote illustrates the idea that musical and social development go hand in hand 

and that classical music presents an opportunity to make music, which in turn pro-

motes the ability to cooperate. However, the music that is performed is of secondary 

importance in this quote. But in practice both arranged symphony orchestra pieces 

from the Western art music repertoire, folk music and specially composed songs rooted 

in traditional melodies are performed. Much of the repertoire, particularly the specially 

composed music, is common to all El Sistema schools in Gothenburg in order to facilitate 

encounters across neighbourhood boundaries in the hopes of increasing understanding 

among children from different sociocultural backgrounds. One example of this is the 

song Babumba, which has become a signature piece for El Sistema in Gothenburg.2 The 

song, which refers to West African music culture in both melody and text and thereby 

signals an inclusive approach, is often included at concerts. The song has been written in 

both choral and orchestral versions and has been performed together with the GSO. The 

text of the specially composed pieces often emphasises community and belonging. For 

example, lines of text include ‘We are El Sistema’, ‘Everyone is cool, here at our school’, 

and ‘Would you like to be part of our gang? Come on over and we’ll just hang’. The song 

‘Side by Side’, which expresses the theme that everyone is equal and that together we 

2  Sheet music to the song Babumba can be found at www.elsistema.se/?page_id=345
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are strong, also highlights belonging within the El Sistema community to which the chil-

dren, their families, educators, and musicians all are meant to belong.

The priority given to playing in an orchestra and singing in a choir is further legiti-

mised because they present the opportunity for many people to participate, and are 

based on the principle that the greater the number of participants the better the poten-

tial results. The Director of the GSO also underscores collaboration and cohesion when 

she highlights the importance of creating a strong wind section, rather than promoting 

individual soloists. She compares the situation with certain sports organisations, which 

sort out children as early as age seven, playing the stars on the team while keeping oth-

ers on the bench, noting that the point of departure for El Sistema is just the opposite:

... the social perspective, access for everyone, not turning anyone away, and not starting to 

sort people out and all that. Instead, here, there’s room in the boat for everyone. Because it’s 

extremely strong in Venezuela. No one is ever turned away once they have been accepted to El 

Sistema. (Interview with the Director of GSO)

This quote illustrates the idea of   social inclusion because everyone has access to the 

activity. The way that the quote focuses on the social objectives and the rhetoric of how 

the boat has room for everyone can be interpreted as a rhetorical answer to how stu-

dents at schools of the arts — in terms of their parents’ socioeconomic situation, level of 

education and previous musical training — are a relatively homogeneous group. This can 

be related to a study that showed the significance of ethnic background for the extent 

to which parents register their children for the music programme at a school of the arts 

(Hovfander Trulsson, 2010). According to the operational leaders, by translating infor-

mation into various languages El Sistema makes a conscious effort to reach a broader 

group of students with respect to ethnicity than what was accomplished by the school 

of the arts in the same area in the past. One aspect of the quote that is worth highlight-

ing is the idea that all students should be kept in the activity, at any price. This can also 

be viewed as analogous to the perceived dilemma of the school of the arts, where the 

rhetoric focuses on adapting the musical repertoire to popular music in order to capture 

those students who would otherwise drop out (Holmberg, 2010). In other words, even 

here the aim is to ensure that students continue to participate in the programme for as 

long as possible. This concept appears to be a guiding principal for both El Sistema and 

schools of the arts in general, which may seem remarkable in light of the activities of 

voluntary schools. 

As playing in a symphony orchestra and singing in a choir are the prioritised forms of 

music-making, it may seem uncontroversial that the official rhetoric focuses on the aspi-

ration to teach the children to play Western art music. However, the path to achieve this 

goal — the repertoire that best prepares the children — may vary. To sum up the ideal in 
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the following quote, a programme should start where the children currently are in terms 

of music and build from there:

They play many songs, short songs they have written themselves, taking inspiration from the 

different nationalities. You sneak in the theme, they’re working on the theme from Beethoven’s 

9th, this Ode to Joy, and now it was Dvorak, I just heard Dvorak’s 9th there, the New World 

Symphony … they sneak it in slowly. Because it’s supposed to be classical music. Eventually. 

(Interview with the Director of GSO)

The quote illustrates how musical genres are arranged in a hierarchy so that famous 

major classical works are given priority over songs and other types of music. The state-

ment is also based on the idea that children are not initially receptive to classical music, 

but that this music must be gradually introduced. Another approach to the musical de-

velopment of children towards playing symphony orchestra music is to emphasise classi-

cal training as more suitable for beginners than the specially written repertoire. In some 

cases, the song Babumba, which is often included in joint concerts, is mentioned as an 

example of songs that actually hinder rather than promote development as an instru-

mentalist because of its technical complexity. It can be concluded that there is a lack of 

consensus over which repertoire is best suited for El Sistema. One way to understand this 

rhetoric concerning repertoire is through two different discourses on learning: state-

ments about the repertoire can be linked to both a creative child-centred discourse and 

a music-centred educational discourse (Lindgren and Bergman, 2014).

Music to Provide Individual Development
In addition to the potential of orchestral and choir music for developing children’s so-

cial skills, El Sistema’s website also notes how music can serve as a personal develop-

ment tool, describing its vision to ‘help to develop and create positive social change in 

children’s lives’.3 This aspect is also mentioned in an interview with conductor Gustavo 

Dudamel: 

El Sistema is no musician factory. It isn’t a conservatory like all the others. What it does do, and 

what is most important in all of this, is to create better citizens. Because ... empathy, solidarity 

with others, discipline are difficult. They use all of this later in their daily lives too. (Interview 

with Dudamel)4

3 www.elsistema.se/?page_id=977
4 Gustavo Dudamel received his own musical education through El Sistema in Venezuela, and as principal 

conductor of the GSO at the time that El Sistema was established in Gothenburg, he has been described as an 
important source of inspiration. The interview with Gustavo Dudamel is included in a film clip that is part of a 
series of short films about El Sistema by Sergio Joselovsky, which was made with the support of Region Väs-
tra Götaland’s Cultural Affairs Secretariat, Angered School of the Arts, the Gothenburg Symphony Orchestra, 
and El Sistema, Gothenburg. It is available at: www.youtube.com/watch?v=UWQtwBB76c4  as on www.elsis-
tema.se 
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In the discussion here about how the most important aspect of El Sistema is to create 

better citizens, we see how such a citizen is designed through concepts such as empathy, 

a sense of belonging to the orchestra and strict discipline. As described in the above 

quote, not only do these skills create good citizens, but they also benefit the individuals 

as a resource in their daily lives.

A great many similarities can be found between Dudamel’s description of the poten-

tial of music for individual development, like the portrayal of El Sistema in the official 

rhetoric as a tool for social and personal development, and the aesthetic values   on which 

the adult education movement in Sweden was based in the late 19th and early 20th 

centuries. Arbetarinstitutet, an adult education organisation dating from the late 19th 

century, and rooted in the idea that all people regardless of class or occupation can be 

educated, offered educational opportunities to urban workers in Sweden’s metropolitan 

areas (Rydbeck, 1997). The overarching objective of this organisation for adult education 

was to impart scientific, humanistic and aesthetic knowledge in the hopes of improving 

health and quality of life, as well as hindering workers from engaging in immoral acts. 

A link between education and improved quality of life in terms of better health was also 

pointed out by a district administrator interviewed for this study. He expresses his hope 

that El Sistema would help raise the number of passing grades and improve living stand-

ards among the residents in the suburb that he represents. He also describes the average 

life expectancy in his neighbourhood as being eight to nine years lower than in more 

affluent neighbourhoods:

We have two main goals in this neighborhood, that students should earn more passing grades 

and we believe that all the efforts we are making will contribute to this, but we also have to 

improve health ... It would be great if El Sistema could serve as a tool or method to help achieve 

these goals because then more passing grades and everything else will follow. Then again, 

maybe health is most important. (Interview with district administrator)

Yet, another similarity between El Sistema and the efforts to promote adult education 

in the 19th century is that both were established during a time of social structural up-

heaval and in response to problems related to them. While the adult education campaign 

was directed towards a growing working class, El Sistema was founded on an ambition to 

break the segregation patterns typically found in Swedish urban regions, which can also 

be compared with the structural upheaval in Swedish society of the 1990s. The aesthetic 

schooling in the context of the 19th-century adult education movement consisted of 

music belonging to the bourgeois music tradition, which was imparted by means of pub-

lic concerts and music history lectures (Öhrström, 1997). This approach was legitimised 

by referring to the inherent qualities of music and its emotional and religious reverbera-

tions (Edström, 1997). The similarity between the legitimisation of music more than 100 
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years ago and the role of music in El Sistema, as related in the following quote, is strik-

ing:

 Nothing is more important than experiencing beauty. And this right should belong to everyone, 

especially the new generations. By this I mean the opportunity to get a good education, good 

living conditions, and also to feel inspiration, to experience art as such. To be allowed to enjoy 

the arts to the fullest. But the most important insight is to realise that everything you do, from 

the simplest to the most difficult, must be done with a spirit of dedication and love. Because 

that is the only way to achieve success in life. Success does not mean fame and relates to more 

than just social position. Success is achieving happiness and experiencing a rich and full life. 

(Interview with Dudamel)5 

The discussion here about the human right ‘to experience beauty’ and ‘be allowed to 

enjoy the arts to the fullest’ can be linked with the aesthetic ideal that we recognise 

the 19th-century bourgeois musical tradition in which music was considered to foster 

culture and promote personal growth. In this context, culture refers to applying con-

templation to achieve an understanding of music, especially the inherent meaning of 

autonomous instrumental music that was assumed to be achieved through silent and fo-

cused listening (Dahlhaus, 1989, p. 50; Edström, 2008, pp. 84-88). The following quote, 

in which the Director of GSO refers to an event that took place when the children were 

invited to listen to the Symphony rehearse Mahler’s Sixth Symphony under the baton of 

Dudamel, illustrates how the bourgeois cultural heritage can be recognised in El Sistema, 

both through the demand for focused listening and the portrayal of symphonic music as 

possessing strong emotions:

I also heard an incredible story about a guy who had a really messed up background who was 

extremely disruptive and acted out and ... he came along and caused a bit of a ruckus in the 

group at first ... . He was just blown away when he heard the orchestra and started to conduct 

... and this leads me to believe that the music we represent is so emotionally charged that it 

goes straight to the heart. I believe this as well ... that through this emotional high ... well I think 

that’s important. (Interview with the Director of GSO)

In the rhetoric of El Sistema it is not uncommon to use narratives such as the one 

in the above quote. Narratives about children who, with the help of El Sistema and the 

music they encounter there, undergo strong growth and gain a legitimising function in 

the process of running and maintaining the programme. The idea that both aesthetic 

discourses and the concept that music education can promote individual development 

linked to 19th-century bourgeois culture, as touched on in El Sistema, may seem remark-

able in the perspective of the dissolution of tradition described as characterising late 

modernity (Ziehe, 2004). However, given how the focus on Western art music and refer-

ences to the 19th-century aesthetic ideals break with the Anglo-American popular he-

5  See: www.youtube.com/watch?v=UWQtwBB76c4
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gemony, which has been described as having a strong influence on music education both 

at schools of the arts (Holmberg, 2010) and in public schools (Bergman, 2009; Lindgren 

and Ericsson, 2011), El Sistema may just as well be considered to be a progressive force. 

Especially in light of the mission statement on which the concept is based, El Sistema 

could possibly be viewed as a response to the openness and uncertainty of what aes-

thetic ideals have been described as typical of late modernity (Ziehe, 1993). 

Another notion about music that relates to El Sistema is the idea that Western art 

music, considering how widespread it is, can eradicate the boundaries that create barri-

ers that impede people’s ability to meet:

The universal language of music can break through all boundaries. Simply put, to us music is life 

itself. ... Music is a way to relate to others. Playing in an orchestra or singing in a choir is a way 

to relate to others while retaining one’s own identity. You are still an individual, but just as in 

the rest of society, there are certain rules which you must understand and observe. (Interview 

with GSO musician)6

The way that the quote above refers to music as a universal language can be viewed 

in relation to discourses on music that have been highlighted and addressed by music 

ethnologists and music anthropologists. That is to say, discourses that declare that music 

has common denominators, regardless of the music culture or social context in which it 

was written, and that all humans are basically the same biologically and therefore have 

the ability to understand music in a similar way, regardless of the cultural context from 

which they come (Nettl, 1983, pp. 36-38). The idea that the musician above highlights 

the ability for music to tear down barriers, without specifying the kind of music to which 

they are referring, can also be set in relation to the idea that universal music, according 

to Nettl, refers to the ability of Western art music to unilaterally and without problems 

be understood as the ‘true’ music and be viewed as the given point of reference to which 

other music relates (ibid., p. 36). Yet, another way to understand the discussion of music 

as a universal language in the quote above is to put it in relation to 19th-century musi-

cal aesthetic discourses, which held that music can express what is impossible to express 

verbally and for which no words can be found, for which reason music was proposed to 

be superior to speech and written language (Dahlhaus, 1989, p. 90). Along with the no-

tions about music as a work of art, the autonomy of instrumental music and the value 

of listening to music in a structured and focused manner, the idea concerning the ability 

of autonomous instrumental music to express what cannot be spoken, also provided the 

notion about the ability of instrumental music to create a spiritual experience for the 

listener (Edström, 2008, pp. 123-124).

6  One of the GSO musicians is interviewed in the movie El Sistema tillsammans med Göteborgs symfoniker [El 
Sistema together with the the Gothenburg Symphony Orchestra].      
It can be viewed at: www.youtube.com/watch?v=X-YPf0bgUSE
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Music as a Social Ladder
The ambivalence concerning the position of Western art music in late modern society 

can also be viewed in relation to how El Sistema is legitimised in the context of a cul-

tural and economic elite power structure, whose support is described as crucial for the 

survival of the programme. One of the interviewed municipal officials who was involved 

in the establishment of the Friends of El Sistema association, a nonprofit organisation to 

promote development of the programme in Gothenburg, stresses the importance of in-

volving ‘old men with large networks in financially important circles’, while also ensuring 

development of the pedagogical concept:

El Sistema provides leverage for the local schools of the arts, bringing them to a level where 

the old head of the opera would be willing to serve on a board like this, or an old concert hall 

director would be willing to serve as chairperson. ... If that’s what you find, bring what is hap-

pening out there to a more established level or into the community that makes me feel like 

it’s something important. It would not have been as easy to get old Volvo directors involved in 

hip-hop; it just isn’t that simple. In this case, we’re dealing with an encounter of cultural views 

and experiences in a different way, one that we can experiment with. (Interview with municipal 

official)

This meeting of cultural views between former Volvo and concert hall directors and 

El Sistema, such as it was put forth in the quote above, could not have taken place if 

the programme had been rooted in the hip-hop culture. Rather, the consensus concern-

ing culture is based on El Sistema’s link to the Western art music tradition, and possibly 

to the collaboration with the GSO. The idea that it is simpler to involve the actors who 

make it possible to ‘raise the level of what is happening out there, to a more well-estab-

lished level or into the community’ also means that maintenance of existing social power 

structures is a necessity for the programme, which might seem contradictory in relation 

to the earlier discussion about ‘room in the boat for everyone’ and El Sistema’s aspira-

tions to promote democracy.

The use of hip-hop as the opposite pole in the quote above is also interesting given 

how in other contexts involving grassroots movements and researchers, hip-hop music 

culture has been singled out as a means of articulating opposition to social injustice 

from a marginalised position. This is similar to how the expression of hip-hop has been 

likened to a gateway to the social community for young people who experience aliena-

tion in relation to society at large (Beach and Sernhede, 2013; Sernhede and Söderman, 

2013).7 

7  Pantrarna and Megafonen, based in Gothenburg and Malmö, and Stockholm, respectively, are two examples 
of grassroots movements that organise young people in the suburbs in the struggle for social justice  
(pantrarna.wordpress.com ; megafonen.com).
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When the Director of the GSO discusses the role of the orchestra and the Concert Hall 

in promoting the overarching goal of countering segregation and social alienation, she 

does so explicitly from her position of cultural legitimacy and status:

And of course as an institution we can lend status to this movement, and strengthen it. Because 

we have the power structures in society on our side, so to say, and an institution like ours 

carries a lot of weight. And of course we feel this has been of help, especially at the beginning 

when the project was getting started; at that point it was extremely important for us to 

participate for that very reason ... . Ultimately as an institution like this we can build bridges 

... for real. We’ve extended a bridge out to Hammarkullen, and now we hope to build a bridge 

to Hisingen and then to Northeast Gothenburg. A bridge between city centre and suburb. 

(Interview with the Director of GSO)

The bridge metaphor to which the Director refers when discussing how the GSO as an 

institution can work to counteract societal power structures is interesting given its ref-

erence to a horizontal movement. A bridge usually links two points at the same level and 

can therefore be likened to the idea of music as a universal language uniting biologically 

equal humans, standing at the same social level (Nettl, 1983). However, symbolically 

crossing the bridge that the Director states has been extended to Hammarkullen and 

now wants to extend to Hisingen and Northeast Gothenburg is not enough for integra-

tion to take place. As the next quote shows, individuals must also formulate dreams and 

be prepared to work hard to achieve them in order to cross the bridge to the other side:

Because that’s my issue... it’s easy to descend into some type of despair over how society looks 

today with segregation and many feeling trapped. And perhaps especially for these groups 

sitting in these areas. And in this sense it’s extremely important to show that becoming a musi-

cian requires tremendous drive. And of course their role is to show that dreams and hard work 

are worth the price. People should not bury their dreams, but should keep them alive because 

their dreams can actually be achieved. And we spell this out in more or less clear terms. Gustavo 

Dudamel spends a lot of time discussing the importance of nurturing dreams. And feeling hope-

ful. That music brings hope. And I think that our musicians can help with that. (Interview with 

the Director of GSO)

The discussion of the importance of setting goals and working hard to achieve them 

indicates that integration with music as a tool is conditional in the sense that it is re-

served for those who have the capacity and potential to walk across the extended bridge 

on their own. Yet, given that a variety of factors such as socioeconomic and ethnic 

background have been pointed out as crucial with regard to the degree to which par-

ents choose to allow their children to participate in voluntary music education, not all 

children can be assumed to have the same opportunities to formulate dreams of becom-

ing a musician (Hofvander Trulsson, 2010). Given the emphasis on hard work, it might 

have been more appropriate to use a metaphor indicating vertical movement such as a 

staircase or a step ladder. From this point of departure, the discussion about hard work 
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and keeping dreams alive can be understood as creating integration demands personal 

responsibility, and that musicianship, as athletic achievements, demands long-term and 

systematic training in order to reach a high level of skill, and is well suited as a tool to 

formulate dreams.

Conclusion
It can be concluded that the three ways of legitimating music as a tool for individual and 

societal development highlighted in this article is supported by a rhetoric that largely 

has its roots in the late 19th-century adult education movement in Sweden. Just as the 

organisation to promote adult education for workers over 100 years ago was based on 

the argument that musical training improved quality of life, today’s ideas concern the 

potential of music to help people develop and provide an opportunity for social mobility. 

Nevertheless, the link between the educational ideals of El Sistema and Western art mu-

sic appears to be somewhat weaker in Sweden. Although the programme largely relates 

to art music as an obvious platform, an ambivalence concerning musical genre is clearly 

present. This may possibly relate to the weakening of the hierarchies of aesthetic values 

seen in late modernity (Ziehe, 2004). In light of the ambiguity arising from the view 

that anything is possible and that no knowledge content has an obvious given standing, 

El Sistema in Sweden offers an aesthetic and ideological mission statement in which 

Babumba and Beethoven are equally possible in the repertoire of a symphony orchestra 

and choir performance.
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Abstract
The El Sistema music education programme, which is based on a Venezuelan model de-

veloped in the 1970s, was introduced in Gothenburg, Sweden in 2010. One cornerstone 

of this choir and orchestra school is the use of music as a tool for individual and social 

development in order to provide a more democratic society through increased integra-

tion and decreased segregation. By using a discourse-analytical perspective as a start-

ing point, this article aims to investigate how El Sistema legitimises music, and discuss 

discourses on music in relation to the idea of music as a tool for social and individual 

development. The results of our ethnographical study show that rhetoric related to music 

is largely based on aesthetic discourses developed during the 19th century in a manner 

similar to the late 19th-century Swedish folkbildningprojekt (adult education project). 

The discussion also addresses the blurring of aesthetic values and norms in the late mod-

ern era.

Keywords
 El Sistema, social development, Western art music, bildung, discourse, late modernity
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A Costly Glass of Water
The Bourget v. Morel Case in Parisian Courts 1847-1849

Staffan Albinsson

1. Introduction (1)

In Paris during the first half of the nineteenth century artistic creators maintained that 

they had a right to a share of box office revenues. This claim was tested in the Bourget v. 

Morel case which was heard in the Parisian courts of justice between 1847 and 1849.

Authors, composers and others based their stance partly on the French Literary and 
Artistic Property Act (1793), which explicitly gave composers the same legal protection 

as authors. Like similar acts already passed in other countries, the Act was directed at 

printed material. New issues introduced and settled in this Act were 1) a right or duty 

for ‘officers of the peace’ to intervene against pirate printers; 2) details of fines and 

3) a post-mortem article. The very first article of the Act gave the copyright owner 

the right to ‘transfer that property in full or in part’. In a report issued prior to the 

Act (1791) Isaac le Chapelier discussed the meaning of ‘property’ and how it could be 

transferred. What le Chapelier discussed explicitly was the fact that there was only one 

dramatic theatre in France: La Comédie-Française – which had been established and 

put in a privileged position by the former monarchy. However, the situation was the 

same regarding the opera, which had been established and privileged a decade before 

the dramatic theatre. In the Réglement concernant l’Opera donné à Versailles le 11 
Janvier 1713 and the even more elaborate Réglement sur sujet de l’Opera donné á Marly 
le 19 Novembre 1714 King Louis XIV regulated how the opera was to be run, including a 

performing rights clause with detailed remuneration figures (Durey de Noinville, 1757). 

As a result of these réglements, librettists and composers were granted what was later 

to be called grands droits – performing rights regarding staged productions of pieces 

with music and words. Also prior to the Act of 1793 it was generally recognised that 

composers ‘wrote’ music. In the 1793 Act they were explicitly given the same legal rights 

over their works as authors. This opened up for the notion not only that the music for 

(1) The author gratefully acknowledges the financial support of The Paul and Marie Berghaus’s Endowment Fund, 
The Richard C Malmsten Memorial Foundation and The Grez-sur-Loing Foundation.

Svensk tidskrift för musikforskning vol. 96(2) 2014 – Swedish Journal of Music Research Vol. 1 2014, pp. 59-70. 
© The author and the publisher Svenska samfundet för musikforskning 2014. All rights reserved.
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operas should be granted performing rights but also music to songs and music without 

words.1

The general economic growth spurred by the Industrial Revolution and the subsequent 

rise of the middle-classes led to a widening of the audience for public concerts in 

the large European cities (Weber, 1975; Johnson, 1996; McVeigh, 2008; Werner et al., 

2008). William Weber provides details of concerts for ‘the low-status public’. Weber, 

furthermore, 

sees a strange parallel with the explosion of popular music in Europe and the United States 

– indeed worldwide – between 1955 and 1970. During both periods there appeared dynamic 

new kinds of performers (virtuosi and rock stars), a larger public (the middle class then and hip-

minded young people in more recent years) and modernised commercial frameworks (the new 

concert world and the enlarged record industry) (Weber, 1975, p.127).

It was this audience segment which, through its increased financial status, was 

found in the specific kind of ‘concert’ of interest here: the Parisian café-concerts (or 

‘caf’conç’ ). In these concerts, the music, food and beverages supplemented each other 

(Caradec & Weill, 1980). The concept of a share of the box office revenues was not 

applicable to these concerts as the musical entertainment was used to attract audiences 

who would purchase the food and drink which were the main sources of income for 

the proprietors . Some proprietors, instead of charging entrance fees, increased the 

prices of what was served to customers when there was musical entertainment. Émile 

Mathieu (1844-1932), who later went on to compose more ‘serious’ music, was very 

heavily involved in the cafés-concerts business at the beginning of his career. In his book 

Histoire des Cafés-concerts from 1863 he explained the nature of the business:  ’The 
café-concert is an establishment where for a small fee in the form of an increase in the 

price of regular café consumption, you can hear music, ballads, ditties, by artists, some 

of whom are not without merit’ (cited by Kimminich, 1991; my translation). Although 

music had been used to complement drinks earlier in French history (Constantin, 1857 

and 1872) the cafés-concerts in Paris - the first of which, Café du Midi, opened in 1835 

- were the first time this form of entertainment became an ‘industry’. Café du Midi was 

run by the artists themselves. Soon they were challenged by the Café des Ambassadeurs, 
which was re-opened after refurbishment in 1841 and run by a café proprietor/

concert producer. Constantin (1872, p.100) reports that this outdoor café-concert 

1 Some authors discuss how and when ‘abstract’ music was included in the performing right concept. Ulrik 
Volgsten (2012, pp. 171-172) sees it as a result of the Bern Convention. However, the French Act of 1793 does 
not exclude music without words. Thus, it seems that this debate concerns the legal implementation of the 
French Act and similar laws in other countries rather than a progression of what was actually covered in 
these legal documents.
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could accommodate 1,200 spectators. The success of the phenomenon encouraged its 

spread to many other countries, often in slightly different forms which appealed to local 

audiences.

What was performed in the cafés-concerts was light music of a kind which appealed 

to a large audience. Like today, more money circulated in this kind of popular music 

industry than in the more ‘serious’ high-status concerts. Thus, it is not surprising that 

the struggle for performing rights to be applied outside of the opera was first focused 

on the thriving cafés-concerts. The progress on performing rights which was brought 

about by the Bourget v. Morel case was sneered at by composers of more ‘serious’ 

music, especially in the Germanic countries. Composer and lawyer Johann Vesque von 

Püttlingen did not recommend that composers should advocate that the French petit 
droit should be enforced in Germany and Austria. He argued that it was not in line with 

their Künstlerehre (artistic honour). If they accepted it they stood the risk of being 

disqualified as avaricious (Vesque von Püttlingen, 1864, p.61).

The event that spurred the Bourget v. Morel case is described as an anecdote in the 

writings of two former presidents of collective performing right licensing societies, Jean-

Loup Tournier of the French Société des Auteurs, Compositeurs et Éditeurs de Musique 
(SACEM) and Gunnar Petri of the Swedish Svenska tonsättares internationella musikbyrå 
(STIM). The Bourget v. Morel case eventually resulted in the concept of petits droits  
(performing rights outside theatres) on which all performing right licensing agencies 

depend. Obviously, this, in turn, was dependent on the decision of the French courts to 

grant composers and lyricists legal protection for performances of their work and not 

only for their printed items. 

In a previous paper (Albinsson, 2012) I suggested that the SACEM, the world’s first 

collective performing rights licensing society, was founded when potential revenues 

could be anticipated to cover transaction costs, for instance, for 1: the search for 

information on where and when pieces were played, 2: the bargaining and contracting of 

both venues and composers and 3: the monitoring, policing and enforcement of rights. 

The Bourget v. Morel anecdote according to Tournier and Petri merely states that the 

courts decided to the benefit of the former. The transaction cost assumption needed 

fairly substantial damages to be awarded to M. Bourget to be relevant. I found this 

information in the Parisian archives.

This paper provides a thorough reading of the Bourget v. Morel case, based on an 

examination of contemporary documents. Two are daily papers on French legal affairs: 

Le Droit: journal des tribunaux, de la jurisprudence et de la legislation and La Gazette des 
Tribuneaux. The descriptions of the verdicts are corroborated by the actual, handwritten 

verdicts of the Tribunal de Commerce du département de la Seine and the Cour d’Appel de 
Paris. The documents describe a case which differs a great deal from the legend. 
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The contribution of this paper lies in its more accurate description of what actually 

occurred and its economic implications for the production of music. Together with my 

previous article on the introduction of petits droits (Albinsson, 2012), this article should 

make a significant contribution to understanding of the history of western music.

2. The Incident
The librettist, lyricist and playwright Ernest Bourget (1814 – 1864) may be little known 

today but among contemporary Parisians he seems to have been highly cherished as 

the author of, mostly, humorous texts. He supplied the words to Jacques Offenbach’s 

musicals Bouffonneries: Tromb-al-cazar ou Les criminels dramatiques and Les Dragées du 
baptême, both first performed in 1856, Les deux pêcheurs ou le lever du soleil, 1857, and 

La Leçon de chant électro-magnétique, 1867. Furthermore, Bourget provided lyrics for a 

multitude of songs by composers such as Victor Parizot (e.g. Les Dîners parisiens, 1841, 

and La Mère Michel aux Italiens, 1845), Charles-Francois Plantade (e.g. L’Accordeur de 
pianos! Scène de moeurs, 1855, and Végétal, animal et minéral, 1859) and Paul Henrion 

(e.g. Le Vigneron, 1855). However, according to Christian Goubault (2003), his biggest 

success came with the 1855 first performance of the ‘medieval legend’ Le Sire de Franc-
Boisy (also known as Le Sire de Framboisy) with music by Laurent de Rillé.

In March 1847 Ernest Bourget, according to Jean-Loup Tournier and Gunnar Petri 

(neither of whom indicate primary sources), refused to pay for the orgeat syrup he 

had consumed at a ‘café-concert’ at Café des Ambassadeurs on the ground that the 

proprietor had not paid him for the use of his music, which was performed in the café. 

The proprietor, a M. Morel according to Tournier and Petri, explained that the price of 

the beverage was raised from the usual 40 centimes to 50 centimes because he had 

to pay the musicians (Tournier, 2006, p.28; Petri, 2000, p.104).2 Bourget, according to 

Tournier and Petri, asked: ‘And composers and authors of the songs played, are they not 

also entitled to their remuneration?’ Morel replied: ‘The authors? They are not of my 

concern. I would like to know what requirements they may have on their little songs 

that belong to all of us once they have been published’ and ‘if we had to pay the authors 

as well, where would that end?’. In Jean-Jacques Lemoine’s (1950), Brunschwig et al 

(1981, p.338) and Aaron Schwabach’s (2007) versions, Bourget was accompanied by his 

composer friends Victor Parizot and Paul Henrion. Jacques Migozzi (2000) and François 

Caradec and Alain Weill (1980) also referred to this unsubstantiated legend. The latter 

authors also claimed that the publisher Jules Colombier covered Bourget’s trial costs.

•	 2 According to Delihu the price was 2 francs and the drink was not an orgeat syrup but an eau sucré (Delihu, 
1911, p.59).
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Whether this event at the Café des Ambassadeurs actually took place or not has not 

been possible to establish in this study. According to Henri Delihu (1911, p.58) a Mme 

Doumerc maintained that SACEM owed its existence to this incident. It seems that she 

presented a version similar to the one above in a pleading in a Société des Auteurs et 

Compositeurs v. SACEM case. Most likely Delihu refers to the 1898 case where the two 

societies met in court to settle items of mutual dispute half a century after the alleged 

event.

The only evidence I have found which supports the story of the Café des 
Ambassadeurs is that the proprietor of the café, Madame Varin, appeared in the same 

court as M. Morel, who had been sued by Ernest Bourget on the basis of another event. 

It was this other event which was reported in the contemporary press.

According to Le Droit, M. Bourget was refused the drink he ordered at another 

establishment: the Café Morel. In the evenings the proprietor, M. Morel, served only 

guests who ordered drinks for which the garçon could not ‘deceive the corkscrew’. The 

profit from a modest eau sucré was ‘too small a thing for the proprietor to be able to 

present music and seats through a whole evening’. Bourget was annoyed. The next day, 8 

May, he wrote an angry letter to M. Morel, in which he complained bitterly about how he 

had been received at the Café Morel:

Yesterday, Friday 7 May, the staff in your café refused to serve me a glass of eau sucré.  The 

counter lady apologized very politely for the refusal of the waiter when a woman came and, 

literally, sent me away in a tone as brutal as the words themselves ... Here’s what I had to 

let him know: that I would prohibit the representation of my scènes comiques, as well as my 

chansonettes; in short, the representation of all my repertoire for the singers at Café Morel. If 
you do not know the titles of my scènes comiques or songs, you’ll find a few that I have listed at 

the bottom of this letter.

If you believe, Monsieur, that you do not have to act according to this decision, I warn you that 

at the first offense I will ask for the bailiff. (Le Droit 1847, my translation)

3. The First Tribunal de Commerce de la Seine Hearing, 8 
September 1847
There was no response to this letter, so Bourget called M. Morel to appear in front of 

the Tribunal de Commerce de la Seine. Mme Varin was summoned, too. Bourget’s claim 

was that the tribunal should either forbid the performance of his lyrics in the cafés or 

that the proprietors should pay him ten francs for each performance of a scène or a 

chansonnette. If he received a positive verdict he would not then complain about past 

damages. The fee of ten francs was in accordance with the tariff of the Société des 
Auteurs Dramatiques for performances in provincial theatres. The tariff was based on the 

prior grand droit performing rights accruing to songs in staged performances of plays. 
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M. Morel and Mme Varin protested. They allowed singers and musicians to come each 

summer evening to sing in front of their cafés, with the aim of targeting the seated 

customers. The police, in the interest of public order, had permitted this to occur, but 

only if the singers and musicians appeared on a stage. Furthermore, M. Morel and Mme 

Varin maintained that they had allowed the singers to choose their songs themselves. 

They were ignorant of the fact that they had chosen songs by Bourget. Thus, they could 

not accept responsibility for something that was unknown to them. In any case, they did 

not retain any proceeds of the songs, and, thus, the law did not apply to them.

As M. Morel and Mme Varin saw it, the damage inflicted on Bourget was purely 

imaginary and he should instead welcome that, as a result of the performances, his 

works had become better known; as, they claimed, did the best composers and lyricists 

who sent their works to the singers of the Champs-Elysées. 3 As the above letter of 

8 May was addressed to Morel alone, the tribunal acquitted Mme Varin. M. Morel, 

however, was forbidden from using Bourget’s songs in his café. He was to be held liable 

for future violations (Archives de Paris, 1847).

4. The Second Tribunal de Commerce de la Seine Hearing, 3 
August 1848
As a result of the February Revolution of the following year, King Louis-Philippe was 

forced to abdicate. In May 1848, during the period of turmoil before the Second Republic 

was established in June, Bourget sued Morel again. Petri (2000, p.104) suggested that 

this decision was based on the hope that the court would be influenced by revolutionary 

sentiments and would therefore favour Bourget. In fact censorship was re-established 

on 29 July, a few days before the verdict (Caradec & Weill, 1980, p.12). Another reason 

is more obvious. M. Morel and Mme Varin had opened their open-air cafés for the new 

1848 summer season. Bourget claimed that his songs were again performed in their 

establishments, despite the verdict of the tribunal the year before. 

According to the Gazette des tribuneaux  (Gazette 1848) ‘the majority of such 

institutions [theatres and salons, including open-air ones] pay M. Bourget the droit 
d’auteur which is due’. Only the proprietors of the Morel and des Ambassadeurs cafés 

refused to do so. The verdict of the Tribunal de Commerce de la Seine session of 3 

August 1848 mentions witness statements of performances of specified Bourget songs 

in Café des Ambassadeurs on 7th June and in Café Morel on the 12th of the same month 

(Archives de Paris, 1848). According to the Gazette des tribuneaux (1849) it had been 

3 Today we often hear the opposite argument from the piracy movement: recorded songs, when downloaded or 
broadcast, act as advertisements for live performances.
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difficult to establish the crime because it was committed during hours when the bailiff 

could not issue fines. However, someone had taken notes of what had been performed:

7 June in Café des Ambassadeurs:
La Fille de ma portière
Le Grand Dadais

L’A, B, C, D, ou la leçon de lecture

12 June in Café Morel:
La Fille de ma portière
Le Grand Dadais
L’ A, B, C, D, ou la leçon de lecture
La Mère Michel au Théâtre des Italiens

The tribunal discussed whether the publishers of Bourget’s songs, MM. Noël and Paté, 

should also be financially remunerated, but came to the conclusion that only Bourget 

himself should be compensated. Moreover, the tribunal found that the agents for the 

roving singers, MM. Piquet and Narcisse, had acted in good faith. Bourget was, however, 

awarded 300 francs compensation from M. Morel and the same amount from Mme 

Varin. 

According to the verdict and the reports in Le Droit and La Gazette the tribunal was 

presided by M. Gratien-Milliet on this occasion.

5. The Cour d’Appel de Paris Hearing, 26 April 1849
Mme Varin accepted and obeyed the second tribunal verdict. M. Morel, however, filed an 

appeal at the Cour d’Appel de Paris which granted him a future hearing. Therefore, the 

offense continued to occur at Rue de l’Arcade, where M. Morel had opened his establish-

ment for the winter season (Gazette, 1849). Bourget disputed this in the Cour d’Appel de 
Paris supported by his lawyer M. Paillard de Villeneuve. The court confirmed the sentence 

of the tribunal and, to repair the damage inflicted during the time from when the appeal 

had been filed, Morel was ordered to pay a further 500 francs indemnity to Bourget (Ar-

chives de Paris, 1849). 

The signature in the hand-written verdict is not readily decipherable. However, the 

official list of Cour d’Appel de Paris judges in 1849 lists a M. Poultier as the president of 

the third chambre in which the hearing was conducted (Almanach national 1849). This 

name corresponds perfectly with the verdict signature.
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6. Legal Aftermath
On 18 March 1850 Ernest Bourget, Victor Parizot and Paul Henrion, aided by the publish-

er Colombier, started a mutual collecting society: the Agence Centrale pour la Perception 
des Droits des Auteurs et Compositeurs de Musique (Lemoine, 1950, p.16). On 28 Febru-

ary 1851 it was replaced by La Société des Auteurs, Compositeurs et Éditeurs de Musique 
(SACEM) (Tournier, 2006, pp.26–27). Among the 43 charter members of the SACEM were 

composers Daniel Auber and Adolph Adam, together with librettist Eugène Scribe. The 

number of members rose rapidly. In 1852 the SACEM counted 350 members; in 1858 the 

membership had increased to 760 (Lemoine, 1950, p.18). 

 In the SACEM’s first charter, works already protected by grand droit and administered 

by another much older society, La Société des Auteurs Dramatiques, were exempt from 

handling by the SACEM. The new society explicitly wanted to ‘in no way affect the 

powers or rights of the Société des Auteurs Dramatiques, as they remain today’ (SACEM’s 

Act of Constitution 1851. Article 18). This exemption has been included in most, if not 

all, other national charters for collective licensing agencies. Thus, the separation of 

grands and petits droits remains globally today.

One important difference between the two societies was that publishers were not 

members of the Société Dramatique, but as soon as they heard of the plans for a new 

society they asked to be admitted to a share of the profits from the new association. 

They claimed that they had, previously, left the monitoring of the arenas for petits droits 
aside as it had been practically impossible to know which songs had been sung where. 

Thus, they had given up this chance to gain from the frequent cases in which publishers 

had purchased both the right to print and the right to allow public performances. They 

were admitted to the SACEM as full members (Delihu, 1911, p.59).

Although the article 18 exemption clearly states that the SACEM, often referred to 

at the time as the new ‘Société Lyrique’, should keep away from the markets already 

covered by the older ‘Société Dramatique’, clashes did occur. In 1898 the two societies 

agreed on a ‘peace treaty’, which declared that composers of a work in one act or one 

tableau, which was shorter than forty-five minutes and which was performed in cafés- 

concerts, music halls and similar events and venues, were allowed to register that work 

with either of the societies (Delihu, 1911, p.58).

Another difficult issue that was debated in courts regarding both the SACEM and the 

Société Dramatique was their legal status as representatives of their members (Delihu 

1911, pp. 61–65).  Courts hesitated for decades before providing the societies with such 

rights. In 1866 the Tribunal de Commerce de la Seine admitted that right to the SACEM. 

However, this was contested by the plaintiff in the Cour d’Appel de Paris, which denied 

the SACEM that right. The society chose, instead, to act in the name of its board of 
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directors, which, according to article 15 of the 1851 charter, was granted the necessary 

rights to litigate in the interest of the members.  The Cour d’Appel de Paris granted that 

possibility in a verdict of 9 February 1867. On 11 July 1882 the Cour d’Appel de Douai 
declared that the SACEM could be ‘well and validly’ represented by any of its members 

who had been given mandates to litigate in the name of all the members. Judge M. 

Labbé  declared, in a note at the bottom of this judgement, that the board of directors 

could act only as agents and in all proceedings should include the specific mandates 

from the authors involved. The legal status issue was further accepted by France’s court 

of last resort, the Cour de Cassation, on 2 January 1894. However, M. Labbé’s refusal to 

view the SACEM as a sociéte civile or société commerciale was debated in 1903 in the 

Tribunal Civil de Saint-Sever and in the Cour d’Appel mixte d’Alexandrie. The latter, finally, 

declared that the SACEM  was a single agency with a mandate to negotiate on behalf of 

each of its members and to pursue recovery of their claims or damages. Lemoine (1950, 

p.74) lists ten more court verdicts after 1903 that recognised this legal status. 

Lemoine (1950, pp.29–54), furthermore, lists 145 other cases in which French courts 

discussed legal matters of importance to the SACEM before 1950! The most difficult 

item seems to have been ‘la radiophonie’, with 25 verdicts listed.

7. Collection of Fees
During the last six months of 1850 the Agence Centrale pour la Perception des Droits 
des Auteurs et Compositeurs de Musique collected 6,002 francs (Lemoine 1950. pp.16-

18), the equivalent of, approximately, 15,185 EUR in 2006 (Monange, 2001). During its 

first full year the SACEM managed to collect a total of 14,408.50 francs (appr. 36,450 

EUR in 2006). Ten years later the annual turn-over had risen to 115,000 francs (appr. 

228,850 EUR in 2006). The round figure of one million francs was reached in 1885. As a 

consequence of the progressively established legal status of the SACEM it had by 1910 

reached the considerable annual turnover of 4 million francs (Delihu, 1911, p.72) (appr. 

10,760,000 EUR in 2006).4

8. Discussion
Obviously, the glass of water which Café Morel refused Ernest Bourget became extremely 

costly. Not only for the proprietor Morel, but also for millions of restaurants, radio and 

TV stations, shops, hair-dressers and many other kinds of licensees. The verdicts estab-

lished that the transaction costs for a systematic collection of performing right fees 

4 In 2012 the SACEM had 145.000 members. The society had 1.1 million titles registered. €802 million EUR were 
collected, see www.sacem.fr/cms/site/en/lang/en/home/about-sacem/sacem_key_words . (Last accessed 9 
December 2014).
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could be covered by those fees as they could be claimed at a level which was related to 

the 300 and 500 francs indemnity decided on by the Parisian courts of justice. The 500 

francs’ compensation equalled twice the annual salary of a carter and 25% more than 

the annual income of a herdsman on a farm in Oise in 1851 (Chevallier, 1887, p.36). It 

covered the total price of appr. 4000 litres of red wine at the time of the verdict (An-

nales d’agriculture, 1841). However, a decade later the salaries of singers and musicians 

performing in the cafés-concerts were substantially higher than rural wages. According 

to Émile Mathieu (cited by Caradec & Weill, 1980, p.12) singers earned 150 – 700 francs 

per month, a chief conductor 300 – 400 francs per month and orchestral musicians 70 

– 150 francs per month. The garçons might make 300 – 400 francs per month. On week-

days box office income was typically 500 – 1,000 francs and on a good Sunday the gross 

income could amount to 2,500 – 3,000 francs. The world’s first performing rights society 

was established by the Parisian composers two years after the Cour d’appel verdict: the 

Société des Auteurs, Compositeurs et Editeurs de Musique/SACEM.

According to the Gazette report cited above (Gazette 1848) ‘the majority of such 

institutions [theatres and salons. including open-air ones] pay M. Bourget the droit 

d’auteur which is due’. Thus, it might be that Ernest Bourget did not appear at the Café 
Morel accidentally. It is not unlikely that he deliberately wished for a legal confrontation.
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Abstract
The music business of today relies heavily on the performing right element of the 

Intellectual Property Right/IPR laws. Unlike many other IPRs, the performing right did not 

come about as a result of technological inventions for the distribution of artistic content. 

The background is, rather, to be found in the general economic growth in the mid-

nineteenth century which, in turn, was a result of the Industrial Revolution. ‘Economic 
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growth’ is, however, a complex causal background that eventually needed a particular 

event which could function as a catalyst for the new IPR to be recognised, accepted 

(at least as a legal act) and implemented. This event has been identified as the Bourget 

v. Morel case in Paris 1847-49. It resulted in the legal framework on which the music 

industry of today, penetrating every aspect of our lives, relies. It is strikingly odd how 

this event has been narrated as a mere anecdote. This short paper provides more details.
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Performing rights, intellectual property right history, musicology, cultural economics.
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French interest in Nordic art, theatre and music grew substantially in the 1890s. Since 

1888, the French and Russians had been in discussions about an alliance providing that 

the two countries defend one another if peace was threatened. When this was solidified 

in 1893, nationalist and protectivist forces began to relax and interest turned north-

ward.1 In this spirit, a number of musical organisations began to sponsor performances of 

Russian music. On 15 and 22 October 1893, the Concerts Colonne gave two concerts of 

Russian music, mostly premieres of works by composers of the ‘Mighty Handful’, as did 

the Concerts d’Harcourt that autumn. The Opéra put on a gala in honour of the Russian 

navy on 25 November, and the following January the Opéra-comique produced César 

Cui’s opera, Flibustier. When the conductor Edouard Colonne left in March 1894 to give 

concerts of French music in Russia, the programme notes for his orchestral series in Paris 

explained his replacement by foreign conductors, ‘By the universality of its language, 

music alone can make possible this act of international brotherhood’. On 4 August 1894, 

in his annual speech to the Conservatory students while distributing their prizes, Georges 

Leygues, the Minister of Public Instruction, made a similar point:

This universal country is open to all. Foreigners receive the most generous hospitality. That’s 

an advantage for them as well as for us. There’s value in knowing everything, in always see-

ing more clearly, in conversing, whatever their country or their school.[…] This year, it’s the 

literature, theater, and music of certain races from the North that have had the honor of being 

in fashion. No one will regret it.[…] We have been able to glimpse new horizons and taste the 

1 As Helena Tyräinen points out, in the case of Finland, this alliance coincided with ‘a shift from a German 
to French cultural orientation’ among both Swedish-speaking and Finnish-speaking elites in the 1880s and 
1890s. Moreover, because of the Franco-Russian alliance, until 1899 when conflict began over the possible 
autonomy of Finland, ‘Finns were able to enjoy a new kind of value in the eyes of the French if they appeared 
in Russian ranks’. See Tyräinen, 1998 and 2003a.

I am grateful to two anonymous readers for their suggestions and to Anders Edling, Helena Tyräinen, Rune 
Andersen, Harald Herresthal, and Malou Haine for providing me with various material that helped to enlarge 
the context of this article.
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flavour of a certain number of powerful or subtle works with a somewhat distressing psychol-

ogy, but an indisputable originality. (Leygues, 1894)

This new openness to influences from the north drew renewed attention to French 

identity as rooted in the north as well as the Mediterranean and to the role of French 

music, and of France itself, as one of ‘alliance and reconciliation’. Indeed, French artists 

had long been proud of their capacity for assimilation, their ability not only to achieve 

a ‘juste milieu’ or the ‘harmonious fusion’ of Italian and German influences, but also to 

‘assimilate the progress of all countries’ (Pasler, 2009, pp. 235, 256, 295; Lacombe, 1997, 

pp. 282-284).

Such attitudes had an important effect on Scandinavian-French relations. The painter 

Edvard Munch, who studied in Paris beginning in 1889 and lived there on and off 

throughout the next decade, won the respect of Symbolists like Mallarmé. In an 1897 

exhibition of his works with the Independents, he was accorded a place of honour in 

the hall. Henrik Ibsen, in particular, was understood as a predecessor to French symbol-

ists and as an artist who espoused his own agenda of rebellion, individualism, elitism, 

and aestheticism. Introduced in Paris at the Théâtre Libre in 1890–91, his works were 

regularly performed at the Théâtre de l’Œuvre beginning in 1893.2 So, too, were those of 

Bjørnsterne Bjørnson and August Strindberg. Sometimes the Norwegian community was 

involved with these projects. The painter Fritz Thaulow designed the set for Bjørnson’s 

Beyond Human Power in 1894 and Norwegian students, dressed in national costumes, 

appeared as peasants and fishermen. Munch produced lithographs for two of l’Œuvre’s 

Ibsen programmes in 1896 and 1897. In 1895 and 1896, Strindberg published essays in 

the respected literary journal La Revue blanche (Strindberg, 1895a, b, 1896).

The public was also increasingly drawn to Nordic music in the 1890s. Grieg was by far 

the most popular Nordic composer since his visits there in the 1880s (Tyräinen, 2003b; 

Herresthal and Reznicek, 1994, pp. 131-265; Herresthal and Pistone, 1996). The Concerts 

Lamoureux gave premieres of his works in 1884–85, 1890–91 and 1891–92 and he was 

featured on a concert of the Société nationale on 4 January 1890. Colonne performed his 

music almost every year from 1888 to 1903.3 Grieg conducted his own works at the Con-

certs Colonne on 22 December 1889, and while Colonne was in Russia in 1894, Grieg was 

one of three conductors invited to replace him. On this occasion, 22 April, the composer 

presented a concert of entirely his own works, including five premieres. The programme 

notes hailed him as the ‘Chopin of the North’ and the concert attracted a sell-out crowd, 

earning for the orchestra the second highest receipts that season. Reflecting this public 

2 On the Théâtre de l’Oeuvre’s productions of Ibsen from 1893-1897, see Deak, 1993, pp. 187-217.
3 That is, in 1888, 1890, 1891, 1892, 1893, 1894, 1895, 1898, 1901, and 1903.
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acclaim, Grieg won election as a foreign member to the Académie des Beaux-Arts. Later 

Mme Emma Holmstrand, from Sweden, presented concerts in Paris at the Bodinière 

theater in 1897 (Grieg, Sjögren, Lago, and others) and in Monte-Carlo in 1898 (Sjögren, 

Sinding, and Hansen). And in July and August 1900, Finnish, Swedish and Norwegian 

concerts were well-received at the Universal Exhibition, after which Sibelius received the 

Legion of Honour.4

French composers responded, too. Edouard Lalo’s Fantaisie norvégienne (1878) and 

Rapsodie norvégienne (1879),5 were later followed by César Franck’s opera, Hulda, based 

on a play by Bjørnson, composed between 1882 and 1885 and finally published and per-

formed in 1894.6 Others too began to examine Scandinavian sources as possible models 

for their own work. Debussy’s Quartet (1894) bore strong resemblances to Grieg’s Quar-

tet, the first foreign work presented at the Société Nationale after its new statutes in 

1886 (Strasser, 2007). Vincent d’Indy’s opera Fervaal (1881–95) has its roots in his libret-

to for Axël (based on Esaias Tegnér’s work but with the story transported from Sweden 

to France). His next major work, the opera L’Etranger (1898–1901), was modeled on Ib-

sen’s play, Brand. On 26 June 1902, he wrote to his friend, the critic Michel Calvocoressi, 

who prepared an analysis of the work: ‘The comparison with Brand is very legitimate, all 

the more so because its layout – not so much the conception, but the arrangement of 

the drama – was done after a careful reading of Ibsen’.7 Omer Letorey, a young composer 

who received the Prix de Rome in 1895, was also drawn to Brand. The Concerts Lam-

oureux premiered Letory’s symphonic poem based on it in their 1899–1900 season.

Magnus Synnestvedt
This was the context in which the Norwegian Magnus Synnestvedt (1879–1947) and his 

family settled in Paris at the turn of the century. His father served there as the Norwe-

gian vice-consul; his mother was French and a singer. They lived on the posh west-side, 

in Neuilly. Magnus studied law, completing his doctorate at the Sorbonne and presenting 

his work on 20 June 1904 under the title Le Droit International Privé de la Scandinave.8 

4 See Tyräinen, 1998. Note also that a critic in Monde musical (15 July 1900) considered the Finnish orchestra of 
75 musicians to be ‘one of the most interesting artistic events of the exhibition’.

5 The latter was performed, for example, at the Concerts Lamoureux on 7 and 28 February 1904 and at the Con-
certs Colonne on 18 March 1906.

6 Lalo's and Franck's works based on Scandinavian models may have been influenced by the Norwegian com-
poser Johan Svendsen who first came to Paris in 1868. He lived there from fall 1878 to 1880 during which 
time Pasdeloup performed one of his Norwegian rhapsodies. Franck wrote Hulda somewhat later, between 
1882 to 1885. See Bergsagel, 1980.

7 See Vallas, 1950, pp. 310-312 for a comparison of d'Indy's L'Etranger with Ibsen's Brand. See also Calvocor-
essi's analysis, 1903.

8 The thesis, 328 pages, was published that year by Librairie Nilsson. The Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris has a 
copy, 8-F-15619. It was reprinted by Kessinger Publishing in 2010.
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By 1904 he was working as the chancellor of the Swedish and Norwegian legations in 

Paris.

Illustration 1.  Magnus Synnestvedt. Collection Nicole Bat.

Given his bilingual and familial background, Magnus was in an ideal position to serve 

as an ambassador between French and Scandinavian culture. His diplomacy took many 

forms, from public lectures to various kinds of publications. These included talks in 1903 

in Roubaix and Lille on the economic future of the Scandinavian peninsula — attended 

by the Nordic consul Nordling and Synnestvedt’s father – and another in Lille in Novem-

ber 1904 on Scandinavian nature and its people.9 Magnus also did French translations, 

9 See the announcements in the Bulletin de la Société de la Géographie de Lille on 24 October 1903, (January 
1904), p. 13, and on 4 February, (June 1905), p. 333.
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including one of Ibsen’s Brand. Most likely through his diplomatic connections, in May 

1902 he received permission from the Swedish King Oscar to translate some of his poet-

ry into French and publish it. While it is not clear whose idea this was, Auguste Hagborg 

would illustrate it and very famous French writers would participate – Jules Clarétie with 

a preface and recent Nobel laureate Sully Prudhomme with an introduction, a sonnet.10 

When the king came to Paris that month, he gave a dinner during which these poems 

were read. In September 1906, one of these was reproduced in an article on the recent 

‘divorce’ between Norway and Sweden. As this French critic understood it, Oscar’s poem 

presented the king’s ideal not as ‘political domination’ or war, but as ‘the well-being of 

his subjects’ and fraternity with their neighbors (Parmentier, 1906). Indeed, Norwegian 

independence took place calmly but decisively, without bloodshed. The popularity of Os-

car’s poems in Parisian salons got Magnus’s name around and served as an introduction 

to French performers and their public.

After Norway declared its independence, Magnus became a major advocate for Nor-

wegian culture in Paris. In June 1906, to coincide with the first anniversary of the disso-

lution of King Oscar’s parliament and the coronation of the new Norwegian king Haakon 

VII, the French newspaper Le Figaro sent him to the gothic cathedral at Trondhjeim, the 

ancient Norwegian capital, to report on the coronation. Its editors also commissioned 

from him a major essay on Norwegian arts and culture for a special issue of its large-

format monthly magazine, Figaro illustré. This 19-page, illustrated article contains well-

written, well-researched sections on literature, drama, the novel, decorative and applied 

arts, painting, sculpture, and music. After a short history of the Norwegian people, 

explaining their differences with the Danish and the Swedes and stressing the Vikings’ 

courageous, audacious conquests across the globe as well as their ‘remarkable capacity 

for assimilation’, Synnestvedt focuses on Norwegians’ ‘passionate love for independ-

ence’ and ‘pursuit of personality’. Interestingly, he notes that, not troubled as much as 

Europe by ‘political rivalries’ and ‘class struggles’, it is ‘artistic activity that reveals these 

traits in Norwegians. The recent political evolution in Norway, he suggests, had ‘long 

been prepared by its Norwegian artists’, he writes proudly, ‘in no country and in no other 

time, perhaps, has art had such a profound and active influence on social and politi-

cal life’. Ibsen, in particular, stands out for his ‘individual will’ and his ‘profound hatred’ 

for ‘received ideas’, while avoiding all egoism and any pursuit of art for art’s sake. Syn-

nestvedt also recognizes many women artists, especially Mme Agathe Backer-Groendahl, 

who ‘created the Norwegian literature for piano’, one of whose works is here reproduced. 

10 See ‘Echos et nouvelles’, La Revue Diplomatique, 4 May 1902, p. 8.
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Charles Munch, interestingly, receives criticism from Synnestvedt for allowing his time in 

Germany to encourage ‘the search for originality in the bizarre’ (Synnestvedt, 1906b).11

 A recurring theme, linked to the political subtext, is the importance Synnestvedt as-

cribes to rural popular traditions as the root of national identity. After five centuries, he 

writes, as elite literary traditions in Norway looked to those of Denmark and Germany, ‘a 

national and individual art’ could only emerge by ‘becoming conscious of the value and 

beauty of its popular traditions’. In the mountains and forests, isolated from both politi-

cal regimes and the influence of European culture, ‘enemy of all individualism’, popular 

poetry, design, song, and dance thrived. From these, Norwegian writers, artists, and 

musicians were drawing inspiration, ‘filtered by their personality’. These included not just 

Ibsen and Grieg, but also the decorative artist Gerhard Munthe, who used popular art to 

help ‘heal the sense of color weakened by international art’ (Synnestvedt, 1906b). The 

folk songs collected and published by Lindeman in the late 19th century helped musicians 

get in touch with this tradition, and more recently a volume by Catharinius Elling, who 

sought out those regions where melodies were constructed using ancient scales such as 

the Dorian and Lydian. Interspersed throughout the article are reproductions of two of 

Ibsen’s autograph manuscripts, paintings, sculpture, architecture, and nine autograph 

musical scores, signed by the composers. As the last one is dated, 4 April 1906, appar-

ently these were special commissions for the essay. The inclusion of transcribed folk 

songs as well as works by Grieg and lesser-known Norwegian composers, such as Hal-

vorsen, several with Norwegian texts translated into French by Synnestvedt, gave pride 

of place to music in this sympathetic and inspiring, albeit uncritical, portrait of Norwe-

gian history and culture. Possibly living in Paris, far from the realities of Norwegian life, 

encouraged the idealism that underlies this essay.

Synnestvedt also wrote reviews of Norwegian art, beginning in 1902 with the prestig-

ious Gazette des Beaux-Arts.12 In November 1906 he contributed a front-page article to 

Le Figaro’s weekly literary supplement on the Norwegian impressionist painter Frits Thau-

low and, from November 1906 through fall 1907, a regular column in L’Art et les artistes 
on Norwegian art and art exhibitions in Christiania, for which he probably had to travel 

there. Synnestvedt points out that an intense passion for things artistic was shared by all 

the Norwegian people, not just their elites, and argues that independence is the ‘mother 

of originality’ (Synnestvedt 1906c, 1907c).

11  The University of Oslo library has several letters from artists whom Synnestvedt perhaps contacted for help 
with this essay.

12  This began with his review article of a book by Olof Granberg on Norwegian landscape painting in Gazette 
des Beaux-Arts, 1902, pp. 262-264.
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Perhaps most of all, Synnestvedt loved music. According to his daughter, he learned 

harmony while a soldier in Russia (when he also learned Russian), but does not seem to 

have been musically trained otherwise.13 A collection of concert programmes from 1902 

to 1908, kept by the family, not only show that Synnestvedt was an active and avid con-

cert-goer, they also provide an unusual opportunity to study the concert-going practices 

and tastes of a musical amateur at the time. Given that many concerts were available 

at any one time, especially on Sunday afternoons, Synnestvedt’s programmes document 

how such an individual navigated the complex array of choices available to audiences, 

and suggest his musical preferences when it came to Nordic music, German music, and 

the French avant-garde. Even on occasions when he did not keep the programme, he 

made a hand-written copy noting the pieces and performers, as if keeping such a record 

was an important part of keeping alive his memory of the performances, a memory per-

haps to which he returned on subsequent occasions. 

Synnestvedt’s tastes were diverse. He attended the opera only occasionally (in 1902 

Meyerbeer’s L’Africaine and Les Huguenots and in 1904 d’Indy’s L’Etranger) and appears 

to have preferred orchestral and chamber-music concerts. His visits to the prestigious 

but conservative Société des Concerts du Conservatoire were few, undoubtedly because 

most seats were sold to subscribers and so subscriptions, treasured like family heirlooms, 

rarely became available. The largest number of concerts he attended were those of the 

Concerts Lamoureux and, less often, the Concerts Colonne. At times, especially in spring 

1907, he attended concerts of both Lamoureux’s bi-weekly concert series. However, since 

the collection of Lamoureux concert programmes is incomplete, it is possible that he 

did not subscribe formally. He also patronised concerts of chamber music by the Société 

Nationale, the Société de Musique Moderne, the Concerts Le Rey, the Quatuor Parent, 

the Société des Nouveaux Concerts, the Association des Concerts Alfred Cortot, and the 

Société J.-S. Bach. Programmes of concerts by individual artists such as Edouard Risler, 

Ludovic Breitner, Wanda Landowska, M. Engel and Jane Bathori are also in his collection. 

All in all, it appears he went to concerts at least twice a month in season (October–April) 

and usually once a week at the Concerts Lamoureux, plus one or two additional concerts.

A small number of essays and concert reviews published in 1906 and 1907 document 

his active participation in the musical world of both Paris and Oslo. In fall 1906, he con-

vinced the Christiania Theater to devote half of a concert to Debussy’s music and in De-

cember wrote a significant article introducing Norwegian audiences to Debussy’s music, 

13  Interview with the Synnestvedts’ daughter Nicole Bat in the fall of 1983, Paris. I am grateful to Madame Bat 
for having so graciously shared her memories of her parents and their friends and for allowing me to consult 
and xerox some of her family documents for further study. The Synnestvedts also had another daughter, 
Christiane.
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later reported on in the Parisian press.14 This was an important moment, for Debussy’s 

name had appeared only once before in the Norwegian press (earlier that September) 

and his music was also heard for the first time that year in Sweden and a month later in 

Finland.15 In recognition of his writing talent and interest in French music, in 1906 Syn-

nestvedt began contributing to the Parisian music magazine, Mercure musical, charged 

with reporting on music in Norway and Denmark. (Interestingly, Sweden was represented 

by the French music critic, André Pirro, as if, after independence, Synnestvedt would 

not have objectivity or interest in Sweden’s music.) In spring 1907 this included reviews 

of the Concerts Lamoureux (Synnestvedt 1907b, d).16 Synnestvedt’s essays, which give 

particular attention to premieres of new French works as well as Russian music, are 

peppered with strong opinions, suggesting confidence in his musical tastes and a deep 

engagement with music, whether harshly attacking weak programs or fiercely advocating 

new music.

Nordic Music in the Concert Life of Paris
The concert programmes Synnestvedt collected, although only a selection of those pre-

sented in Paris at the time, document the presence of Nordic music and musicians in 

Paris and Synnestvedt’s interest in them. Three of the events he attended were presented 

by an important concert organisation, ‘Monde musical’. That it was responsible for recit-

als by eminent French soloists, such as the pianist Edouard Risler, suggests that these 

Nordic-music concerts were well-regarded and could expect good ticket sales, enough 

to merit the efforts of a high-profile management-company.17 To the extent that Syn-

nestvedt’s collection is representative of Parisian concert life, the predominance of such 

concerts in May and June indicates the organisers’ sensitivity to the Parisian concert 

14  In Synnestvedt, 1907a, Parisians are told that Debussy’s Faune and Nocturnes were received enthusiastically 
by the Norwegian public, who asked for an encore of ‘Fêtes,’ but that this gave rise to ‘violent’ exchanges 
in the local press. See Synnestvedt, 1906d, his rebuttal of others’ critique of Debussy’s music in 1906f, and 
Andersen, 2000.

15  The first public performances of Debussy’s music took place in Denmark on 30 July 1904 (Faune) and 10 
January 1906 (Quartet), in Sweden on 17 January 1906 (Quartet) and 24 November 1906 (Faune), in Norway 
on 9 December 1906 (Faune, ‘Nuages’, ‘Fêtes’), and in Finland on 6 February 1907 (Quartet) and 16 March 
1908 (Faune). Before this Debussy’s Quartet was also heard in private performances in Sweden (1899) and 
Denmark (1903). It was thus the Quartet and Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune that were the first works 
by Debussy performed in these countries. Synnestvedt, 1906b, points to Grieg as the ‘the precursor of 
audacious harmonies’ in Debussy’s youthful works. See Tyräinen, 2000, Edling, 2000, Andersen, 2000, and 
Rollum-Larsen, 2000, all in Cahiers Debussy, and the various critiques cited in Herresthal and Reznicek, 1994, 
pp. 256-261.

16  I’m grateful to Anders Edling for bringing these reviews to my attention.
17  Anders Edling notes a connection between the Swedish composer Emil Sjögren and André Mangeot, possibly 

the son of Auguste Mangeot, the director of both the journal and the concert organization called ‘Monde 
musical’. André Mangeot traveled to Sweden at least twice and Sjögren dedicated his fourth violin sonata to 
him.
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season which ended each year in mid-to-late April; they may have hoped to attract more 

people to Nordic music when there was less competition. 

Illustration 2. Concert Program with Sven Kjellström and others, 5 May 1902. Collection Nicole Bat. 

On  Monday evening, 5 May 1902, for example, the Swedish violinist Sven Kjellström,18 

assisted by Mlle Lola de Padilla, Emil Sjögren, Harald Hedelin, and M. Stenger, presented 

a chamber-music concert at the Salle de la Société de Géographie at 184 blvd Saint-Ger-

main (Illustration 2). This event featured a trio for piano, violin, and cello by Gustav Hägg 

as well as five songs and the First Violin Sonata by Emil Sjögren with the composer at 

the piano, interspersed with short works by Tartini, N. Lago and J. S. Bach. Gustaf Hägg, 

a Swedish organist born in 1867, was in personal contact with Widor and Guilmant; Sjö-

gren, born in Stockholm in 1853, regularly visited Paris, beginning in the 1880s and gave 

annual concerts there from 1901 to 1914. His music reflects an interest in Schumann but 

also in French composers such as Saint-Saëns and Fauré. N. Lago was the pseudonym of 

18  Kjellström worked in Paris from 1897 to 1908, as one of the first violinists at the Concerts Colonne, 1900-
1904.
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Laura Netzel, a Swedish woman born in 1839 and a prolific composer who studied with 

Widor in Paris in the 1880s and who was known for organising concerts for homeless 

women and workers in the 1890s and 1900s; her music shows the influence of Wagner.19

On 5 June 1902, Théodor Björkstén, one of the most successful Swedish singers in 

Paris, gave a recital at the Salle Pleyel. The high ticket prices – at 20, 10 and 5 francs 

they were double those of the chamber concert the previous month – suggest that he 

had an important career and could demand high fees. After some German works from 

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and then songs by Weber, Mendelssohn, 

Schubert and Bungert, he sang a set by French masters from the same period, including 

Méhul, followed by songs by contemporary French composers, Delibes, Widor, Bemberg 

and Diémer, the latter accompanying the singer in his work. The concert ended with two 

folksongs from Sweden and three from other countries. 

On 3 May 1903 Synnestvedt attended an event of the Concerts Le Rey, a lesser known 

orchestra, which featured, among other soloists and works, the pianist Ludovic Breitner 

and a premiere of N. Lago’s Fantaisie for orchestra, as well as a declaimed poem by M. 

Oscar Fredrik, the literary pseudonym of King Oscar of Sweden and Norway. The per-

formance was dedicated to him. 

The next day Synnestvedt went to another concert featuring Sven Kjellström, this time 

assisted by the Norwegian pianist Mlle Nanne Storm and the Swedish singer Mlle Valborg 

Svärdström. It began with the Sonata in c minor for piano and violin by Grieg, ended 

with a nocturne and the Marche des Nains by the same, and included airs from Gluck and 

Bach, Chopin’s Fantasy, Schumann’s Etudes symphoniques and short works by Leclair and 

Gluck-Brahms. It also featured works by three Scandinavian composers: Le Roi Heimer et 
Aslög, a ballad by August Söderman, and Aveu des derniers moments, a Swedish song by 

Isidor Dannström, both Swedish, as well as a ballade by the Norwegian Agathe Backer-

Grøndahl. August Söderman (1832–1876), one of the most important Swedish compos-

ers of his day, was known for his stage works and incorporation of folk-music elements. 

Isidor Dannström (1812–1897), also a singer, studied in Paris beginning in 1844. All his 

compositions are for voice, including the popular ‘polska’ with folkdance characteristics 

sung at this concert. Agathe Backer-Grøndahl, née Backer (1847–1907), also a pianist 

who toured extensively, shared with the other two an interest in folk-music: there are 

Norwegian folksongs as well as almost 200 original songs in her worklist. At this concert, 

the audience heard one of her best-known piano pieces, Ballade, written in 1895 but the 

19 For a list of other performances by Emil Sjögren in Paris, see Edling, 1982. Biographical information about 
Scandinavian composers can be found in Helmer, 1980 (Emil Sjögren), Dale and Helmer, 1980 (Johan August 
Söderman), Bohlin, 1980 (Isidor Dannström), Grinde, 1980 (Agathe Gröndahl), and Öhrström, 1994b (Laura 
Netzel). 
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conservative style that marked most of her work.20 In 1897 the Parisian newspaper Le 
Figaro had published one of her piano works,21 and Synnestvedt would later translate the 

lyrics of one of her songs.22 

Ten months later, the afternoon of 22 February 1904, Synnestvedt himself was in-

volved in the presentation of a concert. Again it featured Sjögren in his Violin Sonata, 

accompanied by the violinist Mme L. Breitner (wife of the pianist who had performed 

in Lago’s Fantaisie) and the singer Lola de Padilla in three of his songs. Before the final 

work, his Intermezzo for violin solo, Mlle S. Adrienne Breitner, presumably the daughter 

of the violinist, declamed poetry written by King Oscar II in translations by Synnestvedt 

(spelled ‘Synuestvedt’). It was common at the time to intersperse poetry with music at 

private salon concerts – although unusual, of course, to incorporate poetry by a mon-

arch! This association suggests that those who organised or participated in this concert 

had no problem with the Swedish king, an ardent music-lover who, until the peaceful 

dissolution of the Swedish-Norwegian union in June 1905, reigned over Norway as well 

as Sweden. That Synnestvedt apparently did not attend another performance of Sjögren’s 

piano and violin sonata the following March suggests that he did not know of or make 

an effort to attend all such performances. 

On 21 January 1906, the Swedish diplomatic legation sponsored its own concert. It 

featured only Swedish musicians, including Sven Kjellström and Emil Sjögren.23 The singers 

Mme Nordin-Lundin (from the Stockholm Opera) and Mlle Holmstrand performed songs by 

Wagner, two French contemporaries Charles Lefèvre and André Messager, Sjögren himself 

and two relatively unknown composers, the Dane Bentzon and Meyer Holmlund. A harp-

ist, Carl Lundin, played Oberthür’s Légende for harp, and Kjellström, a Chopin nocturne 

transcribed by Sarasate and Hubay’s Zéphyr. Both Mlle Holmstrand and Lundin had worked 

at the Opéra-Comique . Synnestvedt’s presence here suggests his continuing support for 

20 This was not the first time Backer-Gröndahl's music was performed in Paris. On 15 December 1893 at the 
Théâtre d'Application, the pianist Mme Roger-Miclos presented a concert called ‘Modern Music’ in which she 
featured French, Norwegian, and Russian music. Backer-Gröndahl's Humoresque and Grieg's Scènes lyriques 
represented Norway. Furthermore, on 29 October 1897, Mlle Rose Depecker presented four of her works –
Menuet, Toccata, Sérénade, and Danse norvégienne – in a concert of the Salon du ‘Figaro’ called ‘Musique 
Etrangère Moderne’. The concert featured only single works by other composers – Niels W. Gade's Dans la 
forêt, Sjögren's Dors, chère prunelle, and Grieg's L'oiseau d'amour, as well as music by composers from other 
countries.

21 A. Backer-Grøndahl, Sérénade norvégienne pour piano, Le Figaro (24 July 1897). In the explanatory text ac-
companying the musical score, ‘Notre page musicale,’ the author [René Lara, his name here not indicated] 
praised the work and called her ‘one of the most remarkable female composers that we know.’ The publica-
tion was also a way to promote the Collection de musique étrangère, forthcoming from the French publisher 
Enoch. On 21 August 1897, Le Figaro published Christian Sinding’s ‘Perles,’ with its text translated by Catulle 
Mendès, also in Enoch’s Collection de musique étrangère.

22 Encore un rayon, Opus 70 (Christiania: Bredrene Hals, 1907).
23 Le Figaro’s literary supplement published his La fraîche rosée on 22 November 1908. Sjögren’s music had also 

been performed in Paris that February.
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Swedish music even as, after independence, he was increasingly identifying himself as a 

Norwegian and no longer working for the Swedish legation.

A few conclusions can be drawn from these concerts. First, although some of the con-

certs he frequented presented Norwegian music, the Nordic music concerts in Paris from 

1902-06 that Synnestvedt attended featured mostly Swedish music and performers. 

For the most part, this was related to dominance of Swedes on Nordic concerts in Paris, 

perhaps a reflection of the relative importance of Sweden to the French, given the Swed-

ish king and the Swedish royal family of French descent throughout the 19th century. 

Synnestvedt may also have considered his support of Swedish concerts as part of his job 

when he worked for the Swedish and Norwegian legations. 

It is interesting to note the modest amount of Grieg that he went to hear before 1906 

and the praise he lavishes on the composer after Norwegian independence. Although 

Grieg was performed relatively often in Paris, he appears in Synnestvedt’s programs 

only four more times: three times on Lamoureux concerts – his piano concerto played 

by Teresa Carreno on 15 March 1903 and by Arthur de Greef on 29 November 1903, an-

other with his orchestral suite Peer Gynt on 28 February 1904 – and once with Soir dans 
les montagnes, featuring an oboe soloist on the inaugural concert of the Société des 

Nouveaux Concerts in November 1904. Why Synnestvedt did not attend Grieg’s return 

to conduct the Concerts Colonne on Sunday afternoon, 19 April 1903, is not clear. As in 

1894, this was a concert of primarily Grieg’s works.24 The audience insisted on an encore 

of the last part of Peer Gynt, a work Synnestvedt appreciated for its roots in popular tra-

ditions. Again attracting record numbers as in 1894, including a large Norwegian com-

ponent, they earned for the orchestra the season’s second highest receipts. Was Syn-

nestvedt out of town or otherwise occupied, or was he distressed at Grieg’s criticism of 

the French during the Dreyfus Affair, which some took as an attack on the nation? One 

should not assume that such a criticism meant that Grieg was taking a position in the 

conflict, nor that Synnestvedt’s coolness toward Grieg in 1903-04 was conscious or a 

reflection of his politics. By 1903 some French critics and composers, including Debussy 

and d’Indy, had turned scornful of Grieg, finding his music ‘a little old-fashioned’, even if 

Grieg had earlier been an important influence on French music.25 When the most recent 

Grieg – his Slåtter (peasant dances), Op. 72 – was published, Synnestvedt shared it with 

24 The program notes for this concert included an extensive discussion of Grieg's music. The annotator, probably 
Charles Malherbe, praised Grieg's music for its ‘exotic perfume’ derived from folk melodies, its ‘mysterious 
charm,’ and ‘great spontaneity’.

25 Herresthal and Reznicek, 1994, pp. 256-257. In response to Grieg’s criticism of the French amidst the Dreyfus 
Affair, in 1903 ‘the press called to demonstrate against Grieg the Dreyfusard’ and certain critics such as De-
bussy and Pierre Lalo published reviews that were ‘more ascerbic than usual’ (Herresthal and Reznicek, 1994, 
pp. 219-228, 237-248).
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his friends, Ravel, Calvocoressi, and other Apaches, who had maintained great respect for 

the composer.26 Embracing Grieg as the quintessential Norwegian composer in his Figaro 
illustré article, Synnestvedt praises Slåtter as ‘new proof’ of his genius. His transcriptions 

of folk themes stylize what he borrowed, surrounding them ‘with an appropriate harmony 

that gives a very personal atmosphere to his work, and yet an essentially national one’. 

For these reasons, Synnestvedt saw Grieg’s music as a model for the ‘future of music’ 

(Synnestvedt, 1906b, p. 136).

Also puzzling is the virtual absence of Finnish music from the programs Synnestvedt 

collected. Sibelius only appears once – the first performance of his Le Cygne de Tuonela 

at the Concerts Lamoureux on 5 November 1905 — and Synnestvedt apparently missed 

the opportunity to hear rarely-performed Finnish music at the Concerts Colonne on 21 

February 1904. The singer Ida Ekman presented six songs, including ‘Paitaressu’, a Finn-

ish lullaby by Oskar Merikanto. The programme notes suggest that Finnish song resem-

bles Swedish rather than Russian music and point out that while Sibelius is the most 

popular representative of Finnish music, Merikanto, a Finnish composer and organist 

(1868-1924), was also well-respected. Instead of hearing Finnish music, the next night, 

22 February 1904 Synnesvedt attended a recital of chamber works ranging from Dvorák, 

Borodin and Wagner to Brahms at the concert hall of the Société d’Horticulture. This 

featured the pianist Ludovic Breitner, spouse of the violinist who just that afternoon had 

performed the two works by Sjögren in the concert described above. It is possible that 

his preference for hearing Sjögren that afternoon – or personal loyalties to those who 

performed his music – determined his choice of which concert to attend if he could not 

go to all three.27 But, as a diplomat, political considerations may also have played a role. 

As Helena Tyrâinen has pointed out, until 1917 Finland’s complex relationship with Russia 

caused a severe division from Sweden, Norway, and Denmark. Märtha Norrback has sug-

gested that after 1900 the French, given their need for the Franco-Russian alliance were 

wary of showing much support for Finnish in the event that this could be understood 

as supporting Finnish independence from Russia. She also makes this argument about 

Norwegian music and Norwegian independence from Sweden, though by 1906 and with 

Synnestvedt being hired to write about Norwegian culture for multiple Parisian journals, 

this is not convincing.28

26 Herresthal and Reznicek, 1994, pp. 261-62. These authors argue that it was through Synnestvedt that the 
Apaches discovered the ‘new’ Grieg.

27 Synnestvedt also went to hear Ludovic Breitner as piano soloist at the Concerts Colonne on 11 February 
1906.

28 Martha Norrback, ‘La Question finlandaise’ (1988), unpublished manuscript discussed in Tyräinen, 1998, pp. 
117-118, 124-125..
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Second, the same composers and performers recur on Synnestvedt’s programs from 

one concert to the next. This suggests that certain Nordic musicians were able to build a 

following among the French public and/or the Nordic community in Paris. As a perform-

ing member of the Concerts Colonne, the violinist Kjellström was in a position to serve as 

intermediary. Interestingly, besides Sjögren, among the composers appearing numerous 

times on these programs were two women, Laura Netzel and Agathe Gröndahl. Perform-

ing composers, such as Gröndahl and Sjögren, used such opportunities to feature their 

own music.

Third, the tastes of the presenters who programmed Nordic music tended to be con-

servative. All the Nordic composers performed, except G. Hägg, were born in the 1850s 

or earlier and much of their music reflects a style infused by mid-century German ro-

manticism. Only Sjögren, who came to Paris regularly, and to a lesser extent perhaps 

Hägg and Netzel, were influenced by their French contemporaries. Among the French 

composers included on these programs, the youngest too, Messager, was born in 1853. 

The performance of Nordic folk songs and music incorporating folk traditions on many of 

these concerts suggests the desire not only to express nordic pride and the distinction of 

Nordic music, but also to cater to French taste for national differences.

After Norwegian independence, Synnestvedt’s reviews suggest a possible change in 

his attitudes toward Swedish and Finnish music. In 1907, noting that the interesting part 

of the Concerts Lamoureux’s repertoire in December 1906, were «repeats» of certain 

popular works by Borodin, Chabrier, Rimsky, and Liszt, he criticized their choice of Elgar, 

(whose music he found ‘soporific’), Trémisot, Bachelet, and Goldmark ‘as representa-

tives of contemporary art’ – as if ‘to discourage the young public’ from attending. In 

their place, Synnestvedt presents a list of composers never before performed by the 

Concerts Lamoureux and deserving their attention. Strangely, he suggests no Swedes, 

perhaps because the best ones had already received this honor. But he does include the 

Finn Merikanto and three lesser-known Norwegians (Halvorsen, Lie, and Losen, having 

reproduced examples of their scores his Figaro illustré article), along with three Rus-

sians (Rachmaninov, Akimenko, Kallinikov), three French (Ravel, Séverac and Roussel), 

two Germans (Pfitzner, Schillings), two Poles (Noskovski and Wieniawski), two Spaniards 

(Albeniz, Morera), two Austrians (Mahler, Thuille), two Americans (Loeffler, Farwell) and 

the Englishman Cyril Scott, many of them performers or conductors as well as compos-

ers (Synnestvedt, 1907b, p. 163). Such a group shows the international range of Syn-

nestvedt’s knowledge, interests, and tastes.
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Synnestvedt’s Musical Preferences
Like this list, the programmes he collected and the concert reviews he wrote suggest 

that Synnestvedt’s musical interests spanned from the conservative to the avant-garde. 

In addition, defending his preference for Dvorak’s dances and quartets over his sympho-

nies, his ‘absolute eclecticism’ included a belief in no hierarchy of value among musical 

forms (Synnestvedt, 1907b, p. 164). Of course, not all works on a programme are neces-

sarily of interest to a listener. One might attend a concert out of curiosity, at the urging 

of friends, or as a subscriber. Moreover, eclecticism was highly valued in the French mu-

sical world since the 1880s and most concerts were assembled with this in mind.29 One 

can argue for these programmes as expressions of interest or even ‘taste’ to the extent 

that one chooses concerts in which certain works take up all or most of the perform-

ance, and especially if a listener attends multiple performances of the same works.

Schumann stands out as among Synnestvedt’s favorites. This composer appears on 

fifteen of Synnestvedt’s programs, including the Concerts Lamoureux’ chronological per-

formance of his symphonies beginning in spring 1904, their first performance of his Das 
Paradies und die Péri on 13 March 1904, and their premiere of his Faust on 28 January 

1906, two long oratorios. If his affinity for Schumann suggests a certain conservatism, 

Synnestvedt’s openness to Wagner, the Russian ‘Mighty Handful’, and the contemporary 

avant-garde documents his adventurous spirit.

The programs Synnestvedt collected suggest that he sought out Wagner’s music 

which, for some, symbolized the ‘music of the future’. Synnestvedt attended a full con-

cert performance of Das Rheingold at the Concerts Lamoureux on 19 October 1902, non-

subscription concerts of his works there on 28 December 1902 and with Siegfried Wag-

ner conducting on 1 March 1903, as well as fragments from Parsifal organized by the 

Société des Grandes Auditions Musicales on 31 March 1903. He went to hear the third 

act of Götterdämmerung four times in 1903 and 1904, and twice its prologue in 1907. He 

attended three concerts of mostly Wagner at the Concerts Lamoureux in 1904-05, and 

two at the Concerts Colonne in 1905. A pronounced taste for Wagner may explain one 

reason he preferred the Concerts Lamoureux over the Concerts Colonne for, more than 

Colonne, Chévillard, the conductor of the former, like his predecessor Charles Lamoureux, 

programmed Wagner on virtually all their concerts. In his Figaro illustré article on Nor-

way (1906), Synnestvedt makes allusion to the Valhala (referred to in Wagner’s Ring of 
the Niebelungen) in describing the kind of stories that lie at the origins of Norwegian 

literature (Synnestvedt, 1906b, p. 124), suggesting that certain cultural connections and 

29 See chapter 6, ‘An Ideology of diversity, eclecticism, and pleasure‘, of Pasler 2009.
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the Viking sagas on which Wagner based his libretto themselves may underline his at-

traction to the composer’s music.

The musical innovations of the five Russian composers of the ‘Mighty Handful’ also 

interested Synnestvedt, even if, from a French perspective, in competition with Wagner’s 

over the direction French music should go. French critics associated Russian music’s 

rhythmic freedom, melodic invention, and vigorous orchestration with French desire for 

physical and moral regeneration. Vitality in all its forms was coveted by many French in 

a period when the French birth rate was steeply declining, especially relative to other 

Europeans.30 In the program notes for a 1902 concert of new Russian works at the Con-

certs Colonne, Charles Malsherbe called Russian folk song ‘the actual inspiration for 

modern art’ and suggested, ‘It is perhaps from the North that will come the musical light 

… of the future’. In his Figaro illustré article, Synnestvedt writes similarly that ‘It will be 

the countries of the North that have understood the great artistic value of folk music 

[…] Norway like Russia’ (Synnestvedt, 1906b, p. 135). Audiences, however, did not always 

agree. This 1902 concert earned the lowest receipts of the year at the Concerts Colonne. 

Nevertheless, the more important Russian works continued to be performed, and in-

creasingly so.

Synnestvedt attended seventeen concerts with Russian works, not just at the Concerts 

Lamoureux where he may have heard them as a season subscriber, but also at the So-

ciété Nationale and various private salons. These include three performances of Rimsky-

Korsakov’s Antar, three of his Capriccio espagnole, two of his Piano concerto, as well as 

two of Borodin’s Second Symphony. In February 1906 he also attended two recitals by 

visiting Russian performers, Ossip Gabrilowitisch and Julius Isserlis. In his Mercure musi-
cal reviews in 1907, Synnestvedt singles out Rimsky-Korsakov’s works for their harmonic, 

rhythmic, and instrumental discoveries.

Although he also went to hear Richard Strauss conduct his own works on 29 March 

1903 and Mahler’s orchestral Songs of a Wayfarer on 26 February 1905, the greatest 

number of Synnestvedt’s programs feature French music. Few concentrate on the most 

popular French composers of the day – Berlioz, Massenet, or Saint-Saëns –though Berlioz 

and Saint-Saëns appear on many of the concerts he attended, the former on fourteen 

of his programmes, the latter on eighteen of them, sometimes as a kind of French coun-

terbalance to the appeal of Wagner. However, with the exception of an entire concert 

devoted to Berlioz’ Damnation de Faust on the centenary of his birth and another where 

30 France’s growth rate from 1872 to 1911 was a mere 10 percent, as compared with European Russia’s 78 per-
cent, Germany’s 58 percent, Great Britain’s 43 percent, the Austro-Hungarian empire’s 38 percent, Italy’s 30 
percent, and Spain’s 20 percent. At the end of the century there were more deaths than births (from crime, 
syphilis, alcoholism, and suicide as well as natural causes).
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his Requiem took up the entire second half, it is unlikely that these composers were the 

principal attraction for Synnestvedt. Unlike many concert-goers of this period who went 

often to hear Berlioz’ Damnation de Faust, Synnestvedt attended only one performance 

of it on 20 December 1903. The composers he preferred were young, born in the 1860s 

or 70s, and many of them little-known. 

When he had to choose, Synnestvedt often preferred to hear premieres of new French 

works over other tempting options.31 For example, instead of going to hear and see Grieg 

conduct Colonne’s orchestra in April 1903, the night before Synnestvedt went to a con-

cert of the Société Nationale, a composer-run organization that specialized in giving 

premieres. This suggests that, if he did not want to attend concerts two nights in a row, 

he preferred to hear five new works by a range of French composers, including Duparc 

and Fauré, instead of Grieg, although this meant missing French premieres of Grieg’s En 
automne and A la porte du cloître. 

New French music even trumped new music from Sweden for him. Absent on his pro-

grams is the name of a Swedish composer, Helena Munktell (1852-1919). Since the late 

1870s, she spent every winter in Paris studying first with Emile Durand (1877-1879), then 

Godard (1885-1892), and d’Indy until 1910 (Öhrström, 1994a). The Société Nationale 

featured her sonata on Saturday evening, 21 January 1905, a concert he chose to miss. 

The next day, Synnestvedt instead went to hear the premiere of a massive new work 

for soloists, chorus, and orchestra, La Croisade des enfants, by the composer/conductor 

Gabriel Pierné.

Synnestvedt and New French Music
 If we can assume that his collection of programmes coincided with his concert attend-

ance, Synnestvedt began attending concerts of French contemporary music in 1902 and 

his curiosity about it escalated significantly in 1903. Seven of the concerts he attended 

that spring show his interest in a wide range of musical styles and genres by young as 

well as established French composers. That he went to hear not only premieres of new 

works, but multiple performances of some of them suggests a sincere desire to under-

stand it.

On 4 January 1903 he heard ‘five masterpieces of contemporary French music’ pre-

sented by the Victor Charpentier’s Association des Grands Concerts. It included Gustave 

Charpentier’s Napoli (1889-90), and Dukas’ L’Apprenti sorcier (1897) as well as Franck’s 

Le Chasseur maudit (1881-82), Lalo’s Namouna (1882), and Saint-Saëns’s Suite algérienne 

31 This passion undoubtedly helped win him the position as reviewer for Mercure musical whose readers wanted 
to hear most about first performances. Synnestvedt, 1907b, p. 160.
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(1880). On 1 February 1903, he returned to the same venue for nine works by living 

French composers in a variety of genres,32 plus an excerpt from Gluck’s Alceste; on 5 

April 1903 he heard Charpentier’s orchestral suite, Impressions d’Italie at the Concerts 

Lamoureux (as well as two subsequent performance of the work in 1905 and on 19 Feb-

ruary 1905 his dramatic symphony La Vie du poète at the Concerts Colonne); on 18 April 

1903 a concert with five premieres at the Société Nationale;33 on 21 April an all-Debussy 

concert at the Schola Cantorum; and on 10 May a piano recital that included four 

contemporary French works performed by Edouard Risler.34 On 12 February 1904 he at-

tended an all-Chausson concert given by the Quatuor Parent.35 And, as noted above, on 

22 January 1905, he went to hear Gabriel Pierné’s massive légende musicale, La Croisade 
des enfants, premiered by the Concerts Colonne. When it came to the radical republican 

Alfred Bruneau, his symphonic poem Penthésilée was on two concerts Synnestvedt at-

tended – on 22 March 1903 at the Concerts Lamoureux and on 9 April 1905 at the So-

ciété des Concerts du Conservatoire; however, the appeal of these programs could have 

been the prelude to Wagner’s Tristan, also on both concerts.

Besides such programs, the concerts he attended fall into three groups: (1) those 

featuring the music of César Franck (1822-1890), the only deceased French composer 

found frequently on these programmes, together with composers who studied with him; 

(2) those at the Schola Cantorum – a private music school founded in 1894 by Charles 

Bordes, Vincent d’Indy, and the organist Alexandre Guilmant to promote religious music 

which, in its own special building beginning in 1900, presented its own concerts – and 

(3) those presenting the work of a loosely defined interdisciplinary group with no institu-

tional affiliation who called themselves ‘les Apaches’. Musicians associated with both the 

Schola and les Apaches became his personal friends and appeared on the nine concerts 

of the Société Nationale Synnestvedt attended from 1903-1907, each of which consisted 

of premieres by mostly young composers. 

Synnestvedt clearly was drawn to Franck and Franck’s students. To hear Franck’s Ré-
demption on 9 March 1902, he had to gain entrance to the Société des Concerts du Con-

servatoire, a concert series normally closed to all but subscribers and which may have 

32 Lalo’s Overture to Le Roi d’Ys, Saint-Saëns’s Organ Symphony, the Entr’actes from Fauré’s Pelléas et 
Mélisande, Bourgault-Ducoudray’s Carnaval d’Athènes, Théodore Dubois’s Romance religieuse for violin, 
Alexandre Georges’s Légende bretonne, d’Indy’s Suite for trumpet, an excerpt from Gluck’s Alceste, Xavier 
Leroux’s ballet Les Perses, and Chabrier’s Espana.

33 Charles Planchet’s Sonate for violin and piano, Henri Woollett’s Prélude, Fugue, et Final for piano, Georges-
Martin Witkowski’s Quartet in E major, two melodies by Henri Duparc, and Gabriel Fauré’s Pièces brèves for 
piano.

34 Paul Dukas’s Variations, Interlude, et Final (on a theme by Rameau), Chabrier’s Idylle, Fauré’s Impromptu in A 
flat, and Dubois’s Les Myrtylles.

35 Chausson’s works performed were his piano quartet, two songs (Les Heures and Les Couronnes), Chansons 
perpétuelles for quartet and piano, and his Concerto in D major for piano, violin, and string quartet.
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entailed going to considerable trouble. This was the fourth program in his collection, and 

the first outside the Concerts Lamoureux. Synnestvedt attended another performance 

of Rédemption at the Concerts Lamoureux on 25 January 1903, his Béatitudes at the 

Concerts Colonne on 8 March 1903, and his Quintet at a recital by the pianist Berthe 

Duranton on 29 April 1903. In October 1904 he went to three performances of Franck’s 

Symphony in D minor, one of which was an all-Franck concert, and he also went to hear 

this on 18 March 1906 and 9 February 1908. As noted earlier, he also attended concerts 

entirely devoted to the music by Franck’s students, Gabriel Pierné and Ernest Chausson. 

On a concert he reviewed in 1907, with Beethoven, Liszt, Wagner, Franck, and Fauré, 

Synnestvedt found interesting only Franck’s Djinns and Liszt’s Mazeppa (Synnestvedt, 

1907b, p. 163).

However, Synnestvedt, like the Norwegians he described in his Figaro illustré article, 

did not believe in group-think. When it came to reviewing the symphony of Sylvio Laz-

zari, whose music is indebted to both Franck and Wagner, Synnestvedt arrived positively 

predisposed, given the few composers who took on such a genre at the time. However, 

although he appreciated its ‘rational and well-balanced construction’ and its interest-

ing harmonies and orchestration — in short, its métier — he criticized the symphony 

harshly for lacking in ‘individuality’, in any ‘personal stamp’. Upholding a value he praised 

so highly in Norwegian culture and freely expressing his own opinion took precedence 

over encouraging a young composer writing in a tradition he otherwise respected (Syn-

nestvedt, 1907d, p. 508).

How Synnestvedt got interested in the Schola is unclear.36 We cannot know what at-

tracted him to their concerts, but the programs document two possibilities. First, he 

could have been drawn into conversation with a Scholist at a performance of Franck’s 

Rédemption on 9 March 1902. Franck was a deity for Scholist composers. Vincent d’Indy, 

whose music was deeply influenced by it, undoubtedly promoted his music in Schola 

classes. Second, Synnestvedt could have encountered the group at his first documented 

concert of contemporary French music on 21 March 1902. This performance of 5 pre-

mieres for wind instruments by mostly unknown French composers,37 together with a 

horn Reverie by Glazunov, was directed by d’Indy, honorary president of the presenting 

organization, the Société de Musique Moderne pour Instruments à Vent. By fall, Syn-

nestvedt was in direct contact with d’Indy. He received a letter from the composer 

36 In our correspondence in January 2006, Malou Haine suggested that Séverac may have been responsible for 
his contact with the Schola.

37 D. Inghelbrecht’s Petite Suite for chamber ensemble, Philipe Gaubert’s Pièce romantique for flute, bassoon, 
and piano, E. Provinciali’s Danse villageoise for flute, oboe, clarinet, and bassoon, A. Delacroix’s Pièce enfan-
tine for flutes, clarinet, and basson, J. Ehrhart’s Suite for flute and piano, and Henri Woollett’s Quintet in E 
major for flute, oboe, clarinet, horn, and bassoon. All of these, except Woollett’s Quintet, were premieres. 
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dated 20 October 1902 concerning d’Indy’s new work, L’Etranger, based on Ibsen.38 The 

composer possibly became interested in Synnestvedt because of his ties to Scandinavia. 

Moreover, in 1898 Synnestvedt had published an essay on Ibsen in which he argued for 

the cosmopolitan inspiration of Ibsen’s play and the universal nature of its characters 

(Synnestvedt, 1898).

Synnestvedt  attended the concert premiere of the prelude from Act 2 of d’Indy’s 

L’Etranger at the Concerts Lamoureux on 18 January 1903, another performance of 

it there on 22 February, and a staged performance at the Opéra on 20 January 1904 

where it had premiered on 4 December 1903. He remained enthusiastic about d’Indy’s 

music, attending premieres of his Symphony in B flat on 6 March 1904, his Symphony 
on a French Mountain Air on 18 April 1905, and his Jour d’été à la montagne on 4 March 

1906. Synnestvedt would have also shared with d’Indy his attraction to Wagner. D’Indy’s 

music was sometimes paired with that of Wagner on concerts Synnestvedt attended (e.g. 

at the Concerts Lamoureux: 22 February 1903, 28 February 1904, 30 October 1904, 18 

December 1904). 

Synnestvedt also patronised other events sponsored by the Schola and the compos-

ers studying there. In December 1902 he attended the Schola’s revival of Racine’s Esther 
with incidental music by J.-B. Moreau, conducted by Charles Bordes. He heard premieres 

of large orchestral works by Arthur Coquard and chamber works by Albert Roussel, Mar-

cel Labey, Guy Ropartz, among others. Works by Henri Woollett, now known principally 

as the author of a respected History of Music, appeared on eight of his programmes.39 

The first presented his Quintet in the wind-music concert conducted by d’Indy on 21 

March 1902; the last documents a musical contribution to the Société Nationale des 

Beaux-Arts on 11 June 1907. There are more programmes for concerts of Woollett’s mu-

sic than for any other young composer in Synnestvedt’s collection, suggesting that the 

two may have been friends.

On 21 April 1903, the Schola also presented a concert devoted entirely to the works of 

Debussy with Lucienne Bréval from the Opéra, the pianist Ricardo Viñes, and the Quatuor 

Parent. After a performance of his Quartet, Debussy accompanied Bréval in his Proses 
lyriques and Chansons de Bilitis, and Viñes in a transcription for two pianos of his Trois 
Nocturnes. Viñes also performed Debussy’s Pour le piano. Debussy would soon emerge as 

among Synnestvedt’s favorites. 

 For Synnestvedt, Debussy’s music represented most in France what he would later 

value in Norwegian art, ‘personality through independence’ (Synnestvedt, 1906b, p. 140). 

38 Collection Nicole Bat.
39 Henri Woollett, born of English parents, was from Le Havre where he later directed a branch of the Schola 

Cantorum.
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Since winning the Prix de Rome in 1884, French critics had remarked on Debussy’s ‘exu-

berant individuality’ and ‘personal nature’. Part of winning that year was the recognition 

by the director of the Académie des Beaux-Arts that the ‘conditions of art have changed’ 

and that ‘individual sentiment is acquiring more authority even as science demands more 

from us’.40 Intense interest in Debussy’s music brought him closest to a group of young 

musicians, poets, painters, critics and music-lovers who called themselves ‘les Apaches’.41 

Born mostly in the mid-1870s and therefore close in age to himself, these young men 

congealed as a group by attending concerts together, especially Debussy’s opera, Pelléas 
et Mélisande. Because resistance to Pelléas at its premiere on 30 April 1902 threatened 

future performances, they went to hear it repeatedly, reputedly thirty times, to help 

assure the work’s success. A kind of ‘sacred battalion’, they shared a common belief in 

Debussy as a musical prophet. 

Strangely , there is no record that Synnestvedt attended Pelléas. Still, besides the all-

Debussy concert at the Schola in 1903, between 1902 and 1907 Synnestvedt attended 

seven performances of Debussy’s Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune. On 25 March 1904 he 

heard Debussy’s Estampes by Ricardo Viñes and again his Quartet by the Quatuor Par-

ent. And over the years, he also attended premieres of his Danse sacrée et danse profane 

for chromatic harp on 6 November 1904 at the Concerts Colonne, La Mer on 15 and 22 

October 1905, as well as his orchestrated song, Le Jet d’eau, on 24 February 1907 at the 

Concerts Lamoureux. 

In early spring 1904, when the musical amateur-turned-composer Maurice Delage 

rented a ‘wigwam’ – a small detached dwelling near Auteuil – the Apaches gathered 

there every Saturday night to discuss ideas and play music. As Léon-Paul Fargue once 

explained, ‘Each week one of us had something to read, to declaim, to perform: a poem, 

a prose, a piece of music’ in ‘the friendliest atmosphere imaginable’. In Delage’s memoirs 

about the period (Delage, 1939), he includes Synnestvedt among this group that included 

composers Maurice Ravel, Florent Schmitt, Déodat de Sévérac, Paul Ladmirault, and 

Edouard Bénédictus, Ricardo Viñes (the pianist who premiered many of Debussy’s and 

Ravel’s piano works), conductor/composer Désiré-Emile Inghelbrecht, Marcel Chadeigne, 

the future choral conductor at the Opéra, the poets Léon-Paul Fargue and Tristan Kling-

sor, the critic and composer Emile Vuillermoz, the critic and Russian-music expert Michel 

Calvocoressi, the set-designers Paul Sordes and Georges Mouveau, the lithographer Léon 

Pivet, Igor Stravinsky (after 1910), and a number of others.42

40 Cited in Pasler, 2011, p. 334.
41 For a fuller discussion about this group, the origins of their name, the function of their meetings, and their 

aesthetic orientation, see Pasler, 1982, 1991b and 2007, and Haine 2006.
42 See also Fargue, 1939, p. 155. It is possible that Synnestvedt met Delage earlier than December 1903, the 
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What linked them was a common interest in not only Debussy, but also Russian music. 

They whistled a theme from Borodin’s Second Symphony to get one another’s attention 

at concerts and often sight-read Russian music transcribed for piano, four-hands. Ravel 

composed his Jeux d’eau under Balakirev’s influence and set to song a number of poems 

from a volume by Klingsor entitled Shéhérazade (1903), perhaps after Rimsky-Korsakov’s 

orchestral work of the same name. Calvocoressi wrote and lectured on Russian music, 

accompanied by Viñes at the piano, at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes on 23 March 1905, 

the programme for which is in Synnestvedt’s collection.

The Apaches helped one another in a variety of ways. Not only did they collaborate 

frequently, and provide audiences for each member’s new works; they were also a source 

of practical help. Delage notes that they sometimes stayed up all night copying parts for 

a composer in need. It is possible that Synnestvedt’s knowledge of Russian was useful to 

the group. He may have helped translate elements of the Belaieff scores Ravel brought to 

their meetings or aided Calvocoressi in his extensive correspondence with Balakirev dur-

ing this period, in his lectures and articles on Russian music, and in his contributions to 

the Russian journal, Apollon.  

As Fargue and Viñes once explained, the Apaches considered concert-going to be 

one of the most important ‘ways to serve’. The composer who most urgently required 

their support was Ravel, who before 1905 was relatively unknown to the Parisian public. 

When he failed to win the 1905 Prix de Rome, Vuillermoz led a scandal in the press, after 

which Ravel received far more attention from critics, publishers and the general public. 

Synnestvedt’s programmes document a serious interest in Ravel. There are numerous 

premieres at the Société Nationale: on 17 May 1904 his Shéhérazade songs, on 6 Janu-

ary 1906 his Miroirs – a piano set dedicated to five Apaches – and on 12 January 1907 

his song cycle Histoires naturelles. He also heard the orchestral version of La Barque sur 
l’océan (from Miroirs) at the Concerts Colonne on 3 February 1907. Synnestvedt’s ar-

chives include a photograph of Ravel inscribed to him (Illustration 3).

Many of Synnestvedt’s programmes reflect Apache participation. The highest number 

feature Ricardo Viñes as soloist, not only in smaller concerts, but also performing 

Debussy’s Images and Balakirev’s Sonata at the Société Nationale on 3 March 1906, 

Franck’s Variations symphoniques at the Concerts Colonne on 18 March 1906, and Rim-

sky Korsakov’s Concerto at the Concerts Lamoureux on 3 December 1905 and 9 February 

1908. Other programmes are for private events involving lesser-known members of the  

period described at the beginning of this article. In Vincent d'Indy's letter to Synnestvedt on 20 October 1902, 
he closes with, ‘Mille choses à Maurice’. This could have been a reference to Maurice Delage, but it is not clear 
from the context. 
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Illustration 3: Maurice Ravel, with dedication to Magnus Synnestvedt. Collection Nicole Bat. 

group — the composer/conductor Inghelbrecht, or his daughter as harpist, and the critic 

Vuillermoz. One includes children’s music by Inghelbrecht and Vuillermoz’ Chansons ca-
nadiennes, performed by students of Inghelbrecht’s wife. Another such a concert was 

sponsored by the Apache composer Edouard Bénédictus and his wife. The one held on 

Saturday night, 24 March 1906, at the Salle Fourcroy across the street from their apart-

ment in the seventeenth arrondissment documents not only the multi-talents of Apache 

composers, performers, and poets, but also their taste for such collaborations (see illus-

tration 4). There is also in this collection a personal invitation to Calvocoressi’s lecture 

on the modern French song at the Université populaire du Faubourg Saint-Antoine on 23 

April 1907. And possibly because of his connection to Viñes, who was accompanying, he 

also received an invitation to Louis Laloy’s lecture on music of the Far East on 15 January 

1906. That Synnestvedt was invited to such events suggests his insider-status and devo-

tion to his friends. 
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Illustration 4. Concert Program with Apache members, 24 March 1906. Collection Nicole Bat.

Synnestvedt shared several additional preoccupations with his Apache friends. First, 

like them, he saw indigenous folksong as a source of artistic renewal. Echoing French 

discourse from the late nineteenth century, he writes: ‘popular music is the natural and 

vibrant expression of the genius of a race, its desires, instincts, sorrows and joys’. In 

Norway, he points out, geography and culture had kept the Norwegian race ‘pure’ over 

the centuries. From this perspective, he suggests that the indigenous song of the Nor-

wegian rural country – long isolated from European influences and still using old modes 

– inspired the harmonic and rhythmic ideas of Grieg, whom Ravel and his Apache friends 

much admired. Like the French, he believed that folksong promised ‘a powerful original-

ity’ for all who looked to it for inspiration (Synnestvedt 1906b, pp. 125, 134, 135). In his 

Figaro illustré essay, he reproduced facsimilies of four transcriptions of Norwegian folk-

song, reflecting a range of interpretations and methodologies.

Synnestvedt’s observations on the genre, in fact, allowed him to bridge the differences 

between the perspectives of Vincent d’Indy and French republicans. In Norway, he points 

out, the isolation of the mountains allowed folk songs to ‘evolve in opposite directions,’ 

that is, the development of secular dances in some towns and religious music in others, 

giving rise to very different styles. In France, 19th-century scholars argued that, in their 

origin, chansons populaires were one or the other. Republicans saw them as harking back 

to the music of the troubadours and trouvères, that is, secular music, whereas d’Indy 

understood the oldest ones in France as religious in origin because they used the old 
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church modes. And, while Synnestvedt and French republicans saw them as a source of 

national identity, d’Indy and the Scholists focused on regional rather than national traits, 

and considered them representative of regional rather than national customs. Many of 

them coming from aristocratic roots, Scholists wished to use such songs to revive the 

power and status of the provinces, wherein lay their natural consistency, to diffuse the 

power of republican-controlled Paris. Different purposes thus were linked to different 

meanings. Among the Apaches, Ladmirault and Séverac, who had both studied at the 

Schola, looked to the folk songs of where they were born, Brittany or Languedoc, as in-

spiration for their music. In contrast, Ravel, Inghelbrecht, and Vuillermoz turned abroad 

for their inspiration, writing their own versions of the ‘chansons populaires’ of foreign 

countries. Pierre Aubry had asked Ravel to set some Greek songs to draw attention to 

Greek oppression. Vuillermoz set folk songs from Canada. Several are represented on the 

private Apache concerts Synnestvedt attended. 

 Synnestvedt’s attitude toward folk songs was more idealist: they were an authentic, 

living tradition, albeit with significant symbolic function, rather than what we might 

today call an invented tradition, capable of being shaped to serve various purposes, even 

mutually exclusive ones, as in France. Synnestvedt’s interest in authenticity led to his 

utter rejection of Dvorak’s New World Symphony, whose many shortcomings, from his 

perspective, were most likely the result of the ‘quite clumsy pretentions of this symphony 

to its Americanism’ — ’one does not uproot oneself with impunity’ (Synnestvedt, 1906e). 

This interpretation was later criticized.43

Second, like his Parisian friends in the avant-garde, Synnestvedt valued freedom and 

independence, artists seeking freedom from the constraints of nineteenth-century con-

ventions. As noted earlier, he praised what he saw as an ‘indestructible love of independ-

ence’, a ‘passion for individual autonomy’ and ‘the pursuit of personality’ in Norwegian 

art (Synnestvedt, 1906b). ‘From the beginning, Norwegian music never requires any com-

mon discipline, any artificial ideal, from its creators. Each of them follows the laws of his 

own temperament’. Even with folksong, he denies any collective authorship, instead ar-

guing for the individual effort recorded in them. Valuing his own independent judgment, 

Synnestvedt felt free to criticize, despite his friendship with Apache composers and his 

deep respect for their work. As in his review of Lazzari’s symphony, Synnestvedt was 

not shy about expressing his reserve for the music of Gabriel Fauré, whom his friends 

43 The next month, William Ritter responded to Synnestvedt’s review, not only noting the symphony’s suc-
cess in Prague and Vienna, but also contesting Synnestvedt’s assumption that the composer was trying to 
imitate American music. Instead, Ritter suggested that the work was an expression of Dvorak’s nostalgia for 
his homeland and so inherently Czech (Ritter, 1907). After rebutting all this, Synnestvedt apparently ceased 
writing reviews or any other kind of criticism in the French press.
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idealized and would later elevate, with Debussy and Ravel, as part of a new musical trin-

ity. Writing in Mercure musical, a journal read by the avant-garde, Synnestvedt called 

Fauré’s Ballade utterly ‘uninteresting’ even if well-played by Cortot. And when it came 

to the Apache Florent Schmitt, his praise for the composer’s Musiques de plein air, even 

after a second hearing, was muted. The work, that imitates no one and has a ‘powerful 

musicality, classing the composer among the young musicians on whom we are counting 

on most for the future’, nonetheless suggests that the composer was ‘not entirely free of 

the influences coming from his musical education’ (Synnestvedt, 1907b, pp.161-162, re-

viewing a concert on 16 December 1906). Moreover, Schmitt has perhaps ‘too much will’ 

and should ‘follow his nature […], his instinct’. Perhaps the composer himself and other 

friends felt similarly of his sometimes heavy, German-influenced style, for they appar-

ently remained friends (see below).

Synnestvedt’s language here belies the voice of an insider. Its tone, which speaks as 

much about the current state of French music as its words, echoes language used by 

Apaches and Scholists who both considered writing a form of propaganda and often 

used exaggerated rhetoric to make their points. Since 1900, Vuillermoz thought ‘gue-

rilla tactics’ were ‘indispensible for the life blood of the arts’ (Vuillermoz, 1969, p. 29).44 

Vuillermoz and d’Indy, ‘high priests’ of new but opposing orthodoxies, considered their 

cohorts ‘believers’, ‘apostles’, and sometimes ‘martyrs’ and their work informed by a 

sense of ‘mission’.45 One also senses in Synnestvedt’s reviews a missionary-like commit-

ment to the truth as he sees it, though, in the case of his attack on Dvorak, it may have 

cost him his position at the journal.

Two other articles by Synnestvedt express a third idea shared with Apaches: a belief 

in musical progress. In February 1906 he published a summary-review of Louis Laloy’s 

lecture on Asian music, an important source of new ideas for both Debussy and Ravel 

(Synnestvedt, 1906a). Here he compares Chinese music, with its ‘savage’ expression and 

‘noisy’ orchestra, to Wagner’s music and Japanese music, more ‘sweet, modest and sim-

ple’, to that of Debussy. The essay ends with a discussion of Oriental influences on ‘our 

young school’, that is, the Apache generation, and Viñes’ performance of Debussy’s Pa-
godes. In his 1906 article on Debussy’s music in Aftenposten, published two days before 

a concert of his music at the Oslo National Theater, Synnestvedt writes of Debussy in 

terms that recall the Nordic artists he discusses in Figaro illustré: who ‘create something 

44 As a music critic, Vuillermoz defined as his ‘mission’ to ‘defend’ Fauré, Debussy and Ravel, to ‘clarify their 
still unformulated gospel, to open up a path for them in the hostile crowd, to support and order all of the 
divergent ideas which were circulating’, and ‘to identify the imposters and to focus on the musicians of good 
intent’ (Vuillermoz, 1969, p. 22).

45 For more on the heated critical debates following Debussy's Pelléas, see Pasler, 1987. See also Vuillermoz, 
1907 and 1957, pp. 92-105. 
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unique simply by following their nature and at the same time greatly expand the limits of 

the art that they worship’ (cited in Andersen, 2000, p. 38).

Illustration 5. Photograph c. 1906 featuring Mathilde de Fournas, future wife of Magnus Synnestvedt, third 

from the left at the piano as Déodat de Sévérac and Ricardo Viñes perform. Others are Sévérac relatives. 

In this context Synnestvedt became friendly with his future wife, Mathilde de Four-

nas.46 A pianist, she is depicted in a photograph c. 1906 standing next to the piano as 

Déodat de Sévérac and Viñes play four hands (illustration 5). Her cousin, Déodat de 

Sévérac, was both a member of the Apaches and a student at the Schola Cantorum.47  

His music was featured in several concerts that Synnestvedt attended. According to Syn-

nestvedt’s daughter, her parents married in Norway on their vacation (on trips there in 

early June or early October 1906). However, in his correspondence, Séverac notes that he 

played organ at their marriage in St. Félix on 9 May 1908 (Sévérac, 2002).48 Their first 

46 Mlle de Fournas was the daughter of the Baron Fernand de Fournas.
47 In a bound volume belonging to Mathilde de Fournas, there is a musical tune with the indication, ‘Valse lent, 

extrait de la Faustine, opéra-ballet en 2 actes de Déodat de Sévérac, October 1901, à la gentille cousine Titi de 
Fournas’. Collection Nicole Bat.

48 I’m grateful to Malou Haine for pointing this out.
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child was born earlier, in June 1907. A bound volume of good wishes for the child dated 

June 1907 to July 1908 documents Synnestvedt’s friends and acquaintances from this 

period. It includes signatures from the Russian singer Chaliapine and Félix Blumenfeld, in 

addition to more substantial items:

– a poem by Albert Bausil
– the opening of Sonatine, second movement, signed ‘en souvenir très sympathique, 

Maurice Ravel 6/6/07’
– an excerpt from the sixth of the piano pieces, Musiques intimes, by Florent 

Schmitt June 1907
– one of the Nocturnes by Léon-Paul Fargue
– a short text by Charles Louis Philippe, June 1907
– Le Jardin mouillé (text by Henri de Régnier) by Albert Roussel, July 1907

After July 1908 Magnus stopped collecting his concert programs and the family main-

tained no further record of contact with musicians. However, they continued to open 

their home to gatherings where people performed music – Synnestvedt appears numer-

ous times in Ricardo Vines’ journal from 1909-1912.49 We do not know how he made his 

living during this period, perhaps in a budding career as a lawyer or continuing as a dip-

lomat. It is possible he and his family left Paris because of the war.50

*     *     *
Deeply idealistic about what he loved and unafraid to criticize what he did not, ironic 

paradoxes permeate Magnus Synnestvedt’s tastes. For example, he praises Munthe for 

‘laying down the foundations of a new folk art’ in Norway, wherein ‘the strangest archaic 

art feeds the freest imagination’. Then he criticizes Munch for following this path, while 

admitting that Munch’s work was made possible by that of Munthe. The pejorative refer-

ences to ‘international art’ seem to be directed to German art, and yet when it came to 

German music, Synnestvedt had no such objections. Grieg studied in Leipzig, but in tak-

ing inspiration from Lindeman’s folk song volume, the result was a ‘profound amalgam’ 

with great potential at influencing the future of music (Synnestvedt, 1906b, pp. 130, 

132-33, 136).

49 That is, on 20 January 1909 at their new house in Neuilly, 11 rue St Pierre; on 22 August 1910 when they 
went to hear Viñes play in Béziers; in December 1910 when they had their friends over every Wednesday; on 
5 February 1912 when Viñes spent the evening with them; and in May 1912 when Séverac’s correspondence 
mentions them still in Paris. Malou Haine generously shared these details with me.

50 Thanks to a communication from Chantal Dupré la Tour (22 January 2009), I learned that Magnus, her great 
uncle, divorced Mathilde de Fournas after World War I, then married Peggy, an American who died around 
the time of the armistice, then a much younger woman, the Norwegian Alice Resch Synnestvedt, who wrote 
a memoir, Over the Highest Mountains: A Memoire of Unexpected Heroism in France during World War II (Pasa-
dena, Intentional Productions, 2005). In it, we learn that the couple met in the resistance movement in Paris 
in the 1940s. She gives the date of his death as 1950.
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Paradox also characterizes his relationship to the musical world of Paris at the begin-

ning of the twentieth century. First, the relatively conservative tastes reflected on his 

earliest programmes – Schumann and especially Franck – may have drawn him to the ap-

proach to new music taught at the Schola Cantorum. D’Indy, one of the founders of the 

Schola, considered Franck one of his most important predecessors for his moral stance 

toward music and the importance he gave to musical structure. D’Indy viewed musical 

progress as a spiral, with the future built necessarily on the past.51 At the Schola he at-

tempted to give musicians an in-depth knowledge of counterpoint and musical form; 

there was less emphasis on harmonic nuance and virtuosity of execution. As a result, the 

composers trained there were less oriented toward opera than at the Conservatoire and 

open to a different range of influences than many of their peers. Synnestvedt’s curios-

ity about their music brought him into contact with a generation with real power in the 

musical world of Paris between the two wars. At the same time, he apparently did not 

attend the Concerts Lamoureux’s first performance on 21 January 1906 of Arthur Co-

quard’s symphonic suite, En Norvège (published 1907), written most likely in response to 

Norwegian independence. Coquard, an older composer (b. 1846), had been a student of 

Franck.

Second, that Synnestvedt’s attraction to musical innovation led him to Wagner, held 

up as a musical model by d’Indy, does not deny the fact that Wagner was the arch-

enemy of his friends, the Apaches, who sought a more French-inflected approach to 

musical progress. Although Debussy borrowed chordal figurations and leitmotifs as well 

as an approach to music drama from Wagner, many of his advocates agreed that future 

composers, in Debussy’s words, should look ‘après Wagner’, beyond Wagner, not ‘d’après 

Wagner’, inspired by Wagner. Synnestvedt continued to attend frequent performances 

of Wagner’s music through October 1905, even if they conflicted with performances of 

music by his closest musical friends, suggesting a certain openness in his musical tastes. 

Third, like Sévérac and Calvocoressi, Synnestvedt had links to both Scholists and 

Apaches, even if in many ways their aesthetic orientations were diametrically opposed.52 

The musical world of Paris was small enough that, although aesthetic differences were 

crucial in achieving what Pierre Bourdieu has called, ‘distinction’, most venues were 

shared. Young composers had to band together to achieve adequate recognition and 

support. The Société Nationale allowed all kinds of musicians to belong and contribute, 

regardless of aesthetic orientation – that is, until 1909. When d’Indy as president refused 

51 For a discussion of this idea, see Pasler, 1991a.
52 See Pasler 1991b for discussion of the similiarities and differences between the two intersecting groups.
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to programme a work by Maurice Delage, the Apaches rebelled, after which a new per-

formance organisation emerged, the Société Musicale Indépendante.53

This tolerance for paradox was arguably related to Synnestvedt’s independence, a 

trait he so valued in all art and music that he admired. It was also the mark of a good 

diplomat, as was his willingness to evolve, to adapt to changing circumstances. Paradox 

also permeates his politics. He translated poetry by the Swedish king for use in a 1904 

concert in Paris, and yet only two years later, on the occasion of Norwegian independ-

ence, he embraced freedom as ‘the astonishing coincidence between artistic movement 

and the political evolution’ in his country (Synnestvedt, 1906a, p. 140). To help celebrate 

Norway’s independence and ‘reinforce cultural links’ between France and the new politi-

cal entity, Synnestvedt helped organise concerts of Norwegian music in Paris (Herresthal 

and Reznicek, 1994, p. 260).54 He also became a cultural ambassador of French music to 

his countrymen back home. It is in this spirit then that one should read his 1906 Aften-
posten article on Debussy. Having visited Norway twice that year, Synnestvedt presum-

ably understood the tastes of the Norwegian public and, sensing a wide gap between 

Nordic and French musical expectations, carefully chose his proselytising, if not exag-

gerated, rhetoric. The chilly reception Norwegian critics gave Debussy’s music that year 

merely reiterates what has been suggested here: namely, that it was important to have 

someone like Synnestvedt, with his passionate idealism, bridge the cultural differences 

between Norway and France.
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Abstract
During the Belle Epoque, the French public was increasingly drawn to Nordic music as 

well as art and theater. Magnus Synnestvedt (1879–1947), a young lawyer whose father 

served as the Norwegian vice-consul in Paris and who himself worked for the Swedish 

and Norwegian legations there, was ideal to serve as an ambassador between French and 

Scandinavian culture. He translated the poetry of the Swedish king and patronized many 

Swedish musicians. After Norway declared its independence, Magnus became a major 

advocate for Norwegian culture in Paris.

This article, based on the concerts Synnestvedt attended from 1902-1908 and the re-

views of art and music he published in the French and Norwegian press, document both 

the presence of Nordic music in Paris and his diverse musical tastes. A man of paradox 

with a willingness to evolve in his musical tastes as well as his politics, Synnestvedt em-

braced not only the music of Schumann, Wagner, and Franck, but also, increasingly, that 

of the Russian Five and French avant-garde, especially Debussy and Ravel. In their music, 

he found what he also admired in certain Nordic art and music, that is, a love of free-

dom and independence as well as a fascination with indigenous folk songs as a source of 

artistic renewal. His passionate idealism helped bridge the cultural differences between 

Scandinavia and France.
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Representing the Marginalized Other

The Swedish Hip-hop Group Advance Patrol

Susan Lindholm

Hip-hop, Swedish Suburbs and the Marginalized Other
Husby, a suburban district of Stockholm made international headlines in the spring of 

2013. The New York Times observed that Swedes reacted with bewilderment and surprise 

to the ‘spasm of destructive rage’ that was unleashed during riots in the immigrant-

dominated suburb (Higgins 2013). The nation´s ‘reputation for tolerance’, it read in The 
Telegraph, was being tested (Freeman 2013). 

The fact that such violence erupted in spite of an in comparison still well functioning 

welfare state was explained as a result of an increasing income inequality, unemploy-

ment, discrimination and hidden racism. As Spiegel Online put it, a ‘new urban under-

class’ felt ‘well taken care of, but not needed’ (Lüpke-Narberhaus 2013). 

The emergence of such an ‘urban underclass’ can be traced back to the growth of a 

number of low-income, immigrant-dominated areas during the 1980s and 1990s. Youth 

living in these areas – most notably the suburbs of the country´s three largest cities – 

Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö – soon developed a deep sense of alienation and 

exclusion from mainstream society. 

The 1990s and 2000s witnessed the eruption of violence related to issues of segrega-

tion and increasing income inequality in a number of such suburbs as Hjällbo in Gothen-

burg or Rosengård in Malmö. The riots in Husby are thus only the most recent example 

of youth violence in Swedish suburbs (Nilsson and Westerberg 2011). 

In this context, Hip-hop, that had its public breakthrough in Sweden in the mid-1990s 

quickly developed into a viable alternative identity for youth with parents from a wide 

range of different backgrounds (Sernhede 2007). Based on a strong identification with 

the experiences of African Americans in the United States, it became a platform for 

making audible marginalized voices from the suburbs (Sernhede and Söderman 2011). 

Although Swedish Hip-hop today has developed into a cultural phenomenon that at-

tracts artists and fans across the social spectrum, those artists who claim a suburban 

background in their lyrics are often perceived as societal critics who speak for, or repre-
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sent marginalized others, while they at the same re-present, that is, stage themselves as 

individual artists.

 Earlier research on the representation of marginalized others in Swedish Hip-hop has 

primarily focused on this first aspect of representation as speaking for. It has defined 

Hip-hop as an expression of collective solidarity located in the suburbs that represents 

the grievances of marginalized others (Sernhede 2007).

This article takes a closer look at such representations by analyzing the connection 

between both forms of representation – as speaking for and staging – and the construc-

tion of different forms of ‘others’ in the lyrics of the Swedish Hip-hop group Advance 

Patrol between 2003 and 2006. 

Their lyrics are especially interesting in this context as I here aim to make visible dif-

ferent forms of representation of the marginalized other in Swedish Hip-hop. In their 

lyrics, Advance Patrol not only stage themselves as artists who speak for a marginalized 

other and artists who distance themselves from such representations by creating an ex-

ternalized other. 

Their lyrics also stage them as what will be called a transnational other in-between 

Chile and Sweden and thereby affiliate them with a number of Swedish Hip-hop art-

ists who claim a past in-between Chile and Sweden. Such artists include Pato Pooh and 

Stor, as well as groups and collectives such as Hermanos Bernal, the rappers surrounding 

Chorizo Records and the pioneering group The Latin Kings.

This article outlines these different representations in Advance Patrol´s lyrics and dis-

cusses the way in which they shift – between on one hand affirming, and on the other 

hand criticizing the concept of the marginalized other. It thereby also makes visible 

different forms of representations through which they both become and distance them-

selves from being the representatives of a marginalized ‘we’ that has been the basis of 

earlier research (Sernhede 2007).

Representation and the Other
In defining the double meaning of representation and the other that I consider necessary 

for the analysis of the societal critique voiced through Hip-hop, I mainly draw on Gayatri 

Chakravorty Spivak´s essay Can the Subaltern Speak? In it, Spivak amongst others argues 

that in the attempt to discuss marginalized or subaltern voices, a careful distinction has 

to be made between two meanings of representation. 

On one hand, as re-presentation as in the arts, that is, as in a portrait or in staging, 
and on the other hand as political representation, that is, speaking for an individual or a 

group. In this article, such re-presentations are outlined as Advance Patrol´s stagings as 

Hip-hop artists, as well as the transnational other in-between Chile and Sweden. Their 
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representations on the other hand are defined as those instances in which they speak for 
others in different contexts. 

It is important to note however, that representation as staging and speaking for are 

here not seen as categories that can readily be distinguished from each other in the 

analysis of Hip-hop lyrics. A number of Hip-hop artists dubbed ‘conscious’ or politi-

cal who find their skills as artists ‘frequently overshadowed by (their) message’ (Locker 

2013), would most likely agree with John Street´s assessment that the boundaries be-

tween music and politics are ‘largely illusionary’ (Street 2012 p. 11). 

I nonetheless argue, that in order to outline the societal critique voiced through 

Hip-hop lyrics, an analytical distinction has to be made between the two meanings of 

representation. Such a differentiation becomes necessary, as Hip-hop lyrics not merely 

present a political point of view, but explicitly set out to speak for and stage the margin-

alized other. 

While discussing this marginalized other, there is also a careful distinction that has to 

be made between two meanings of the other – the other inside, and the other outside of 

the binary logic of ‘we’ against ‘them/the others’ (Birla 2010 p. 88). 

The other inside such a binary logic is here defined as a concept that can be created 

and used to make concrete suggestions to end marginalization (Moreiras 1999 p. 392). 

As such, it is utilized as a form of what cultural theorist Alberto Moreiras calls ‘tactical 

essentialism’ that draws on a ‘fictitious register’. That means that it tactically creates 

imaginary or ‘fictitious’ essentialisms in order to reach certain political goals (Moreiras 

1999 p. 392). In this article, those representations – staging and speaking for – in the 

lyrics of Advance Patrol that offer concrete solutions to the problem of marginalization 

are seen as related to this first meaning of the other. 

The other outside of the binary logic of ‘we’ against ‘them/the others’ is also described 

as ‘radical alterity’ by Spivak (Birla 2010 p. 88). ‘Radical alterity’, or inherent difference 

means that this other cannot be captured through the language of binary logic. It is here 

defined as a concept that remains outside of the binary logic by embracing and affirming 

marginalization without offering concrete solutions to end it.

Although Moreiras does not explicitly connect his argument to the two meanings of 

representation and the other, I claim that this second meaning of the other draws on 

what he calls the ‘negative register’ (Moreiras 1999 p. 393). In this article, those repre-

sentations (staging and speaking for) in the lyrics of Advance Patrol that affirm margin-

alization without offering concrete solutions are seen as examples of this second mean-

ing of the other.
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In the following, I describe my method and design and briefly introduce the group Ad-

vance Patrol before setting out to discuss the ways in which the two meanings of repre-

sentation and the other are connected in their lyrics between 2003 and 2006.

Method and Design
The lyrics of the Hip-hop group Advance Patrol are here studied as a source that refers 

to the world outside of their music (Lindberg 1995). By focusing on their lyrics, rather 

than the interplay between rapped lyrics, music, images and videos or on their individual 

‘flows’, that is, their rhythms or rhymes as individual artists, this article can be seen as 

connected to sociolinguistic studies of Hip-hop lyrics (Alim et al. 2009, Terkourafi 2010). 

In a Swedish context, it is related to Kalle Berggren´s sociological study of Swedish rap 

lyrics by male artists (Berggren 2013).

As all song lyrics, the lyrics of Advance Patrol exist in both oral and written form and 

can therefore be understood and interpreted in a number of different ways depending 

on the mode of analysis (Lilliestam 1998). Even if audio and video recordings do have an 

impact on Advance Patrol´s lyrics and although my initial selection process consisted of 

listening to their rapped lyrics and watching their videos, I have here primarily chosen to 

focus on their lyrics. My final analysis thus remains more within the tradition of reading, 

rather than listening to their lyrics and music. 

I only consider the interplay of lyrics and videos in one case – the joint video of ‘Ett 

Land som är Tryggt’/’Betongbarn’ – in which the lyrics were adapted to fit the video, 

which thereby becomes what can be called an ‘authorized interpretation’ of the two 

songs (Lindberg 1995 p. 14). At this point I also point out the way in which Advance 

Patrol create a connection to Chile through their choice of music. 

After reviewing Advance Patrol´s lyrics directed at the Swedish market between 2003 

and 2006, I developed three categories for the different types of representations that I 

identified in them. In the following, these categories will be exemplified by excerpts from 

three albums – Utskrivna (2003), Ett Land som är Tryggt (2005), and Aposteln (2006). 

All excerpts are presented in both their Swedish original and my English translation. The 

first category that I will discuss concerns itself with Advance Patrol´s representations as 

Hip-hop artists, both in a Swedish context and within the framework of the global Hip-

hop community. 

In a second category, I outline their representations as the transnational other navi-

gating in-between Chile, the former home country of their parents and Sweden, while 

the third and last category addresses Advance Patrol´s representations in the context of 

their constructions of externalized others. All three categories are then discussed under 
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the term shifting representations in order to answer the central question of this article, 

namely, how Advance Patrol represent the marginalized other in their lyrics between 

2003 and 2006. 

Advance Patrol
Advance Patrol most prominently consists of rappers Juan Havana (Juan Hektor Paez 

Larraguibel) and Gonza (Gonzalo Rodrigo del Rio Saldias) whose parents emigrated to 

Sweden from Chile in the 1970s and 1980s, as well as DJ Lucutz (Lucas Simon Alsén). 

Chafic Mourtada, an earlier member of the group died in 2002. Both Juan Havana and 

Gonza were born in 1981 and grew up in low-income, immigrant-dominated suburbs in 

Malmö, a fact that they frequently address as Hip-hop artists. 

Advance Patrol released their debut album Utskrivna (The Undocumented) in 2003 and 

a follow-up featuring five songs under the name Ett Land som är tryggt (A Country that 

is Safe) in 2005. Their second full-length album Aposteln (The Apostle) that contains 

three of the five songs featured on Ett Land som är tryggt was released only a year later. 

Whereas most of the lyrics on these first albums are performed in Swedish, their third 

album Enligt AP (According to AP) from 2007 includes more samples of Latin American 

rhythms and more raps in Spanish. 

Following a successful collaboration with Chilean artist Cestar from the Shamanes 

Crew, Advance Patrol went on tour in Chile between 2006 and 2009. Their fourth and 

last album to date El Futuro (The Future) released on The Pirate Bay in 2009 solely fea-

tures lyrics performed in Spanish, as it was mainly aimed at the Chilean or Latin Ameri-

can market. As this article focuses on representations in a Swedish context however, it 

solely includes excerpts from Advance Patrol´s Swedish albums Utskrivna (2003), Ett 

Land som är Tryggt (2005) and Aposteln (2006) (Wikipedia 2013, confirmed by Juan Ha-

vana via e-mail).

Representation – the Artist(s)
In her book Black Noise Tricia Rose calls attention to ‘hip-hop´s prolific self-naming’ as 

‘a form of reinvention and self-definition’ as artists take on Hip-hop names and identi-

ties that refer to their role, their expertise or their ‘claim to fame’ (Rose 1994 p. 36). 

A discussion of the ways in which Advance Patrol stage themselves as Hip-hop artists 

will thus have to start with a discussion of their group name, as well as their individual 

names as artist. 

As the lyrics of ‘Operation Sverige’ (Operation Sweden), a song featured on their debut 

album ‘Utskrivna’ (The Undocumented) suggest, one way of understanding the group 

name Advance Patrol is to view it as a reference to the military term ‘advance guard’.
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Gatuvan, gatusmart, hoppar över lumpen 

Alltid på min vakt för vi är lämnade åt slumpen 

Trampar genom djungeln tillsammans med en armé 

Alla av samma rank, pass på att ha nån officer 

Vi är en ny generation vars operation 

Är att upplysa vår nation om vissas situation 

Samlad i en pluton från andra sida klyftan 

Vi är rösterna som dom där uppe vill ha tysta 

Löser våra tvister, men jag har fienden i sikte

Operation Sverige (2003)

Street skilled, street smart, I skip military service

Always on my watch as we are left to chance

I tread through the jungle together with an army

All of the same rank, pass on having any officer

We are a new generation whose operation

Is to inform our nation about the situation of some

Gathered in a platoon from the other side of the gap

We are the voices that those up there want to silence.

Solving our disputes, but I have the enemy in sight

Operation Sweden (2003)

Society is here described as hierarchically divided into an upper and a lower stratum, 

with the former leaving the latter ‘to chance’. As a consequence, the members of a ‘new 

generation’ from the lower stratum have created an army with the aim to inform the 

nation about the ‘situation of some’. By staging themselves as those who speak for this 

army in which all are ‘of the same rank’, Advance Patrol blur the distinction between 

their staging as artists and their speaking for ‘(their) people’ on a national level. 

As this strong and coherent group is constructed within a male-dominated military 

context, Advance Patrol´s representations as staging and speaking for a group also entail 

a mobilization of ‘elements of masculinity’ (Berggren 2013 p. 205). As their staging as 

artists, it can also be seen as referring to an avant-garde in the arts. 

Both Juan Havana and Gonza, the most prolific members of Advance Patrol have used 

different names during their careers. By way of his most commonly used artist name, 

Juan Havana, Juan Paez refers to a location or place, namely the city of Havana, Cuba. 

This choice of name can be regarded as a staging of a South, or Latin American artist. 
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Through yet another alias – Magyver Juan – he refers to MacGyver, the star of a 

popular like-named U.S. television series aired between 1985 and 1992, known for his 

resourcefulness and preference of non-violent conflict resolutions. As Magyver Juan – 

with a slightly altered spelling – he thus stages himself as generally non-violent, and as 

someone who can skillfully turn difficult situations to his advantage. 

Advance Patrol´s other member, Gonzalo del Rio Saldias has most commonly used the 

artist names Gonza Blatteskånska, Extravagonza or simply Gonza. As Gonza Blatteskån-

ska includes the word ‘blatte’, a derogative term referring to racialized Swedes with an 

immigration background, it can on one hand be seen as a way of staging the other in a 

Swedish context, and thus as a means to combat negative connotations by appropriating 

or parodying racist discourses (Berggren 2013 p. 204). 

On the other hand, it can also be interpreted as a means to stage himself as an art-

ist in an international Hip-hop context, and thereby a means to establish credibility as 

a Hip-hop artist. ‘Skånska’, the second part of his artist name simply refers to a person 

from Scania, the southernmost province of Sweden in which the city of Malmö is locat-

ed. Finally, the artist name Extravagonza stages Gonza as an ‘extravagant’ artist. 1  

The group continues to stage themselves as artists in a number of ways in their debut 

album ‘Utskrivna’ (the released/the undocumented) – first, as artists within the global 

Hip-hop community by describing themselves as inmates or patients who have just been 

released from (possibly) a mental institution in its title. 

They thereby allude to what Jeffrey Ogbar calls the Hip-hop concept of ‘the badman’ 

or the ‘gangster’ who poses a challenge to virtually all authority (Ogbar 2007 p. 76). By 

that they also stage themselves as the criminal other/immigrant-youth that refers to a 

stereotype of youth or immigrant criminality in a Swedish context. 

In the lyrics of ‘Vi är dom’ (We are them/those), the first song on the album they nev-

ertheless also stage themselves as redeemed and inoffensive artists.

Jag är den som ser till att klubben välter 

Den som talar om folk som svälter 

Allvarlig, inte alls farlig  

Kärlek och holk precis som Bob Marley

Vi E Dom (2003)

1  These artist names – especially Magyver Juan and Extravagonza – could also be analyzed as as ironic play 
with words. Gonza could in many instances discussed in this article also be discussed as a ‘trickster figure’. 
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I am the one who sees to it that the club tips over

The one who talks about people that are starving

Serious, not at all dangerous

Love and weed just like Bob Marley 

We are them/those (2003)

Gonza here stages himself as a ‘not at all dangerous’ artist and entertainer who stands 

for ‘love and weed just like Bob Marley’, a form of staging that is the opposite to the 

stereotype of ‘the badman’ described above. In the same song he also stages himself 

as someone who ‘loves to play the clown’, which he connects to both taking drugs and 

staging himself as an artist in a Hip-hop battle.

Jag e den som älskar att spela pajas 

Min hjärna har pajats för mycket maja 

Den som suddar din stad från atlas 

Varje gång du försöker battla

Vi E Dom (2003)

I am the one who loves to play the clown

My brain has been broken, too much weed

The one who erases your city from the atlas

Every time you try to battle

We are them/those (2003)

In a Hip-hop context, Gonza displays what Halifu Osumare calls a Hip-hop ‘attitude’ 

by staging himself as an individual artist capable of erasing cities ‘from the atlas’ (Os-

umare 2007 p. 27). Marihuana both ‘makes him a clown’ and enables him to ‘battle’ even 

though it has ‘broken his brain’. 2 Aggression is in other words contained within the Hip-

hop community and not directed against society at large.

In the excerpts discussed under this first category, Advance Patrol thus re-present or 

stage themselves as artists within the global Hip-hop community, as well as the (often in-

offensive) other in a Swedish context that represents or speaks for those who are located 

in the ‘lower stratum’ of society while containing aggression within a Hip-hop context. 

2  As mentioned above, Gonza who here stages himself as a ‘clown’ could also be discussed as a ‘trickster’.
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Representation – the Transnational Other 
Whereas the excerpts discussed so far do not address the other as connected to a spe-

cific immigration history, the song ‘Dialogen’ (The Dialogue) on Advance Patrol´s second 

album Aposteln (The Apostle) displays what I call their staging as a transnational other 

in-between Sweden and Chile.

Gonza

De va de han, han snackade du vet 

Vi och Dem, vadå Vi och Dem? 

Juan
Mmm, liksom, hur kan man liksom uttala sig på det sättet? 

Helt svensk, liksom ja vi ska sätta in blatten i systemet, 

vi ska få han svensk, o vi få ska han,

blanda sig med alla kulturer. 

(…)

Aah, de går inte sånt där 

Gonza
Saken e att, som du sa innan Juan, 

jag drar till Chile, va e ja där? 

ja vet shi egentligen.

Svensk? Ja e en svensson där, 

en potatis, rakt av. 

Gonza
Va e ja här? för folk en blatte.

(…)

De var flera år sen tretton år sen 

jag kom hit flyttade hit 

Kom bort från skit stället 

som styrdes av Pinochet en bandit 

(…)

Uppväxt här släkten där 

svensk historia den jag lär 

(…)

Men lyssna här jag är väldigt stolt 

över den fetta blod som jag bär 

Jag svär blodbandet där, hemlandet där 

Dialogen (98 års områdesversion) (2006)
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Gonza

It was that he, he talked, you know, 

We and Them, what about We and Them?

Juan
Mmm, like, how can you like express yourself in that way? 

Entirely Swedish, like yes we will put the ‘blatte’ into the system, 

we will get him to be Swedish, and we will get him, 

to mix with all cultures…

(…)

Aah, stuff like that does not work.

Gonza
The thing is that, like you said before Juan, 

I go to Chile, what am I there? 

I know sh… actually.

Swedish? I am a ‘Svensson’ there, 

a potato, straight off.

Gonza
What am I here? For people a ‘blatte’

(…)

It was many years ago, thirteen years ago 

I came here moved here

Got away from the shitty place 

that was ruled by Pinochet a bandit

(…)

Grown up here relatives there 

Swedish history is what I am teaching/I am learning

(…)

But listen up I am really proud 

of the fat blood that I am carrying

I swear blood ties there, home country there

The Dialogue (area version of the year 98) (2006)

In this excerpt, Advance Patrol stage the transnational other by describing themselves as 

outsiders in both a Swedish and a Chilean context. They thereby also affiliate themselves 

with a number of other Swedish Hip-hop artists who claim a past in-between Chile and 

Sweden through their music. Such artists include Pato Pooh and Stor, as well as groups 
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and collectives such as Hermanos Bernal, the rappers surrounding Chorizo Records and 

the pioneering group The Latin Kings. 

Advance Patrol here create a transnational other through an external essentialism and 

identification as ‘blatte’ in a Swedish context, and as ‘Svensson’ (son of a Swede) or ‘po-

tato’ in a Chilean context, while it has to be noted that ‘blatte’ has a much more nega-

tive connotation than ‘Svensson’ or ‘potato’. 

As a result, the transnational other resists becoming ‘Swedish’ and ‘mixing with all 

cultures’, while at the same time insisting on learning and teaching ‘Swedish history’. In 

the following excerpt from the song ‘A Country that is Safe’ Advance Patrol once more 

stage themselves as the other/’blatte’.

Naj jag är inte som mina föräldrar 

vad jag vill förmedla är att tiden har förändrats. 

En Chilenare är ju aldrig punktlig, men jag e.  

För jag e multi kultig. 

De e min situation och då e  

Sveriges nästa generation 

(…) 

Denna blatten kan bli Sveriges nästa ledare. 

Det låter skrämmande i mångas öron, 

jag är ju främmande i mångas ögon. 

Ett nytt Sverige håller på att växa fram 

där alla blandade raser tar varandra i hand. 

Ett nytt Sverige håller på att växa fram 

ta min hand så skapar vi ett underbart land.

Ett Land som är Tryggt (2005/2006)

No, I am not like my parents

What I want to convey is that times have changed.

A Chilean is never punctual, but I am.

For I am multi culty

This is my situation and then is

Sweden’s next generation

(…)

This ‘blatte’ can become Sweden’s next leader.

It sounds scary in the ears of many,

For I am strange in many people´s eyes.
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A new Sweden keeps evolving

Where all mixed races take each other’s hand.

A new Sweden keeps evolving

Take my hand and then we will create a wonderful land.

A Country that is Safe (2005/2006)

In this song, they also further stress their connection to Chile and other musicians with 

a Chilean background working outside of Chile by using a sample of the song ‘Alturas’ 

by Chilean folk music ensemble Inti-Illimani that was featured on ‘Viva Chile’, their first 

album recorded in exile in 1973.

After repeating his staging as harmless (‘I am not prone to violence’) Gonza also 

stages himself as multicultural and part of ‘Sweden´s next generation’ by distancing him-

self from the stereotypes and the negativity associated with Chileans (‘a Chilean is never 

punctual, but I am’). There are thus two types of others in this excerpt as the staging of 

the other/Chilean is externalized and rejected, and being replaced by the staging of the 

other/’blatte’. 

In this other/’blatte’, the two meanings of representation as staging and speaking for 
coincide, as he can become the future ‘leader’ or representative/speaker of a  ‘new Swe-

den’. Nevertheless, such a scenario is located in a utopian future and can only be realized 

by distancing oneself from the stereotypes of the past in a hostile present in which the 

other/’blatte’ is externally identified as ‘scary’ and ‘strange’. 

In this hostile present, the connection of the transnational other to Chile through 

‘pride’ and ‘blood’ discussed above is extended to include those living in the suburbs in 

the song ‘Children of the Concrete’. Here, the staging of the other/immigrant-youth lo-

cated in the suburbs collapses with his speaking for immigrant youth:

Betongbarn, knyter vidare på blodsbandet

(…)

Aggressivitet är vår personlighet 

(…) 

Jag är uppväxt med föräldrar som är långtidsarbetslösa 

(…)

Jag blir så trött på att bli dåligt bemött 

Så jag blandar upp en fet holk 

För att mitt hopp har dött

Betongbarn (2005/2006)
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Children of the concrete, tying on the ties of blood

(…)

Aggression is our personality

 (…)

I have grown up with parents who are long-term unemployed

(…)

I am so tired of being treated badly

So I roll a big joint

As my hope has died

Children of the concrete (2005/2006)

The harmless artist is here replaced by representation as both staging and speaking for 
the other/immigrant-youth, the child of the concrete who is aggressive and ‘tired of be-

ing treated badly’. 

The two songs - ‘A Country that is Safe’ and ‘Children of the Concrete’ – are then also 

joined in a video that can be seen as an ‘authorized interpretation’ of the two songs 

(Lindberg 1995 p. 14). In it, the grim representation as staging and speaking for of the 

other/immigrant youth is made to stand in stark contrast to the positive attitude to-

wards Chilean immigrants displayed by the social democratic party under the leadership 

of Olof Palme during the 1970s.

När Olof var boss, sträcktes handen mot oss 

Palme gav oss skydd, ett jobb, ett ställe att bo på 

(…)

när många blundade hjälpte Sverige min familj

(…)

Snabba ryck när man är på flykt från förtryck 

Till ett land som är tryggt

Ett Land som är Tryggt (2005/2006)

When Olof was in charge, a hand reached out to us

Palme gave us protection, a job, a place to live.

(…)

When many closed their eyes Sweden helped my family.

(…)

Quick moves when you are fleeing from oppression

To a country that is safe.

A Country that is Safe (2005/2006)
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I therefore argue that the lyrics of the joint video can be viewed as an attempt to ‘teach 

Swedish history’ with a ‘lesson’ to be learned from the 1970s in which Swedish politi-

cians extended a helping hand to Chilean immigrants, as opposed to the present in which 

the children of these immigrants living in the suburbs grow up with parents who are 

long-term unemployed, facing a hopeless future. 

In the excerpts discussed in this second category, Advance Patrol thus stage the tran-

snational other as connected to a past in-between Chile and Sweden, a present in which 

the other/’blatte’ remains an outsider, and a future in which the other/’blatte’ potentially 

can become the speaker of a ‘new Sweden’. They also stage themselves as speakers of all 

those who are externally identified as the other/’blatte’ by extending their ‘ties of blood’ 

that result from the transnational other´s connections to a past in-between Chile and 

Sweden. 

Representation – the Externalized Other
The following excerpts nevertheless question such a universal staging of and speaking 
for all those who are externally identified as the other in a Swedish context. In the song 

‘Åsiktsfrihet’ (Freedom of Speech) featured on their 2003 debut album, a homogenous 

immigrant ‘we’ is disturbed, as criticism is voiced against honor killings.

Låt mig säga några ord, (lyssna) vill inte ge mig på nån kurd (men)  

Vad fan e hedersmord? 

Ey, det vill vi inte ha ombord 

Åsiktsfrihet (2003)

Let me say a few words (listen) 

I don´t want to attack any kurd (but)

What the hell is an honor killing? 

Ey, we don´t want to have that on board 

Freedom of Speech (2003)

‘Kurds’ are here externalized as violent others who commit honor killings and those who 

have to be expelled from ‘onboard’ of the ‘we’. They are also not included and confronted 

through a ‘battle’ within the Hip-hop community. The song ‘Estupidos’ (The Stupid Ones) 

on the same album extends such critique to immigrants who ‘talk about Sweden here 

and there’.
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Den här går ut till dem som bara klagar och klagar

Men inte gjort en minsta lilla skit i sina dagar 

Invandrare som snackar om Sverige hit och dit 

Var kommer du ifrån kompis? 

Ba stick då dit!

Estupidos (2003)

This goes out to those 

who are only complaining and complaining

But have not done the least little shit in their days

Immigrants that talk about Sweden here and there

Where are you from my friend? 

Just leave for that place then!

The Stupid Ones (2003)

The others to be expelled from Sweden by returning ‘to the place they come from’ are 

in this context complaining ‘passive’ immigrants. Yet, as there is no clear definition of 

the term ‘immigrant’ or ‘the place they come from’, it remains unclear who is allowed 

to ‘talk about Sweden’, and who is supposed to ‘leave’ to what place. While the firm 

connection between nationality and freedom of speech suggested here is highly prob-

lematic, I here read the externalized ‘passive’ immigrant in contrast to Juan Havana´s 

staging as ‘active’ in the lyrics of ‘A Country that is Safe’:

Jag ska bli president nån dag 

Låta viss general få ta sitt ansvar 

Min mamma sa ‘Juan, du har egna strider 

Din kamp är när du berättar och skriver’ 

Vill inte låta alltför naiv, men jag är aktiv

Klarar inte av att stå brevid 

Vill kunna mer om politik 

Och skriva om många människor liv 

Förtryck och krig 

Skriv berätta, skrik av lättnad 

Håll inte tyst om saker världen bör veta 

Det här är vår kamp och du har säkert din

Ett Land som är Tryggt (2005/2006)
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I will become president some day.

Let a certain general take his responsibility.

My mother said Juan you have your own fights

Your fight is when you narrate and write.

Do not want to sound too naïve but I am active

Cannot cope to simply stand aside.

Want to know more about politics 

And write about many people´s lives, oppression and war.

Write narrate, cry of relief

Do not keep quiet about things the world should know

This is our fight and you for sure have yours

A Country That is Safe (2005/2006)

Juan Havana thus connects his staging as the transnational other to being ‘active’ and 

learning, that is, ‘knowing about politics’ and expressing that knowledge. Being ‘active’ 

is here associated with speaking for others in writing, while the externalized other/com-

plaining immigrant in ‘The Stupid Ones’ is connected to passivity without any reference 

to political representation as speaking for.
In the excerpts discussed under this third category, Advance Patrol thus construct two 

externalized others – the other/’Kurd’ and the other/complaining immigrant that both 

stand in contrast to their representation as staging and speaking for the other/’blatte’ 

outlined above.  

Shifting Representations
In the following, I will summarize the three categories of representation outlined above 

and discuss the way in which they are shifting between the two meanings of the other 

by simultaneously (not dialectically) drawing on the fictitious and the negative registers. 

I will thereby also make visible different forms of representations through which Advance 

Patrol both become and distance themselves from being the representatives of a margin-

alized ‘we’ that has been the basis of earlier research (Sernhede 2007).

The first category - ‘representation – the artist(s)’ - addresses three different forms 

of representations. First, Advance Patrol´s staging as artists in a Swedish context as the 

mostly harmless other; second, their staging as artists in the context of a global Hip-hop 

community, and third, their attempts as artists to speak for those who are located in the 

‘lower stratum’ of society. 

In this first category Advance Patrol stage themselves as the other that speaks for 
the ‘lower stratum’ of society by blurring the distinction between the two meanings of 
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representation. They use a form of tactical essentialism that creates a ‘we’ that is being 

ignored by ‘them’ and offer a concrete solution to end marginalization, namely making 

society, that is, ‘them’ live up to the democratic promise by including ‘us’. By offering a 

solution they thus draw on the fictitious register. 

Yet, they also simultaneously draw on the negative register in this first category as the 

artist name Gonza Blatteskånska stages Gonza as a permanent outsider in both a Swed-

ish and a global Hip-hop context. Instead of staging himself as an artist who speaks for 

the other in order to abolish marginalization, the other/’blatte’ here serves as a reminder 

that hegemonic politics can always abolish some marginalities ‘but can never abolish 

them all – it needs them as that upon which it constitutes itself’ (Moreiras 392). 

The second category – ‘representation – the transnational other’ – then addresses the 

staging of another permanent outsider, in this case in both a Swedish and Chilean con-

text. Although this transnational other is primarily described through an external identi-

fication as opposed to the self-identification of Gonza as ‘blatte’ in the first category, its 

staging can also be seen as an example of the use of the negative register. I here claim 

that Advance Patrol, instead of offering a solution to end marginalization, argue that 

pure national essentialisms necessarily create marginalized others that have to remain 

permanent outsiders in order for the essentialisms to function. 

They then describe the transnational other as connected to Sweden through learning 

and teaching ‘Swedish history’, and to Chile through ‘pride’, ‘blood’ and ‘home’. The latter 

connection is then imported to a Swedish context as the connections of ‘blood’ that are 

initially attributed to ‘Chile’ are extended to include all those who are identified as the 

other/immigrant-youth in Sweden. 

This import becomes possible as Advance Patrol stage themselves as their representa-

tives/speakers by advocating a brand of social democratic solidarity from the 1970s con-

nected to the immigrant past of their parent generation. 

Such a renewed collapse of the two meanings of representation only works once the 

staging of the other/Chilean is replaced by the staging of the other/’blatte’ who can 

become the future representative/speaker of a ‘new Sweden’. The solution to end mar-

ginalization suggested here – ‘learning from the past’ – does nevertheless not entirely 

succeed. The other that speaks for ‘a new Sweden’ remains the ‘blatte’, that is, the per-

manent outsider even in future projections. 

Their representation as both staging and speaking for thus shifts from the fictitious 

to the negative register as it initially offers a solution only to then withdraw it. Advance 

Patrol here once more reject and exclusive reliance on the fictitious register to then 

move on to reject an exclusive reliance on the negative register through the representa-

tions in the third and final category – ‘representation – the externalized other’.
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In this category, Advance Patrol construct two types of externalized others – the ex-

ternalized other/’Kurd’, and the complaining other/immigrant. The other/’Kurd’ can be 

contextualized in a number of different ways. First, as an affirmation of an already exist-

ing hegemonic image of an externalized other in a Swedish context, and thereby as stag-
ing of Advance Patrol as hegemonic ‘insiders’ drawing on the fictitious register. 

Second, as further stressing their staging as nonviolent and inoffensive artists that 

distance themselves from the violence of the other/’Kurd’. Yet, the in this context most 

significant aspect of the construction of the other/’Kurd’ is that Advance Patrol here not 

only create an other that differentiates them from other immigrants such as the tran-

snational other discussed above. Here, they go one step further – they distance them-

selves from being the representatives of a unified marginalized ‘we’ by externalizing the 

other/’Kurd’. 

Although the second construction of an externalized other – the other/complaining 

immigrant is highly problematic as it suggests a firm connection between nationality 

and freedom of speech, I in this context see it as a rejection of a pure reliance on the 

negative register. While the ‘passive’ other/immigrant is described as someone who solely 

complains, that is, solely draws on the negative register, Juan Havana stages himself as 

an ‘active’ representative/speaker. 

He at first ‘complains’ about those instances in which democracy does not live up to 

its promise of equality, while at the same time making suggestions to end such inequal-

ity. He thereby draws on both the negative register (by ‘complaining’) and the fictitious 

register (by offering solutions). So how can these shifting representations be used to 

answer the question of how Advance Patrol represent the marginalized other in their lyr-

ics between 2003 and 2006?

This article has set out to provide a more detailed account of the representation of the 

marginalized other in Swedish Hip-hop that might become even more detailed by taking 

into account the impact of music and performance on Hip-hop lyrics. It has argued that 

while Advance Patrol, here used as an example of Hip-hop artists claiming a suburban 

background, often speak for the marginalized other, they do not at all times voice the 

grievances of all ‘immigrants’. 

They thus disrupt the notion of a unified ‘we’ that is represented through Hip-hop and 

thereby also describe the marginalized other as not entirely representable or knowable. 

That means that while they are critical of segregation and marginalization in Swedish 

society, issues that have ignited violence in Swedish suburbs since the mid-1990s and 

most recently in Husby, Advance Patrol do not claim to be able to speak for a homog-

enous marginalized group. 
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That means that their shifting representations do not make truth claims about the 

marginalized other but represent, that is, speak for and stage it as a concept that can 

never be fully assimilated into a dominant hegemonic structure. The marginalized other 

represented through Swedish Hip-hop here remains both within and outside of the he-

gemonic system, resisting appropriation into forms of solidarity that claim to know or 

speak its ‘truth’.
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Abstract
Hip-hop artists are often perceived as societal critics who speak for, or represent a mar-

ginalized other, while at the same time re-presenting or staging themselves as individual 

artists. This article sets out to provide a more detailed account of the representation of 

such a marginalized other in Swedish Hip-hop by tracing the ways in which representa-

tion – as both speaking for and staging – is connected to the marginalized other in the 

lyrics of the Malmö-based Hip-hop group Advance Patrol. In their lyrics, Advance Patrol 

not only stage themselves as artists who speak for a marginalized other and artists who 

distance themselves from such representations by creating an externalized other. Their 

lyrics also stage them as what will be called a transnational other in-between Chile and 

Sweden and thereby connect them with a migration history in-between Chile and Swe-

den. It argues that the representations in their lyrics between 2003 and 2006 shift – be-

tween criticizing the logic of ‘we’ against ‘them’ that creates the marginalized other, and 

an affirmation of such marginalization. These shifting representations thus represent it 

as a concept that can never be fully assimilated into a dominant hegemonic structure, a 
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concept that resists appropriation into forms of solidarity that claim to know or speak its 

‘truth’. 
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